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3.1 General Information 

This section contains requirements that must be addressed in order for your proposal to be 

considered for the evaluation phase of this RFP.  All of the items described in this section are non -

negotiable.  Respondents are required to complete: 

Mandatory Requirements (M) 

All Respondents must meet the (M) requirements listed in this section, and explain how the 

requirement is met.  A ‘no’ response on the acceptance document or omission of the required 

explanation will disqualify the service from further evaluation.  

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 

 

3.1.1 Equipment Offering  
(M) Identify Equipment Offering in sections 5.2.1-5.3.0. 

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 

 

3.1.2 Service Offering 
(M) Identify Service Offerings for all products offered in Sections 5.2.1-5.3.0. 

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 

 

3.1.3 Insurance Requirement  
(M)  This pertains to the State of Utah insurance requirements. Other Participating States may 

identify different insurance requirements during the participating addendum process.   

Data Communications Provider’s and their authorized contractors shall procure and maintain 

insurance which shall protect the authorized contractor and The State and/or purchasing entity (as 

an additional insured) from any claims from bodily injury, property damage, or personal injury 

covered by the indemnification obligations set forth herein.  The Data Communications Provider’s 

authorized contractor shall procure and maintain the insurance policies described below at their 

own expense and shall furnish to the procurement manager, upon award, an insurance certificate 

listing the participating State(s) as certificate holder and as an additional insured.  The insurance 

certificate must document that the Commercial General Liability insurance coverage purchased  by 

the authorized contractor to include contractual liability coverage applicable to this Master 

Agreement.  In addition, the insurance certificate must provide the following information:  the name 

and address of the insured; name, address, telephone number and signature of the authorized 
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agent; name of the insurance company (authorized to operate in all States); a description of 

coverage in detailed standard terminology (including policy period, policy number, limits of liability, 

exclusions and endorsements) and an acknowledgment of notice of cancellation to the participating 

States.   

Authorized contractor is required to maintain the following insurance coverage’s during the term of 

the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement: 

 

1)  Workers’ Compensation Insurance – The Data Communications Provider’s authorized 

contractor must comply with Participating State’s requirements and provide a certificate of 

insurance. 

2)  Commercial General Liability Policy per occurrence - $1,000,000.  Coverage to include bodily 

injury and property damage combined single limit. 

3)  Business Automobile Policy to include but not limited to liability coverage on any owned, non -

owned, or hired vehicle used by Data Communications Provider’s authorized contractor personnel 

in the performance of this Master Agreement.  The business automobile policy shall have the 

following limits of liability:  Per Occurrence - $1,000,000, Annual Aggregate - $3,000,000, Annual 

Aggregate applying to products and services - $3,000,000.  Coverage must include premises and 

operations, bodily injury and property damage, personal and advertising injury; blanket contractual, 

products and services, owner named as an additional insured. The State of Utah must be listed as 

an additional insured.  

 

Within 10 days of contract award, the Contracted Supplier and/or Authorized Contractor must 

submit proof of certificate of insurance that meets the above requirements or the Participating 

States requirements.   

Aruba Response: 

Aruba fully complies with and accepts the insurance requirements of WSCA-NASPO and the State 

of Utah. 
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3.1.4 Delivery 

(M) The prices offered shall be the delivered price to any WSCA-NASPO purchasing entity.  All 

deliveries shall be F.O.B. destination with all transportation and handling charges paid by the 

contractor.  Responsibility and liability for loss or damage shall remain the Contractor until final 

inspection and acceptance (within 30 days after delivery for external damage and 30 days for any 

concealed damage) when responsibility shall pass to the Buyer except as to latent defects, fraud 

and Contractor’s warranty obligations.  The minimum shipment amount will be found in the special 

terms and conditions.  Any order for less than the specified amount is to be shipped with the freight 

prepaid and added as a separate item on the invoice.  Any portion of an order to be shipped 

without transportation charges that is back ordered shall be shipped without charge.  

Aruba Response: 

Aruba has reviewed and fully accepts the delivery requirements.  

 

3.1.5 Service Offering Documentation   

(M) Upon request, user and/or technical documentation should be supplied for all procured 

products and services. Manuals may be available via the Contracted Supplier’s website.  The 

manual shall contain user and technical instructions appropriate to the service.   

Aruba Response: 

Read, noted, and comply.  Aruba will supply documentation requested for all procured products 

and services as requested by WSCA-NASPO.  In addition, all of Aruba’s product documentation 

necessary for the successful installation, operation, and troubleshooting of the solution is available 

24/7 on our support website: http://support.arubanetworks.com/  
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3.1.6 Data Communications Provider Contract Administrator 
and Usage Report Administrator 
(M) The Contracted Supplier shall provide a Contract Administrator to manage compliance with the 

scope and terms and conditions for this contract.  The following Information, at a minimum, 

regarding the Contract Administrator shall be provided:   

a. Administrator’s number of years experience in the Data Communications Services 

business. 

b. Confirmation that the Data Communications Provider Contract Administrator has 

authority to enforce the scope of work and terms and conditions of the resulting contract.  

 

The Contracted Supplier shall also provide a Usage Report Administrator responsible for the 

quarterly sales reporting described in Section 1.15 Usage Reporting Requirement.  

Aruba Response: 

Aruba will provide a dedicated Contract Administrator who will manage and oversee all aspects of 

compliance with the scope and terms and conditions of the WSCA-NASPO contract.  The 

designated contact has 3 years of experience in the Data Communications Services business and 

is backed by a team with over 30 years of aggregate experience.  The Contract Administrator has 

the full authority of Aruba Networks, Inc. to ensure compliance with the scope and terms and 

conditions of the contract.  The Contract Administrator’s contact information is as follows:  

Name Andrew (Drew) Tanguay 

Physical Address 1344 Crossman Ave. 

Sunnyavle, CA 

94089 

Email DL-RFP@arubanetworks.com  

Phone (408) 419-4260 

 

3.1.7 eMarket Center Cooperation   

(M) To be eligible for contract award, the Contractor must agree to cooperate with WSCA-NASPO 

and SciQuest (and any authorized agent or successor entity to SciQuest) with uploading a hosted 

catalog or integrating a punchout site.  The contract requirements are in section 7. 

Aruba Response: 

Read, noted, and comply.
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4.1 General Information 
Provide any pertinent general information about the depth and breadth of the Offeror’s product and 

service offerings and their overall use and acceptance in the Data Communications marketplace . 

Aruba Response: 

Key vertical markets served by Aruba include SMB, education, enterprise, finance, government, 

healthcare, hospitality, industrial, and retail. Key geographic markets include the Americas, 

Europe, Middle East, Australia, New Zealand, and the remainder of the Asia Pacific region. Aruba 

has 20,000+ unique customers across 130 countries, and adds on average 700 new customers 

each quarter. Representative customers include:  

 Branch networking: Lawson, Safeway, Checkers 

 Large enterprise: Microsoft, Google, U.S. Air Force, SAP 

 Campus: California State University System, New South Wales DET 

 Healthcare: City of Hope, SUHT (US), Samsung Medical 

 IPTV over WLAN: Liberty University 

 Multi-tenant WLAN: BAA (Heathrow Terminal 5), Burj Khalifa Dubai 

 Industrial: Santos Brasil 

 Portable: FDIC, Tennis Australia, UHSM (UK) 

 

Aruba’s channel program consists of approximately 1800 global partners including AT&T, Bell 

Canada, CDW, Dell, Orange, NTT Data, PCCW, and Verizon Business.  

 

Our goal is to establish our secure mobility solution as the de facto standard for global education, 

enterprise, finance, government, healthcare, hospitality, industrial, and retail verticals. Aruba will 

continue to innovate and lead the WLAN industry by creating unequaled products in terms of 

quality, security, and enablement of mobility. In addition, Aruba will build on our strong track record 

of unrivaled customer service, anticipating the needs of our customers and developing new, 

revolutionary technologies to ensure that our customers have the very best resources the WLAN 

industry has to offer in order to create a more mobile, effective workforce. In pursuit of this quest, 

we believe that the following key elements of our strategy will help us maintain our competitive 

advantage: 

 Drive adoption across the enterprise 

 Maintain and extend our software offerings 

 Utilize channel partners to expand our global market penetration  

 Realize increased operating efficiencies 
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 Expand our base of technology partners 

 

In addition, Aruba has 5 core values that guide all of our collective and individual business 

practices: 

 Customer success 

 Innovation 

 Communication 

 Integrity 

 Passion 

 

Aruba’s long term philosophy is to use our MOVE architecture to build an enterprise access 

network for the mobile era. MOVE is a mobility-centric architecture that is focused on breaking 

down the silos of wireless and wired networks, and also delivers secure network access both on 

campus and off campus. Aruba MOVE delivers a common set of mobility services with quality of 

service that is network agnostic in that it works across all access mediums. The other component 

of MOVE involves the delivery of thin on-ramps. While wired and wireless were built as siloed 

networks in the past, we now bring them together with common services across both.  
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4.2 Warranty 
Specify the Offeror’s standard warranty offerings for the products and services proposed in the 

response to this RFP. 

Aruba Response: 

LIMITED HARDWARE WARRANTY 

With the exception of certain indoor access point products identified on the Aruba Price List, which 

are subject to a limited lifetime warranty, Aruba provides a warranty only to its end users that the 

hardware portion of Aruba’s products will substantially conform to the Aruba’s published 

documentation made generally available to its customers for a period of twelve (12) months from 

the date of shipment. Except as otherwise proscribed by applicable law, in the event of a breach of 

this warranty, the sole and exclusive remedy, and Aruba’s sole and exclusive liability, shall be for 

Aruba to use its commercially reasonable efforts to correct or repair the hardware or to replace the 

hardware that cause breach of this warranty. If Aruba cannot, or determines that it is not practical 

to, repair or replace the returned hardware, then the sole and exclusiv e remedy and the limit of 

Aruba’s obligation shall be to refund the amount received for such hardware. 

 

Warranty; Exclusions. The warranties do not extend to any hardware that is modified or altered, 

is not maintained to Aruba's maintenance recommendations, is operated in a manner other than 

that specified by Aruba, has its serial number removed or altered or is treated with abuse, 

negligence or other improper treatment (including, without limitation, use outside the recommended 

environment) or is repaired or modified by anyone other than Aruba or an Aruba authorized 

company. 

 

Warranty Returns. Resellers will handle and be responsible for all warranty returns from its end 

users. All hardware must be returned to Aruba in accordance with Aruba’s then-current Return 

Material Authorization (RMA) procedure. Hardware obtained from Aruba that do not comply with 

the warranty and are returned to Aruba during the warranty period will be repaired or replaced at 

Aruba’s option, provided the reseller or end user bears the cost of freight, insurance, duties and 

import and export fees to the point of repair or return. If the returned hardware is covered by the 

above warranty, Aruba will bear the cost of freight, insurance, duties and import and export fees for 

return of goods to reseller (if any) or end user. For the first 30 days of the warranty coverage 

period, Aruba will provide same-day-ship advance replacement for the covered product (after 

confirming coverage and the warranty failure) prior to the shipment cutoff time. End users may 

purchase an extension of this next business day protection through a separate support and service 

agreement. In the absence of such a support and service agreement, after thirty (30) days from 

shipment until expiration of the twelve (12) month warranty period, Aruba will replace or repair any 

non-compliant hardware and return it in operable condition within ten (10) days of receipt of the 

non-compliant hardware via Aruba’s RMA procedure. Access to Aruba’s Technica l Assistance 

Center (“TAC”) for any and all questions, consultation, deployment assistance, or problem reports 

shall be provided only pursuant to a separate service and support agreement.  
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Limited Lifetime Warranty. Selected Aruba Networks products are covered by a Limited Lifetime 

warranty detailed at http://www.arubanetworks.com/supportservices/ lifetime-warranty. Such 

products are subject to the above hardware warranty, with the additional proviso that after thirty 

(30) days from shipment until five (5) years following product announced end-of-life, Aruba will 

replace or repair any non-compliant Product and return it in operable condition, shipping next 

business day after Aruba’s receipt of the non-compliant Product via Aruba’s RMA procedure, with 

receipt by customer within ten (10) days on a commercially reasonable basis.  

EXCEPT FOR THE WARRANTIES MADE DIRECTLY TO END USERS AND ANY OTHER 

WARRANTY REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ALL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ARE 

PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY WHATSOEVER, AND ARUBA 

AND ITS LICENSORS AND SUPPLIERS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES, 

EXPRESS, IMPLIED AND STATUTORY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED 

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY 

RIGHTS AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. ARUBA ALSO MAKES NO 

WARRANTY REGARDING NONINTERRUPTION OF USE OR FREEDOM FROM BUGS. 

 

LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY 

Aruba warrants to customer that any media on which the software is recorded will be free from 

defects in materials and workmanship under normal use for a period of ninety (90) days from the 

date the software is delivered to the end user. If a defect in any such media should occur during 

this 90-day period, the media may be returned to Aruba (or if you received such software from a 

reseller, to such reseller) and Aruba or the reseller, as applicable, will replace the media without 

charge to you. Aruba shall have no responsibility to replace media if the failure of media results 

from accident, abuse or misuse of the media. 

ARUBA AND ITS SUPPLIERS DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE 

PROGRAMS WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR THAT THE OPERATION OF THE 

PROGRAMS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE. EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS 

WARRANTY ABOVE AND ANY OTHER WARRANTY REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE 

PROGRAMS ARE PROVIDED TO YOU WITH NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 

IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. 

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO 

HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION. 
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4.3 Website  
Award contractors are required to establish and maintain a website applicable to the 

WSCA/NASPO contract which will allow Participating States to see applicable contract price list, 

discounts on said price list, approved resellers or partners for their state and any additional 

information that may be required to assist the participating states in obtaining information 

concerning the contract award.  The State of Utah representing WSCA/NASPO reserves the right 

to require the award contractor to add additional items to assist in this process.   Specify Websites 

used by the Offeror to facilitate customer ordering under awarded contracts.  

This is a mandatory requirement.  

Aruba Response: 

Read, noted, and comply.  Aruba will establish a website in accordance with the instructions and 

desires of WSCA-NASPO. 
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4.4 Customer Service  
Specify the Offeror’s standard customer service policies and detail the escalation process used to 

handle customer-generated issues. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba’s customer service policies including a complete description of our escalation procedures 

are comprehensively detailed in Section 5.3.1.1 below.  
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4.5 Firm 

a. Provide a brief history of your firm including the following: 

1. Number of years providing Data Communications Services being 
offered in response to this RFP.  

Aruba Response: 

Headquartered in Silicon Valley, Aruba was founded in February 2002, and first commercial 

shipments commenced in June 2003. The company issued an initial public offering in March 2007 

(NASDAQ: ARUN), and shortly thereafter was added to the Russell 2000® Index. 

 

2. Number of separate services provided in each of the area 
categories described in this RFP. 

Aruba Response: 

The products and services Aruba offers will be comprehensively detailed in Aruba’s response to 

Section 5 of this solicitation response. 

 

b. Describe specifically what makes your firm a stable long 
term partner for WSCA-NASPO.   

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is the global leader in distributed enterprise networks, delivering enterprise networks to 

users, anywhere they work or roam, at a fraction of the cost of traditional solutions. Its award-

winning portfolio of campus, branch/teleworker, and mobile solutions simplify operations and 

secure access to all corporate applications and services – regardless of the user's device, location, 

or network. 

Aruba delivers enterprise networks to users anywhere they work or roam at a fraction of the cost of 

traditional solutions.  A global leader in 802.11a/b/g/n wireless LANs, remote networking solutions, 

identity-based security, and centralized multi-vendor network management, Aruba’s secure mobility 

solutions are fundamentally changing how and where we work. Aruba is the world’s second largest 

enterprise wireless LAN vendor, and is positioned as a Leader in Gartner’s Wireless LAN Magic 

Quadrant. 
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As the preeminent supplier of secure 

mobility solutions, Aruba repeatedly 

positioned as a Leader in Gartner’s 

enterprise wireless LAN Magic Quadrant 

while continually recognized as a best-of-

breed solution through a host of awards 

which include Network Computing's 

“Wireless Infrastructure Product of the Year 

2009”, “Best of Interop 2009” in the 

Wireless and Mobility category, Network 

World's "Best of the Tests 2009", 2009 

INTERNET TELEPHONY “Excellence 

Award”, and many others.  

Aruba has been so highly valued by 

Gartner in both execution value as well as 

vision completeness based on the following 

set of factors: 

 

 

 Ability to recognize market trends… provides solutions that meet business needs at the 

edge of the enterprise network 

 AirWave and ClearPass address wired and wireless multivendor identity-based access 

management for BYOD 

 Access layer switches provides a one-stop capability at the edge 

 Gained market share, penetrated into leading verticals (like healthcare, retail, fin. Services, 

federal government…) 

 Converting customers to an increasingly wireless-centric view of the network 

 Appropriate choice for enterprises where security, multivendor management or teleworking 

are high-priority decision criteria  
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c. Describe specifically what information the Data 
Communications Provider contract administrator would 
provide at annual meetings with an entity that has executed a 
participating addendum.  

Aruba Response: 

Aruba’s Contract Administrator for WSCA-NASPO would be more than willing to participate in 

annual meetings with any entity that has executed a participating addendum.  The information the 

Contract Administrator will provide shall be consistent with any standing agreements Aruba 

Networks has made with WSCA-NASPO at the time of the meeting in addition to any publicly 

available information such as that disclosed through our annual SEC filings and 10-K reports.  In 

addition, the Contract Administrator will provide any information desired regarding the contract 

such as details regarding the volume of product and relevant statistics associated with the contract 

as desired by the participating entity. 

 

d. Describe how you plan to implement the contract 
including having a single point of contact to perform and 
manage all aspects of this contract.   

Aruba Response: 

Aruba’s Contract Administrator named above in Section 3.1.6 will manage all aspects of the 

WSCA-NASPO contract.  

 

e. Describe in detail your firm’s escalation management plan 
including contact information 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba’s escalation procedures regarding product issues have been detailed below in Section 

5.3.1.1.  In regards to contract issues, any issue brought to the Contract Administrators attention 

by WSCA-NASPO or any participating entity will be considered a top priority and if it cannot be 

resolved immediately by the Contract Administrator will be escalated through Aruba’s management 

chain of command up to executive level if necessary until a successful outcome agreeable to both 

parties can be reached in a timely manner.  
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4.6 Authorized Sub Contractor Relationships 
Respondents may propose the use of Servicing Subcontractors or partners however, the 

Contractor shall remain solely responsible for the performance under the terms and conditions of 

the Contract if Servicing Subcontractors are utilized.  This includes sales report information.  The 

Contractor will be responsible to collect, and report this information from all partners or resellers 

representing your contract. 

a. Briefly describe what your firm requires from potential 
contractors to become an “Authorized Data Communications 
Reseller”. Provide an Authorized Contractor List. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba has selected partners (contractors) that have achieved the highest levels (Platinum and 

Gold) within our channel program to participate in the WSCA contract.  The named partners in the 

list below meet the following qualifications:  

 Sales staff with deep knowledge of Aruba’s products, and ability to propose solutions 

that address customer requirements and challenges using the right Aruba solutions  

 Technical and engineering staff that has completed comprehensive technical training 

and certifications on Aruba’s products 

 Established service/support practice for Wireless LAN and other Access Network 

solutions 

 Extensive experience selling, designing and implementing Aruba solutions 

 Excellent customer relations and reputation 

 Solid financial position 

 Demonstrated expertise in the State, Local Government and Education market 

 

To participate in the WSCA contract, these partners have agreed to follow all WSCA guidelines 

and Aruba requirements for WSCA transactions. 

 

Aruba Authorized WSCA-NASPO National Partners: 

 AT&T 

 CDW 
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Aruba Authorized WSCA-NASPO Partners by State: 

State/Territory Aruba Partner Level 

Alabama Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Alabama Layer 3 Communications, LLC Platinum 

Alaska Structured Communication Systems, Inc. Platinum 

Arizona Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Arizona FishNet Security Platinum 

Arizona Trace3, Inc. Platinum 

Arizona Vector Resources, Inc. Platinum 

Arkansas Choice Solutions Gold 

California Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

California Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

California FishNet Security Platinum 

California Structured Communication Systems, Inc. Platinum 

California Trace3, Inc. Platinum 

California Vector Resources, Inc. Platinum 

Colorado Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Colorado FishNet Security Platinum 

Colorado Trace3, Inc. Platinum 

Connecticut Adaptive Communications LLC Platinum 

Connecticut Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Delaware Comm Solutions Company Platinum 

District of Columbia Skyline Network Engineering, LLC Platinum 

District of Columbia Vector Resources, Inc. Platinum 

Florida Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Florida Adaptive Communications LLC Platinum 

Florida Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Florida FishNet Security Platinum 

Florida Mission Critical Systems, Inc. Platinum 

Florida RedCell Technologies, Inc. Gold 

Georgia Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Georgia Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Georgia FishNet Security Platinum 

Georgia Layer 3 Communications, LLC Platinum 

Georgia Mission Critical Systems, Inc. Platinum 

Hawaii NXTech Gold 

Idaho Structured Communication Systems, Inc. Platinum 

Illinois Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Illinois FishNet Security Platinum 

Illinois Structured Communication Systems, Inc. Platinum 
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Illinois CBTS (aka Cincinnati Bell Technical Services, Inc.) Gold 

Indiana FishNet Security Platinum 

Indiana CBTS (aka Cincinnati Bell Technical Services, Inc.) Gold 

Iowa Aercor Wireless Gold 

Iowa Choice Solutions Gold 

Kansas Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Kansas FishNet Security Platinum 

Kansas Yellow Dog Networks, Inc. Platinum 

Kentucky CBTS (aka Cincinnati Bell Technical Services, Inc.) Gold 

Louisiana Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Louisiana Detel Wireless, LLC Gold 

Maine Adaptive Communications LLC Platinum 

Maine Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Maryland Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Maryland Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Maryland Skyline Network Engineering, LLC Platinum 

Maryland Daly Computers Gold 

Massachusetts Adaptive Communications LLC Platinum 

Massachusetts Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Massachusetts FishNet Security Platinum 

Michigan Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Michigan FishNet Security Platinum 

Michigan MOSS Telecom Gold   

Minnesota Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Minnesota FishNet Security Platinum 

Minnesota Aercor Wireless Gold 

Mississippi Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Missouri Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Missouri Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Missouri FishNet Security Platinum 

Missouri Yellow Dog Networks, Inc. Platinum 

Montana Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Nebraska FishNet Security Platinum 

Nebraska Prime Communications Gold 

Nevada Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Nevada FishNet Security Platinum 

Nevada Structured Communication Systems, Inc. Platinum 

New Hampshire Adaptive Communications LLC Platinum 

New Hampshire Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

New Jersey Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 
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New Jersey Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

New Jersey Comm Solutions Company Platinum 

New Jersey The Apex Technology Group Inc Platinum 

New Mexico Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

New York Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

New York Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

New York FishNet Security Platinum 

New York Vandis, Inc. Platinum 

North Carolina Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

North Carolina Data Network Solutions, Inc. Platinum 

North Carolina FishNet Security Platinum 

North Carolina Secure Edge Networks, LLC Platinum 

North Dakota Aercor Wireless Gold 

Ohio Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Ohio FishNet Security Platinum 

Ohio CBTS (aka Cincinnati Bell Technical Services, Inc.) Gold 

Oklahoma Choice Solutions Gold 

Oregon Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Oregon Structured Communication Systems, Inc. Platinum 

Pennsylvania Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Pennsylvania Comm Solutions Company Platinum 

Pennsylvania Vector Resources, Inc. Platinum 

Puerto Rico Layer 3 Platinum 

Rhode Island Adaptive Communications LLC Platinum 

Rhode Island Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Rhode Island The Apex Technology Group Inc Platinum 

South Carolina Data Network Solutions, Inc. Platinum 

South Carolina Layer 3 Communications, LLC Platinum 

South Carolina Aercor Wireless Gold 

South Dakota Aercor Wireless Gold 

South Dakota Choice Solutions Gold 

Tennessee Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Tennessee Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Tennessee Layer 3 Communications, LLC Platinum 

Texas Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Texas FishNet Security Platinum 

Texas Layer 3 Communications, LLC Platinum 

Texas The Broadleaf Group LLC Platinum 

US Virgin Islands Mission Critical Platinum 

Utah Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 
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Vermont Adaptive Communications LLC Platinum 

Vermont Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Virginia Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Virginia Adaptive Communications LLC Platinum 

Virginia Carousel Industries of North America, Inc. Platinum 

Virginia FishNet Security Platinum 

Virginia Skyline Network Engineering, LLC Platinum 

Virginia Daly Computers Gold 

Washington Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Washington FishNet Security Platinum 

Washington Structured Communication Systems, Inc. Platinum 

West Virginia CBTS (aka Cincinnati Bell Technical Services, Inc.) Gold 

Wisconsin Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

Wisconsin Aercor Wireless Gold 

Wyoming Accuvant, Inc. Platinum 

 

b. Describe in detail how your firm currently measures an 
authorized contractors’ performance. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba regularly reviews the performance of Platinum and Gold partners (contractors), including 

input from remote audits/reporting, Aruba sales and service organizations, and customer 

satisfaction surveys.  On a quarterly basis, Aruba reviews the partner performance in the  following 

areas: 

 Achievement of required sales requirements 

 Satisfaction of our joint customers and the local Aruba sales team 

 Maintenance of technical training & certification required of partners  

 Maintenance of sales training & certification required of  partners 

 Meeting of any additional requirements outlined for contract participation  
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c. Describe in detail the process for revoking a designation 
as a sub contractor from an authorized contractor for issues 
related to customer service, or other authorized contractor 
performance related issues. 

Aruba Response: 

If an authorized partner (contractor) fails to meet our minimum requirements (see section 4.6.b), 

after an acceptable corrective period, they will be removed from our approved list of WSCA 

partners.  If necessary, Aruba will review and/or add other qualifying partners in the state.  

Aruba follows the following steps to address partners with specific issues related to customer 

service, or other performance problems: 

 First, Aruba sales and/or technical organizations will work closely with the partner to 

understand the issue and outline agreed corrective action(s)  

 Then, the partner will be provided an acceptable time period to resolve and take 

corrective actions 

 Finally, if the partner fails to correct the issue after the agreed period, the partner will 

be delisted and their designation revoked  

 

d. Describe in detail how your firm will support and assist an 
authorized contractor in improving their performance and the 
corrective action process.   

Aruba Response: 

Aruba stands behind the quality of work that our partners deliver to ensure the highest customer 

satisfaction. 

However, if a customer satisfaction issue should arise:  

 Aruba sales and/or technical teams will first work with the partner to ensure that the 

customer’s deployment of the Aruba solution is successful and customer concerns are 

addressed 

 Once the customer situation is addressed, we will evaluate the situation to determine 

the cause   

 If it’s determined that it was the result of a partner performance issue, Aruba sales 

and/or technical resources will work with the partner to outline a corrective action plan, 

typically including training or process improvements 

 Then, we will agree upon a reasonable time period to correct the issue, monitor the 

partner’s progress, and offer continued assistance  
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 If partner fails to correct the issue after the agreed period, the partner will be delisted 

and their designation revoked.  

 

All Aruba authorized partners have access to extensive training and resources to help ensure their 

success in designing and deploying our solutions.  In addition to required training, we offer 

partners: 

 Online support tools that provide technical information and knowledge base 

 Phone and online support for technical issues 

 Ability to open and track support cases via our partner portal  

 Online resources such as reference designs and configuration tools 

 Access to download product software for upgrades 

 Access to the Airheads technical community to discuss with Aruba and other engineers 

about technical questions 

 

e. Describe in detail the process that your firm uses to track 
and respond to issues and concerns from both your 
authorized contractors and from participating entities.   

Aruba Response: 

When Aruba partners experience issues that require our assistance, they contact our Technical 

Assistance Center (TAC) and Aruba tracks and responds accordingly.  

 First, a case is opened under the partner’s name, along with the associated 

customer/end-user 

 Then, TAC verifies the information along with validity of the partner’s support contract  

 Upon validation, the partner is immediately routed to a TAC engineer to initiate 

resolution. However, if the partner is required to make renewals, they are routed to the 

services team first. 

 

Please refer to section 5.3.1.1 for additional information on our support services.  
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f. Describe in detail how your firm will track, report and verify 
sales from your designated Data Communication partners 
and authorized contractors. 

Aruba Response: 

All customer purchase orders must be filled out per the following:  

 

PO #12345 

WSCA Contract #6789 

To:  Aruba Networks 

C/O ABC Reseller 

1313 Mockingbird Ln. 

Raven, CO  66666 

 

The reseller/partner then would place the order with the appropriate Aruba distributor, specifying 

the WSCA contract # and a special authorization code for our approved WSCA partners.  All 

WSCA purchase orders will be verified at the time of order placement that the customer is an 

approved WSCA participant and the minimum discounts are in accordance with the Aruba WSCA 

contract price list.  Aruba will track all WSCA orders on a monthly basis via our distribution reports 

and provide quarterly reports per the guidelines of the WSCA contract. 
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5.1 General Information  
This section contains mandatory minimum requirements that must be met in order for your 

proposal to be considered for the evaluation phase of this RFP.  All of the items described in this 

section are non-negotiable.  Respondents are required to complete:  

Mandatory Requirements (M) 

All Respondents must meet the (M) requirements listed in this section, and explain how the 

requirement is met.  A ‘no’ response on the acceptance document or omission of the required 

explanation will disqualify the service from further evaluation.  

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 

 

5.1.1 General Business Requirements 
Each provider must meet the following mandatory general business requirements: 

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 
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5.1.2 Terms and Conditions 

(M) Respondents must indicate their acceptance of the State of Utah Standard Terms and 

Conditions in addition to the WSCA-NASPO Terms and Conditions attached to this RFP as 

Attachment A and Attachment B. Any exceptions to these terms and conditions must be clearly 

identified in bid response and during the question and answer period on BidSync.  Significant 

exceptions may constitute grounds for rejecting Respondent proposals.  

Aruba Response: 

Aruba Networks fully accepts the State of Utah Standard Terms and Conditions as well as the 

WSCA-NASPO Terms and Conditions with the following exceptions:  

 

Aruba Networks, Inc. WSCA Exception List 

 

1. Pursuant to Section 7.2.4 of the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement for DATA 

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS & SERVICES, Aruba submits the following acceptance 

terms: 

 

“Notwithstanding anything else under the Agreement, including but not limited to Section 26 

(STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE AND ACCEPTANCE) of the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement 

Terms and Conditions, the purchasing entity shall have thirty (30) calendar days from the date of 

delivery to notify Aruba in writing of its acceptance or rejection of the applicable Product 

(“Acceptance Period”).  The Products shall be deemed accepted if the purchasing entity fails to 

either accept or reject the Product within the Acceptance Period.”  

 

2. Pursuant to Section 7.2.6 of the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement for DATA 

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS & SERVICES, Aruba submits the following license terms:  

 

“Notwithstanding anything else under the Agreement:  

All software is licensed, not sold. Subject to your compliance with the terms and restrictions set 

forth in this agreement (“Agreement”), Aruba grants you a non-exclusive, irrevocable, perpetual, 

paid-up, royalty free, non-transferable (except as expressly permitted in the Agreement), non-

sublicensable license to use the Aruba software programs (“Programs”). Any third party software 

programs obtained through the use of the Programs are exclusively subject to the terms and 

conditions accompanying those third party programs (“Third Party Programs”).  Aruba and its 

suppliers shall at all times retain title, all ownership rights, and all intellectual property rights in and 

to the Programs, including any and all rights to error corrections, enhancements, new releases, 

and other work product that may be created in connection with technical support services that 

Aruba provides. You shall not (and you shall not permit others to), directly or indirectly, modify, 

translate, decompile, disassemble, or reverse engineer the Programs (except to the extent 

applicable laws specifically prohibit such restriction) or any copy, in whole or in part, or otherwise 
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attempt to discover the source code or underlying ideas or algorithms of the Programs; copy 

(except for the purposes set forth above), rent, lease, distribute, or otherwise transfer (except as 

set forth in the Agreement) rights to the Programs; or remove any proprietary notices or labels on 

the Programs.   

 

Except as provided in this section, Aruba grants no ownership, right or license to any Aruba 

intellectual property under this Agreement.  Ownership of intellectual property in any deliverables 

created specifically by Aruba for the State of Utah, including (but not limited to) any deliverables 

falling under Section 26 (COPYRIGHT) of the STATE OF UTAH STANDARD INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY TERMS AND CONDITIONS, must be expressly agreed to by the parties in a 

signed statement of work, and shall not include any pre-existing intellectual property of Aruba.”  

 

3. Pursuant to Section 7.2.7 of the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement for DATA 

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS & SERVICES, Aruba submits the following limitation of 

liability terms: 

 

“EXCEPT FOR (i) DAMAGE TO REAL OR TANGIBLE  PERSONAL PROPERTY AND DEATH OR 

BODILY INJURY CAUSED BY NEGLIGENCE, (ii) FRAUD, (iii) INFRINGEMENT 

INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS HEREUNDER, (iv) BREACH OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

OBLIGATIONS HEREUNDER, (v) BREACH OF DATA SECURITY OBLIGATIONS HEREUNDER; 

(vi) BREACH OF THE LICENSE RESTRICTIONS HEREUNDER; AND (vii) ANY PAYMENT AND 

REFUND OBLIGATIONS HEREUNDER, NEITHER PARTY NOR ITS SUPPLIERS OR LICENSORS 

SHALL BE LIABLE WITH RESPECT TO ANY PRODUCT OR OTHER SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS 

AGREEMENT UNDER ANY CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHER LEGAL 

OR EQUITABLE THEORY FOR: 

 

A. ANY DIRECT DAMAGES IN EXCESS IN THE AGGREGATE OF THE AMOUNTS PAID 

TO ARUBA UNDER THIS AGREEMENT DURING THE TWELVE MONTH PERIOD 

PRIOR TO DATE THE CAUSE OF ACTION FIRST AROSE; OR  

B. ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT 

LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF THEY HAVE BEEN ADVISED 

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.” 

 

Reference:  State of Oklahoma ITSW1006AR for Networking Products and Services; Technology & 

Telecommunications Information Services Division; Office of State Finance; 405-521-4898. 
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5.1.3 Experience 

(M) Respondents must be able to provide reference service contracts from a minimum of five 

government or commercial customers for their Data Communications Product and Services 

offerings. Government references are preferred. References must include environments and 

complexity that is similar in scope to those described within this RFP. Any proposals from 

Respondents that cannot meet these requirements will not be considered. The Respondent must 

provide specific contact information describing their reference service contracts, which may be 

verified. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba has selected the following references:  

 

1. State of Ohio 

Contract Number 534017-1 

Contact: Rose Perkins       

ITPS Operations Analyst                 

614-466-3605 

rose.perkins@oit.ohio.gov 

 

2. State of Florida 

Contract Number 250-000-09-1 

Contact: David Bennett 

850-921-4072 

David.Bennett@dms.myflorida.com 

 

3. State of New York 

Contract Number PT64433 

Contact: Karen Rogers 

(518) 486-9298 

Karen.Rogers@ogs.ny.gov 

 

4. State of Mississippi 

Contract Number 3658 

Contact: Tina O’Neal  
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(601) 432-8162 

Tina.ONeal@its.ms.gov 

 

5. PEPPM 

Contract Number: PEPPM 2013 - Aruba 

Contact: David Manney 

(570) 523-1155 

dmanney@peppm.org 

 

6. Prince George’s County Public Schools 

Contact: Edward Antonnetti 

(301) 780-5808 

Edward.antonetti@pgcps.org 

 

7. Howard County Public School System 

Contact: Lynn Christensen 

(443) 864-0445 

Lynn_Christensen@hcpss.org 

 

8. Cherry Hill Public Schools 

Contact:  Marc Plevinky 

(856)-424-7604 x4211 

mplevinsky@chclc.org 

 

9. West Chester University 

Contact: Richard Chan 

610-436-1061 

rchan@wcupa.edu 
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5.1.4 Financial Stability 

(M) The Data Communications Product and Services vendor must provide audited financial 

statements to the State and should meet a minimum Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) credit rating of 4A2 

or better, or a recognized equivalent rating. Please provide the Respondent’s D&B Number and the 

composite credit rating. The State reserves the right to verify this information. If a branch or wholly 

owned subsidiary is bidding on this RFP, please provide the D&B Number and score for the parent 

company that will be financially responsible for performance of the agreement. Prime contractors 

working on behalf of Respondents must submit financial statements that demonstrate financial 

stability, and adequate working capital, but do not need to meet 4A2 credit rating requirements.  

Aruba Response: 

Aruba’s Dun and Bradstreet number and credit rating are as follows:  

Dun & Bradstreet Number: 10-834-7381 

Rating: 5A3 

 

In addition, as a publicly traded company Aruba is subject to the reporting regulations set forth by 

the SEC.  In order to maintain compliance with SEC regulations, an annual 10-K report is compiled 

and posted to our Investor Relations website.  The location of those reports can be accessed 

through the following link: 

http://ir.arubanetworks.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=206778&p=irol -sec   
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5.1.5 Other General Responsibilities 

(M) The Respondent must provide the personnel, equipment, tools, and expertise to meet the 

requirements in this RFP.  

Aruba Response: 

Read, noted, and comply. 

 

(M) Computer applications and Web sites must be accessible to people with disabilities, and must 

comply with Participating entity accessibility policies and the Americans with Disability Act.  

Aruba Response: 

Aruba has been verified by the independent third-party auditor Criterion 508 Solutions as fully 

compliant with the Section 508 Amendment to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.  

 

(M) Applications and content delivered through Web browsers must be accessible using current 

released versions of multiple browser platforms (such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, and 

Safari) at minimum. 

Aruba Response: 

Read, noted and comply.  All of Aruba’s websites and their applications support all current 

released browser platforms including Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, and Safari.  
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5.2 Data Communications Services – 
Requirements 
Offerors may respond to any of the sections where they have substantive product offerings that 

address the scope detailed in each Section from 5.2.1-5.3.0. All Offerors must include a response 

to section 5.31 services, that addresses products proposed in 5.2.1-5.3.0. 

Products may be used by the states in branch offices, main government offices and data centers, 

and by overall government data communicat ions providers offering carrier class services. 

Responses should consider this breadth of use and users. 

The scope and context of this solicitation does not include endpoints such as cell/smart 

phones, other mobile devices or devices designed exclusively for use by individual users. It 

is focused on the equipment and software infrastructure required to support provisioning of a 

variety of network services within a modern digital network. The user context will vary from branch 

offices through enterprise and statewide data communication network installations. Respondents 

should offer a range of solutions that are appropriate for installations of varying size and 

complexity. 

Aruba Response: 

Read, noted, and comply. 

 

5.2.1 DATA CENTER APPLICATION SERVICES ― Application 

networking solutions and technologies that enable the successful and secure delivery of 
applications within data centers to local, remote, and branch-office users using technology 
to accelerate, secure, and increase availability of both application traffic and computing 
resources. 

5.2.1.1 Virtualized Load Balancers ― Virtual devices that act like a reverse proxy 

to distribute network and/or application traffic across multiple servers to improve the 
concurrent user capacity and overall reliability of applications. Capabilities should include: 

 SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) Off-loading 

 Caching capabilities 

 Layer 4 Load Balancing 

 Layer 7 Load Balancing 

 Detailed Reporting 

 Supports multiple load balancers in the same system for multiple groups  

 Supports TLS1.2 
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5.2.1.2 WAN Optimization ― An appliance utilizing a collection of techniques for 

increasing data-transfer efficiencies across wide-area networks (WAN). Capabilities 
should include: 

 CIFS (Common Internet File System) acceleration 

 Data Compression 

 SSL encryption/decryption for acceleration (Optional)  

 Layer 4-7 visibility 

 Application Specific optimization 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.1 at the present time; however the possibility exists 

that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned category in 

the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating government entities 

express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to them.   Aruba is open to 

requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from all of our customers 

and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel innovation as it pertains to our 

product roadmap. 
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5.2.2 NETWORKING SOFTWARE ― Software that runs on a server and 

enables the server to manage data, users, groups, security, applications, and other 
networking functions. The network operating system is designed to allow shared file and 
printer access among multiple computers in a network, typically a local area network 
(LAN), a private network or to other networks. Networking software capabilities should 
include: 

 Restartable Process 

 High availability options 

 Targeted operating systems, i.e. DC, campus, core, wan, etc.  

 Operating System Efficiencies 

5.2.2.1 Network Management and Automation ― Software products and 

solutions for  data center automation, cloud comput ing, and IT systems management. 

5.2.2.2 Data Center Management and Automation  ― Software products and 

solutions that capture and automate manual tasks across servers, network, applications,  and 

virtualized infrastructure. 

Aruba Response: 

Network Management 

Local area networks were designed to connect enterprise users sitting at their desks to servers 

located in a nearby data center. In today’s dynamic, distributed enterprise, users have moved away 

from their desktops. They use multiple mobile devices to connect to the network on campus, in 

branch offices, at home and on the road. Their applications run not only on servers elsewhere in 

the building, but also data centers hundreds of miles away and in the cloud. To support these 

demanding mobile users, IT professionals are rearchitecting their networks, using new wireless 

technologies like 802.11n to deliver mobility while reducing the cost of the network infrastructure.  

The consequences of downtime are significant. Downtime impacts worker productivity. And it 

increases the support burden for everyone in IT, from the network engineers responsible for 

managing the infrastructure to the service desk staff who answer the phone when users experience 

connectivity problems.  

Too often, network operations departments are struggle to manage their mission-critical wireless 

networks with tools designed for the static wired networks of the 1990s or with proprietary wireless 

element management systems designed by hardware vendors. The fundamental problem is that 

today’s mobile users break yesterday’s port-based network management models. Traditional 

element management systems were never designed to answer the question critical to operating 

networks for mobile users: Who is connected? Where are they located? What devices are they 

using, with what drivers and operating system patches? Are they properly authenticated? What’s 

happening in the RF environment? How much bandwidth is available and how much is being used?  
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Using outdated tools to manage wireless networks leads to predictable results: frequent 

escalations of routine issues to scarce network engineering resources, poor network performance 

and rapidly increasing support costs. With thousands of new wireless users and whole new 

categories of wireless devices coming online — VoIP phones, printers, handhelds, asset tags and 

more — the problem is getting worse every day.  

To support a mission-critical wireless network and a mobile user population without adding 

substantial IT headcount, you need a new approach to network management — an approach 

supported by intelligent, user-centric management tools designed specifically to address the 

unique requirements of a mobile world. You must be able to delegate responsibility across the IT 

organization — letting the service desk troubleshoot routine issues so that network engineering 

staff can work on the most difficult and important problems.  

AirWave delivers operational efficiency for teams managing rapidly changing networks and 

supporting mobile users who connect via the wireless LAN as well as wired Ethernet ports. With its 

easy-to-use interface and user-centric approach, AirWave lets your service desk triage connectivity 

issues while your valuable network engineering staff focuses on more strategic work. You also get 

a simpler way to enforce policies and actionable information that lets you plan for the future. The 

multi-vendor AirWave eliminates the need for separate management tools for each vendor’s 

hardware. AirWave even supports multiple generations of products from these vendors, from fat 

APs to thin, from legacy 802.11b to the newest 802.11n devices.  

With AirWave, you save time and money, improve service quality for your users and make better 

decisions about your network. That’s why leading Fortune 500 corporations, service providers, 

universities, school districts, healthcare organizations and retailers across the world use AirWave 

solutions to manage and control their Aruba, Cisco, Enterasys, Foundry, HP ProCurve, Meru, 

Motorola, Trapeze, Tropos and other WLAN infrastructure devices.  
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AirWave is available in multiple versions, whether you have 50 access points from a single vendor 

or 50,000 Wi-Fi, mesh and wired devices from a variety of different providers.  

 

Remote Monitoring and Visibility  

When a user reports a problem with your wireless network, that problem can have dozens, if not 

hundreds, of root causes: client configuration errors; authentication issues; offline controllers or 

APs; WAN connectivity issues; or problems with wired ports, switches, and routers. You need 

timely information that you can trust to quickly identify and resolve the problem. Proprietary 

element management solutions are notorious for being too difficult to use for any but the most 

skilled and most highly trained IT staff. When management tools are only accessible to high-level 

network engineers, every support issue must be escalated to those engineers, creating major 

operational bottlenecks. No one likes the result: users are unhappy because their problems are not 

resolved quickly; the service desk staff becomes frustrated because they cannot do their jobs; and 

network engineers suffer because they are swamped with wireless-related calls.  

AirWave gives your IT staff one place to go for everything that they need to diagnose and resolve 

user problems. Because it’s so easy to use, AirWave lets your service desk staff pinpoint many 

problems themselves, while the user is still on the phone. When an issue is escalated, network 

engineering has the rich data it needs to resolve the problem. That means that  your most valuable 

staff has much more time to do the work with the most value: solving the toughest problems and 

proactively improving network performance and reliability.  

 

User and Device Monitoring  

With AirWave, you can find any user or device on your wireless network with the click of a button 

— and see real-time monitoring views as well as relevant historical information. Special diagnostic 

summaries highlight anomalies and situations that may affect end-user network performance. 

AirWave includes monitoring views specifically designed to aggregate critical information for the 

service desk, as well as the high-end monitoring functions network engineers need.  

 

Visibility into the Invisible: RF Visualization and Location Tracking  

To diagnose and resolve a wireless problem, you often need to see what’s really going on in the 

RF environment: Are too many users connected to an AP? Is the user in a dead spot? Is there 

interference from another device in the building? AirWave puts all of this informati on at your 

service desk’s fingertips without the costs of specialized sensors or location appliances.  
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Save Time  

As the wireless network gets larger and more complex, network engineering often finds that 

mundane tasks, such as pushing a new vendor software release to all of the access points or 

controllers, consume an unacceptable amount of time. AirWave is designed to automate routine 

tasks and free you to pursue other, higher-priority activities.  

 

Automated Configuration Management  

AirWave from Aruba Networks makes it easy to define your configuration policies using a web-

based interface or by pulling a “known good” configuration from an existing device to create a 

template to be applied to other devices. You can then efficiently push the appropriate configuration 

to a single device, a specified group of devices, or to every device on your network. AirWave’s 

hierarchical policy definition allows you to quickly and easily update general configurations across 

the entire network without overwriting certain settings that may vary from location to location on 

your network.  

 

Firmware Distribution  

Most hardware vendors update their software and issue security patches and bug fixes several 

times a year. Yet, few organizations keep up with these updates, simply because the process of 

distributing the software across a large wireless network is so cumbersome. With AirWave, when 

you need to update the firmware on your WLAN devices, you simply define a “minimum 

acceptable” firmware version for each make and model of device. AirWave then distributes the new 
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software to any devices with down-rev versions of software and verifies that the changes were 

applied successfully to every device.  

 

Intelligent Scheduling  

To minimize disruption to critical business processes, AirWave allows you to schedule 

configuration changes and firmware updates to occur during a specified maintenance window, 

often late at night when network usage is low — and to ensure that the changes occur within the 

appropriate window in local time. You can schedule recurring tasks to occur daily, weekly, monthly 

or at a custom-defined interval. 

 

Save Money  

The true measure of any management solution is its ability to reduce network operating costs. 

AirWave reduces network operating costs, increases uti lization rates for valuable assets, helps you 

invest more wisely, and extends the useful life of your existing WLAN infrastructure.  

 

Lower User Support Costs  

 Accelerated problem resolution, led 

by the service desk  

 Greater percentage of problems 

resolved without escalation to 

valuable network engineering 

resources  

 No need for multiple proprietary 

management consoles, location 

servers, wired infrastructure support 

tools and device management tools  

 Lower service desk training costs by 

consolidating to a single, intuitive 

system  

 

More Efficient Network Engineers  

 Time savings through automation of routine tasks such as configuration changes, firmware 

updates, rogue AP scans and more  

 Remote diagnostics and corrective action to reduce troubleshooting time  

 Less travel time to and from remote sites  
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Streamlined Security and Compliance Processes  

 Efficient rogue detection process with fewer false-positives to investigate  

 Reduced compliance management costs through automated enforcement, auditing, logging 

and reporting  

 

Reduced Infrastructure Costs  

 Efficient asset tracking through VisualRF to increase utilization rates for and reduce losses 

of valuable mobile assets  

 Intelligent reports and capacity planning to help you determine exactly where you need to 

expand network capacity so you can invest your infrastructure budget wisely  

 Intelligent lifecycle management that extends the useful life of existing WLAN infrastructure  

and gives you the flexibility to choose the best solution for each technology refresh  

 

Multi-Vendor, Mixed-Architecture Support  

 Multiple wireless architectures, including “thin” APs and controllers, autonomous APs, 

mesh networks, point-to-point bridges and even WiMax  

 Leading wireless infrastructure vendors, including Aruba, Cisco, Enterasys, Foundry, HP 

ProCurve, Meru, Motorola, Trapeze, Tropos and others  

 Multiple generations of technology, dating back to the earliest days of the wireless industry 

as well as the newest 802.11n products, extending the life of your earlier investments  

 

 

Improve Service Quality  

Unlike tools that are designed to improve manageability of a single part of the infrastructure such 

as controllers and APs, AirWave enables wireless network management that’s centered on the 

user. After all, service desk calls come from people, not APs or ports. AirWave gives you a 

comprehensive, accurate picture of everything that affects service quality: wired infrastructure, 

wireless controllers and APs, client devices, and even the air itself. 
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Full Network Visibility  

AirWave’s most important function is to put all the information you need at your fingertips. Navigate 

to an AP’s monitoring page and you see exactly how many users are connected to the access 

point, who those users are, and how much bandwidth they are using. You can even compare 

current usage patterns to historical trends from the last day, week, month and year. Drill deeper 

and you can examine RF statistics, error rates, and qual ity of service data (voice traffic vs. data) to 

better understand the RF environment and remotely diagnose problems.  

 

Monitoring Key Components of the Wired Infrastructure  

True root cause analysis of wireless problems requires visibility to components of  the wired 

network infrastructure that affect WLAN performance, including routers, switches, authentication 

servers and more. AirWave monitors wired as well as wireless infrastructure giving the service 

desk better insight into the overall network and allowing them to escalate to the right people once 

they identify errors.  

 

Authentication Error Logs  

Many of the wireless problems reported to the service desk are the direct result of a failure in the 

user authentication process. AirWave logs and displays RADIUS authentication errors.  
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Open Architecture for User-Centric Integration  

AirWave provides your IT organization with valuable data, but it’s not the only tool you have in 

place to manage service quality. That’s why AirWave provides an open, XML API that enables you 

to integrate cost-effectively with your existing IT service management tools or even 

build custom applications to serve your users. Any data that you can see in the AirWave user 

interface is accessible to you via the XML API.  

 

Incident Tracking and Data Capture  

AirWave includes incident tracking capabilities for reporting and root cause analysis. When logging 

or escalating incidents, the service desk can attach snapshots of relevant monitoring screens and 

performance data to communicate exactly what was happening at the time a problem was reported. 

AirWave even integrates with other tools (such as BMC Remedy) that the service desk uses to 

track, report and escalate user issues. 

 

Make Better Decisions  

Without accurate data, you cannot make good decisions. Is your network engineering team 

spending its time working on the problems that actually affect user satisfaction? Where do you 

need to add capacity? Where do you have infrastructure that’s not being fully utilized? How can 

you be sure where you’ll get the highest returns on your upgrade investments now that 802.11n 

has been ratified?  

AirWave provides a wide range of actionable information from time-sensitive alerts to historical 

reporting. With data that spans days, months and seasons, you always have what you need to spot 

trends, plan capacity, and craft the right strategies for your organization.  

 

Real-Time Alerting  

Managing a mission-critical wireless network requires you to be armed with the information you 

need to initiate timely responses to problems and threats — even before they affect service quality. 

AirWave provides an extensive set of customizable alerts that let you know immediately when the 

system detects potential problems. Alerts can be sent via email or via SNMP traps to another fault 

management system. AirWave also incorporates a number of visual displays of alerts and error 

conditions, all customizable on a per-user basis (e.g., an AP icon will display in red when a critical 

alert is active or when usage conditions exceed predefined thresholds).  

 

Historical Trend Reporting  

To assess performance and network capacity, it is not enough to look at real-time network data in 

isolation. You also need trend data dating back months or years to determine how current 

conditions compare to previous levels and how changing usage patterns may impact network 

performance. While proprietary management solutions may provide only a few weeks of data, 

AirWave gives you up to two years of actionable information, including network performance data 
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and user roaming patterns. It also gives you the detailed capacity reports you need to plan fo r 

adequate coverage across your current network, network expansion or 802.11n upgrades.  

 

Intelligence to Drive Proactive Improvements  

AirWave gives you a systematic way to measure performance and reliability across your wireless 

network — both in real time and historically. What you can measure, you can improve by focusing 

your efforts where they will have the most significant impact.  

 

Security  

Operations management is the missing link in many organizations’ wireless security strategy — 

without it, you cannot truly know that your security policies are being implemented and enforced. 

With today’s strict regulatory compliance standards (Sarbanes- Oxley, HIPAA, PCI and others), 

strong centralized wireless network management is essential to protecting your organization and 

its data. 

 

User Tracking and Session History  

In a secure network, you need to know exactly who is connected to your network, where they are 

located, and how they are authenticated. AirWave gives you precisely this level of visibility — and 

even allows you to see users’ full roaming history so you can see when and where they have 

connected to your network.  
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Compliance Audits Configuration Policy Enforcement  

Good security requires that you regularly audit all your controllers and access points to ensure that 

their configurations match your policies. Yet, in a large network with thousands of APs and 

controllers, manual configuration audits are too time-consuming and error-prone. Often, they 

simply do not get done. Gartner has estimated that as many as 90 percent of wireless security 

incidents will result from this type of improper configuration. AirWave addresses this vulnerability 

by automatically auditing your entire wireless infrastructure, alerting you whenever a configuration 

error is detected and delivering a complete report showing exactly how the configuration violates 

your policy.  

 

Rogue and Intrusion Detection  

Rogue access points are perhaps the next most common security threat. AirWave RAPIDS
™ 

Rogue 

Detection is designed to detect unauthorized access points no matter where they are on your 

network — even if they are in a remote office without Wi-Fi hundreds of miles from your office. It 

also aggregates, correlates, alerts and logs IDS attacks that have been reported by your 

infrastructure, providing a full picture of your network security.  

 

Role-Based Administrative Access and Full Audit Logs  

Good security policy dictates that only those with a “need to know” have access to your 

management system and to critical information  about your network. Yet, in a large IT organization, 

literally dozens of individuals — ranging from service desk staff to your most senior network 

administrators — may need access to your management system to do their jobs. AirWave’s role-

based administrative access allows you to assign different privileges (read-only, read-write, audit-

only) to each individual and to restrict their access to certain segments of the network. All ac tions 

are logged so you can tell exactly who made any change or took a specific action.  

 

AirWave Management Platform  

AirWave Management Platform, the core component of AirWave, provides efficient, centralized 

management of your wireless infrastructure and visibility across the wired edge of your network. It 

communicates with and controls your wireless infrastructure via standard protocols (SNMP, HTTP, 

and so on) across a LAN or WAN. It provides an easy-to-use web-based interface that gives 

people across the IT organization a personalized view of the network with administrative privileges 

tailored to their specific job responsibilities.  

 

VisualRF Location and Mapping  

When you plan, troubleshoot or analyze your wireless network, a picture is worth a thousa nd 

words. AirWave VisualRF gives you an accurate view of your entire network without ever leaving 

your desk. It automatically generates a map of your RF environment and the underlying wired 

uplinks topology, showing you a full view of what your network looks like — in real time. VisualRF 
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uses RF measurements gathered from your active wireless access points and controllers, without 

the need for a costly, separate location appliance. You can see exactly who is on your network, 

where they are, and how the network is performing.  

 

RAPIDS Rogue Detection  

AirWave RAPIDS automatically detects and locates unauthorized access points and utilizes a set 

of rules to highlight the most important threats to your organization. The RAPIDS software uses 

your existing, authorized APs to scan the RF environment for any unauthorized devices in range; it 

also scans your wired network to determine whether any unknown devices are connected. RAPIDS 

then correlates all of this data and uses a set of rules to highlight only those dev ices that are truly 

a threat to your organization, which greatly reduces false-positives and allows you to focus on the 

important issues. It also captures and manages IDS events. RAPIDS improves network security, 

manages compliance requirements, and reduces the cost of manual security efforts. 

 

AirWave Master Console and Failover Servers  

AirWave Master Console ensures that you can monitor even the largest wireless networks with 

tens of thousands of nodes from a single console. AirWave Failover Servers prov ide high-

availability management for mission-critical wireless environments.  

 

A Complete Solution for Any Wireless Network  

AirWave is available in multiple versions depending on your network size, available resources and 

budget needs. 

 

5.2.2.3 Cloud Portal and Automation ― Software products and solutions for cloud 

management with policy-based controls for provisioning virtual and physical  resources. 

Aruba Response: 

Real Cloud Wi-Fi for Real Business 

Aruba Networks introduces the first cloud-managed Wi-Fi solution that delivers enterprise-class 

performance and reliability stemming from over a decade of wireless innovations while eliminating 

the up-front setup and management costs with Aruba Central, a cloud-based multisite, multiservice 

management solution. The new cloud Wi-Fi solution leverages Aruba Instant controllerless access 

points (APs) for Wi-Fi coverage that delivers: 

 10-times faster than other cloud Wi-Fi solutions in environments with high densities of 

devices. 

 Unsurpassed uptime with wired and cellular uplink failover in the event of a WAN link 

failure. 
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 Unmatched affordability with one architecture across all locations, including both cloud 

subscription and on-premises management options for branches. 

With Aruba cloud Wi-Fi, organizations no longer need separate Wi-Fi architecture for corporate, 

branch and home installations. Unlike competing options, any Aruba AP hardware can be cloud-

managed for branch locations or controller-managed in larger sites. Common management and 

policy infrastructure can be used for all installations. This brings down the operat ional costs of 

maintaining multiple systems. Plus, Aruba Cloud Wi-Fi includes roaming between subnets, without 

the need for an external appliance – eliminating hidden costs. 

New cloud Wi-Fi solutions from Aruba include new APs, switches, software and services that raise 

the bar for simplicity and performance. 

The new Aruba Central services platform, hosted in the cloud, gives organizations simple 

management for zero-touch setup, centralized management of multiple Instant networks, historical 

data reporting, tracking PCI compliance, and troubleshooting for networks located around town or 

around the world. Organizations also have a choice of acquiring Aruba AirWave private cloud 

management software as well as free Instant AP management interface where each AP cluster can 

be managed individually. 

Aruba Central public cloud management services offer: 

 Modern cloud architecture for always-on service 

 Web-scale database design for responsive performance 

 Clustered and distributed with multiple data center providers for redundancy 

 Global reach with data center locations around the world 

 Single point of management for multiple sites and multiple clusters in a single site 

 Remote monitoring and troubleshooting 

 Proactively find issues 

 Assisted problem isolation 

 Clear, actionable data with guidance 

 Detailed device information 

 Execute troubleshooting commands on AP from the cloud 

 Central configuration and firmware management  

 Configure your entire network from a single point 

 Organize your network using groups 

 Share common configurations across multiple Instant AP clusters 

 Flexibility to override at any individual cluster level 

 Cloud-hosted firmware server 

 Flexible model to support organizational policy for upgrades 
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 Scheduled upgrades allow off-peak upgrade windows across different time 

zones without staying up 

 Compliance records and historical data 

 Network and security snapshots over customizable period 

 Scheduled reports allows for low effort monitoring 

 PCI compliance reporting 

 True zero-touch provisioning 

 Saves time in deploying remote, multi-site networks 

 Connect point-of-sale data + AP MAC address + management service 

 Loads a preset configuration on new APs without intervention 

 Any person on site can plug in AP and power on 

 No MAC address entry, no manual intervention 

 

Highest Performance WLAN Infrastructure 

Whether managed from the cloud or managed locally, controllerless Aruba Instant APs deliver 

enterprise-grade security, resiliency and scale to enable the highest performance WLANs in the 

industry. 

With Aruba Instant, one dynamically-elected AP automatically distributes the network configuration 

to other Instant APs in the WLAN. Simply power-up one Instant AP, configure it over the air 

or in the cloud, and plug in the other APs – the entire process takes about five minutes. 

Instant APs come with Adaptive Radio Management™ (ARM) technology, which optimizes Wi-Fi 

network behavior and automatically ensures that Instant APs stay clear of RF interference, 

resulting in a more reliable, higher-performing WLAN. 

Integrated application fingerprinting ensures priority handling of multimedia and other delay-

sensitive traffic. Additionally, integrated device fingerprinting is essential to supporting diversity 

and density of smartphones, tablets and laptops. 

 

5.2.2.4 Branch Office Management and Automation  ― Software products 

and solutions for management of branch offices. Capabilities include remote troubleshooting, 

device management, WAN performance monitoring. 

Aruba Response: 

Please refer to the solutions provided for sections 5.2.6.4 and 5.2.6.5.  
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5.2.3 NETWORK OPTIMIZATION AND ACCELERATION ― 

Devices and tools for increasing data-transfer efficiencies across wide-area networks. 

5.2.3.1 Dynamic Load Balancing ― An appliance that performs a series of checks 

and calculations to determine which server can best service each client request in order to 
select the server that can successfully fulfill the client request and do so in the shortest 
amount of time without overloading either the server or the server farm as a whole. 

5.2.3.2 WAN Acceleration ― Appliance that optimizes bandwidth to improve the end 

user's experience on a wide area network (WAN). Capabilities should include:  

 CIFS acceleration 

 Data Compression 

 SSL encryption/decryption for acceleration (Optional)  

 Layer 4-7 visibility 

 Application Specific optimization 

5.2.3.3 High Availability and Redundancy ― Limits any disruption to network 

uptime should an appliance face unforeseen performance issues. Transparently 
redistributes workloads to surviving cluster appliances without impacting communication 
throughout the cluster. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.3 at the present time; however the possibility exists 

that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned category in 

the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating government entities 

express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to them.  Aruba is open to 

requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from all of our customers 

and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel innovation as it pertains to our 

product roadmap. 
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5.2.4 OPTICAL NETWORKING ― High capacity networks based on optical 

technology and components that provide routing, grooming, and restoration at the 
wavelength level as well as wavelength based services.  

5.2.4.1 Core DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing) 
Switches ― Switches used in systems designed for long haul and ultra long-haul 

optical networking applications. 

 

5.2.4.2  Edge Optical Switches ― Provide entry points into the enterprise or 

service provider core networks. 

 

5.2.4.3  Optical Network Management ― Provides capabilities to manage the 

optical network and allows operators to execute end-to-end circuit creation.  

5.2.4.4  IP over DWDM (IPoDWDM) ― A device utilized to integrate IP Routers 

and Switches in the OTN (Optical Transport Network). 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.4 at the present time; however the possibility exists 

that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned category in 

the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating government entities 

express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to them.   Aruba is open to 

requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from all of our customers 

and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel innovation as it pertains to our 

product roadmap. 
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5.2.5 ROUTERS ― A device that forwards data packets along networks. A router is 

connected to at least two networks, commonly two LANs or WANs or a LAN and its ISP's 
network. Routers are located at gateways, the places where two or more networks 
connect, and are the critical device that keeps data flowing between networks and keep 
the networks connected to the Internet. 

5.2.5.1 Branch Routers ― A multiservice router typically used in branch offices or 

locations with limited numbers of users and supports flexible configurations/feature. For 
example: security, VoIP, wan acceleration, etc. 

5.2.5.2 Network Edge Routers ― A specialized router residing at the edge or 

boundary  of a network. This router ensures the connectivity of its network with 
external networks, a wide area network or the Internet. An edge router uses an External 
Border Gateway Protocol, which is used extensively over the Internet to provide 
connectivity with remote networks. 

5.2.5.3 Core Routers - High performance, high speed, low latency routers that enable 

Enterprises to deliver a suite of data, voice, and video services to enable next-generation 
applications such as IPTV and Video on Demand (VoD), and  Software as a Service 
(SaaS). 

5.2.5.4 Service Aggregation Routers ― Provides multiservice adaptation, 

aggregation and routing for Ethernet and IP/MPLS networks to enable service providers 
and enterprise edge networks simultaneously host resource-intensive integrated data, 
voice and video business and consumer services. 

5.2.5.5 Carrier Ethernet Routers ― High performance routers that enable service 

providers to deliver a suite of data, voice, and video services to enable next- generation 
applications such as IPTV, Video on Demand (VoD), and Software as a Service (SaaS). 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.5 at the present time; however the possibility exists 

that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned category in 

the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating government entities 

express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to them.   Aruba is open to 

requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from all of our customers 

and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel innovation as it pertains to our 

product roadmap. 
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5.2.6 SECURITY 

5.2.6.1 Data Center and Virtualization Security Products and 
Appliances ― Products designed to protect high-value data and data center resources 

with threat defense and policy control. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.6.1 at the present time; however the possibility 

exists that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned 

category in the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating 

government entities express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to 

them.  Aruba is open to requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from 

all of our customers and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel  

innovation as it pertains to our product roadmap. 

 

5.2.6.2 Intrusion Detection/Protection and Firewall Appliances ― 

Provide comprehensive inline network firewall security from worms, Trojans, spyware, key loggers, 

and other malware.  This includes Next-Generation Firewalls (NGFW), which offer a wire-speed 

integrated network platform that performs deep inspection of traffic and blocking of attacks.  

Intrusion Detection/Protection  and Firewall Appliances should provide:  

 Non-disruptive in-line bump-in-the-wire configuration 

 Standard first-generation firewall capabilities, e.g., network-address translation (NAT), stateful 

protocol inspection (SPI) and virtual private networking (VPN), etc.  

 Application awareness, full stack visibility and granular control 

 Capability to incorporate information from outside the firewall, e.g., directory -based policy, 

blacklists, white lists, etc. 

 Upgrade path to include future information feeds and security threats  

 SSL decryption to enable identifying undesirable encrypted applications (Optional) 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is currently the only vendor to integrate an ICSA-certified stateful firewall into its wireless 

LAN, ensuring that parameters such as security, suitability for a task, default configuration, and 

logging/audit trails have been validated. The PEF module for ArubaOS provides identity-based 

controls to enforce application-layer security, prioritization, traffic forwarding, and network 

performance policies for wired and wireless networks.  

Using PEF, organizations can enforce network access policies that specify who may access the 

network, which areas of the network they may access, and the performance thresholds of various 

applications. Administrators can build a unified, integrated system for network policy enforcement 

by leveraging PEF’s open interfaces to external services such as content security appliances, NAC 

policy engines, performance monitors, and authentication/authorization servers.  
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For organizations adopting emerging applications such as Voice over Wi-Fi, the PEF module 

provides advanced voice management capabilities with enhanced visibility and control into voice 

sessions. Features such as SIP protocol decoding, phone number tracking, dial plan mapping, SIP -

based authentication, and fine-grained queue management make large-scale enterprise voice 

deployments a reality.  

Authentication/Encryption modules work with the PEF module to authenticate users and enforce 

roles. Provide an internal authentication (AAA) server that is enabled by default on each controller; 

external authentication can be configured for enterprise authentication servers (RADIUS, Active 

Directory—AD or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol—LDAP). The encryption module supports 

WEP, dynamic WEP, TKIP, WPA, WPA-2, DES, 3DES, AES-CCMP, AES-CBC, EAP, PEAP, TLS, 

TTLS, LEAP, EAP-FAST, and xSec-L2 AES. 

 

Identity-Based Security Controls  

PEF provides user-level awareness of all traffic across the network. Enterprises today need to 

support a broad variety of users, devices, and applications – all of which want mobility. Traditional 

network architectures mandate that parallel networks be constructed to address the different needs 

of each constituent – for example, one network for employees and full -time contractors, another for 

guests, and a third for voice. Even when these networks can be constructed using the same 

physical hardware, there is an associated complexity and resulting high cost.  

Aruba mobility controllers with PEF can support multiple user categories on a single network, 

spanning wired, wireless, and remote access. During the network sign-on process, the identity and 

role of each user or device is learned. Employees and other authorized internal users may be 

treated as a single class, or further subdivided according to information found in a directory server. 

Once the role of the user or device has been determined, policies are applied based on a series of 

administrator-defined templates. These policies follow the user throughout the network, and are 

applied uniformly across wireless, wired, and remote access connections.  

 

Role-Based Stateful Firewall for Every User 

PEF implements a full stateful firewall instance around every user, tightly controlling what the user 

is permitted to do and providing separation between user classes. The VLAN-based security used 

in traditional network designs is both cumbersome to configure and deficient in security. External 

firewalls are limited because they understand only ports and IP subnets. To provide the highest 

level of security, a firewall requires knowledge of user identity when making access control 

decisions.  

For the highest level of network security, Aruba Mobility Controllers support client -to-datacenter 

encryption, whether providing Wi-Fi services or VPN tunnel services. PEF provides a unified point 

of authentication, encryption, and policy enforcement. Policy control is tied to user identity rather 

than port, IP address, or MAC address; encryption/decryption provides a further check on user 

identity on a per-packet basis. This makes it impossible for a user to bypass security controls 

under any circumstances – for example, a guest user on the guest network who tries to configure a 
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laptop with the MAC address and IP address of an employee will not be successful in accessing 

the employee network.  

 

Application-Aware Quality of Service Controls 

Once application flows have been identified, standard firewall security actions such as permit, 

drop, log, or reject can be applied. However, PEF is capable of more than just robust security. Rule 

actions can also tag packets with an 802.1p or DSCP marking, prioritize the traffic into multiple 

queues, or even redirect specific protocols to different destinations. Advanced awareness of voice 

and video protocols permits appropriate QoS to be applied to both the control protocol and the call 

sessions automatically. Knowledge of call status enables smarter wireless radio supervision; 

functions such as RF management and load balancing will not impact call quality while a voice call 

is active, instead waiting until voice handsets are on-hook to perform RF optimization.  

For client devices using Wi-Fi Multimedia (WMM) for traffic priority management, a reality of the 

WMM system is that it will allow any client to request and use any priority level for any type of 

traffic. Because the standard lacks a method of enforcement, a badly-behaved client can break 

established QoS policies by sending lower priority traffic such as data file transfers at a higher 

priority level, such as that reserved for voice. Because PEF is application-aware, it will ensure that 

the appropriate priority level is mapped to the associated protocol – for instance, voice priority is 

always assigned to voice traffic. If traffic to or from a user is inconsistent with the associated QoS 

setting for voice, then that traffic is reclassified to the appropriate priority.  

 

Dynamic Traffic Management  

PEF provides controls to optimize wireless network bandwidth usage, which can be a limited 

resource in many networks. Role-based policies can limit the maximum amount of bandwidth 

consumption for a particular user or class of users, preventing “power users” from monopolizing 

network resources. At the same time, traffic management policies also guarantee a minimum 

amount of bandwidth to ensure that devices are not starved. On Wi-Fi networks, PEF optimizes 

performance-robbing broadcast and multicast traffic to improve application performance. Other 

bandwidth-hungry protocols such as mDNS, ARP, and NetBIOS broadcasts can be filtered 

completely and confined only to specific portions of the network.  

 

High-Performance Traffic Processing  

With PEF, policy enforcement does not come at the expense of performance. All Aruba controllers 

are purpose-built for high-speed processing of network traffic with dedicated hardware for control 

processing, network traffic processing, and encryption. The result is high-speed low-latency policy 

enforcement that scales up to thousands of users and hundreds of  thousands of active sessions.  
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External Authentication and Authorization Interfaces 

Extended authorization control allows fine-grained control of users from authorization and 

authentication servers. Controls such as automatic disconnection from the network, role re -

assignment, and dynamic updates of firewall policies can be enabled. This functionality is enabled 

by two Application Programming Interfaces (APIs): IETF standard RFC 3576, and a simple, yet 

flexible, XML-based API. These APIs both allow external systems to exert user and policy control 

over an Aruba controller.  

A third integration interface is available in the form of the Syslog Processor. This interface accepts 

syslog messages from outside systems, processes them according to a regular-expression rule 

language, and then provides configurable actions such as changing a user role or placing a user 

on a blacklist.  

Authentication APIs can also be used to enable external captive portal authentication systems. 

Aruba controllers provide integrated captive portal authentication in the base system, with the 

ability to customize the captive portal look and feel on a per-SSID basis. Organizations wishing to 

develop more extensive captive portal systems with custom scripting, database operations, or 

other advanced behavior may do so using PEF’s authentication API.  

 

Ease Network Security Deployments 

The Aruba External Services Interface (ESI) allows a wide array of network service 

appliances to be co-located with an Aruba controller to provide their services to clients on 

the network. Appliances providing services such as virus protection, content inspection 

and filtering, intrusion detection and prevention, content transformation, protocol -based 

bandwidth shaping and more are all enabled centrally. Until now, deploying such services in the 

interior of the network required placement of network service devices in every wiring closet, where 

they were placed in-line with all network traffic. ESI permits a centralized approach, enabling 

scalable and manageable deployments that minimize both capital and operational costs.  

ESI is implemented through policy-based forwarding, permitting the selective redirection of traffic 

to any standard in-line device that supports transparent L2 or routed L3 mode. By using ESI to 

specify which traffic types are redirected to a network service device, network managers can 

deploy only the service capacity that is required for that specified subset of network traffic. ESI’s 

load balancing algorithm distributes traffic between multiple service appliances to even out load 

while protecting against service failure.  

ESI can also supplement network access control (NAC) by providing security services to client 

devices which cannot verify to the network that they are compliant. For example, IT policy may 

state that clients must run anti-virus software and have run a scan within the past week. If a client 

cannot run NAC agent software to perform host validation, ESI can direct traffic to and from that 

user through an anti-virus appliance in the network.  

 Flexible Delivery of Network Services - Expands network-based services from the 

DMZ to all interior users, requiring no change to wiring closets or underlying 

infrastructure. Preserves investment with existing security and service vendors.  
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 Policy-based Network Traffic inspection - Directs traffic to external appliances based 

on user identity or trust state. Redirects traffic selectively, based on policy, to avoid 

service device overload.  

 Fault Tolerance for Mission-Critical Networks - Continuous health checking to 

ensure availability of external devices. Load balancing to prevent traffic from being sent 

to a failed device  

 Extended Authorization Control Using API - Dynamic modification of user privileges 

based on metrics such as client behavior. Automatically disconnects users when pre-

defined conditions are matched. Interfaces to external systems through RFC 3576 or a 

flexible XML API.  

 AAA Auto-Selection - Redirects users to different authentication servers based on a 

fully- qualified domain name or realm. Simplifies corporate mergers and consolidations 

where multiple authentication servers must be integrated  

 

Comprehensive Voice Management and Control  

PEF adds extensive voice management functionality for networks using SIP, providing detailed 

reporting and troubleshooting capabilities. Information is avai lable at a glance via extensive tables 

and graphs. Some of the capabilities include:  

 Phone number association – SIP devices can be tracked and displayed by their 

associated phone number.  

 Call quality tracking – Automatically calculates, displays and tracks the R-value for 

each SIP call being processed through the Aruba mobility controller.  

 SIP authentication tracking – Tracks the registration of SIP devices to an IP PBX to 

determine if they are authenticated devices.  

 Call detail records (CDRs) – Displays the calls made to or from Wi-Fi clients, including 

originator, terminator, termination reason, rejected and failed calls, duration, call 

quality, etc.  

 CAC-based real-time information – Quickly determine call density, CAC state, and 

active calls.  

 

To ensure sufficient voice capacity in the Wi-Fi network, Voice Call Admission Control (CAC) 

prevents any single AP from becoming congested with too many voice calls. This is accomplished 

by limiting the number of active voice calls allowed on a radio or by setting voice bandwidth 

thresholds. The system monitors the number of active voice calls and the bandwidth being used by 

voice devices, and automatically load-balances new calls to neighboring APs if the defined 

threshold is reached. Advanced voice clients using SIP and 802.11k allow the load balancing 

process to be transparent to the user.  
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5.2.6.3 Logging Appliances and Analysis Tools ― Solutions utilized to 

collect, classify, analyze, and securely store log messages. 

Aruba Response: 

AirWave provides 16 standard network-wide reports, including: Network Usage, Inventory, User 

Device inventory, Rogue Device, Uptime, New User, User Session, and Device Summary reports. 

These reports may be run network-wide, or customized for a specific network segment and time 

period. Reports can be filtered based on a subset of APs or users; they can also be filtered based 

on the results of search parameters (for example, even a single AP that meets a set of criteria). 

Reports can display over one year’s data for historical trend analysis, depending on how you have 

configured AirWave. The Daily User Session report is depicted below. 

 

AirWave provides a number of reports showing usage for APs and the network as a whole. The 

Daily Network Usage report is depicted below.  
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Users can create and save custom reports using a web-based interface. They can specify report 

parameters and select data via drag-and-drop. Once the report is created, users can use report 

components to build a personalized dashboard on their AMP home page.   

AirWave reports may be exported via XHTML and may be emailed automatically to a user -defined 

distribution list. In addition, any list can be exported to a CSV file. 

The User Details Page provides real-time monitoring for each user who associates to the network. 

Your staff gets an immediate picture of the user’s connectivity, with details about the user’s 

association history as well as current signal strength and bandwidth. They can view historical data 

for over one year (depending on your configuration) just by adjusting a slider on the screen. This 

makes it easy to identify problems in your specific physical  and network environment. 

In addition, AirWave includes summary diagnostic pages that give service desk personnel and 

network engineers an at-a-glance view to quickly identify potential causes of problems that users 

are reporting.  
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AirWave supports RFID tags as well as laptops, phones, barcode scanners, printers, and other IP -

enabled devices.  

 

 

5.2.6.4 Secure Edge and Branch Integrated Security Products ― Network 

security, VPN, and intrusion prevention for branches and the network edge. Products 
typically consist of appliances or routers. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba remote networking products include Mobility Controllers, Aruba Instant™, Remote Access 

Points and Virtual Intranet Access™ client software.  

Remote networking products from Aruba satisfy a variety of needs – from centrally managed 

branch WLANs that scale to hundreds of remote sites, to autonomous Wi -Fi networks that deploy 

in minutes, to intelligent VPN software for mobile devices. 

No matter what you choose, you’ll connect to corporate network resources with little or no on-site 

IT assistance. And your connection will be secure because Aruba provides strong authentication, 

military-grade encryption and protection against wireless threats.  

Perhaps what makes Aruba remote networking products most unique is context awareness. It gives 

remote workers consistent, secure access to corporate network resources based on who they are – 

no matter where they are, what devices they use, what applications they have or how they conn ect. 

Aruba’s Remote Access Points offer the following integrated security features:  

 Integrated wireless intrusion protection offers threat protection and mitigation and 

eliminates the need for separate RF sensors and security appliances. 

 With an OpenDNS service subscription, Aruba Instant APs delivers integrated web 

filtering, malware and botnet protection to every device connected to the WLAN. 
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 Encrypted IPsec VPN tunnels securely connect remote users to corporate network 

resources. 

 Integrated Trusted Platform Module (TPM) for secure storage of credentials and keys. 

 SecureJack-capable for secure tunneling of wired Ethernet traffic. 

 

The Aruba branch Mobility Controller includes a firewall, wireless LAN (WLAN) controller, eight-

port Ethernet switch with PoE+, IP router, site-to-site VPN edge device, file server and print server 

in an attractive desktop-mount enclosure. 

Aruba’s centralized zero-touch configuration and management model enables the Mobility 

Controller to be deployed, monitored and controlled without local IT assistance. Additional 

deployment options include remote management or local configuration via a web interface. 

The branch controllers rely on centralized Mobility Controllers in the data center to manage 

complex and processor-intensive management and security functions. Edge services are 

virtualized and implemented in cost-effective Mobility Controllers in branch offices, which move 

user traffic to data center controllers through secure IP tunnels over a public or private transport 

network. 

The branch Mobility Controller provides local wireless services when used in conjunction with any 

Aruba access point (AP), or it can operate as a wired-only device. 

Running the ArubaOS operating system, the Aruba branch office mobility controller comes 

standard with advanced authentication, encryption, wireless radio management and Layer 2-3 

networking features. 

Optional ArubaOS software modules deliver additional functionality  including the RFProtect 

Wireless Intrusion Protection and Spectrum Analyzer, Policy Enforcement Firewall (PEF), and the 

FIPS-compliant xSec Layer 2 protocol, which provides a unified framework to secure all wired and 

wireless connections using strong encryption and authentication. 
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5.2.6.5 Secure Mobility Products ― Delivers secure, scalable access to corporate 

applications across multiple mobile devices. 

Aruba Response: 

The Virtual Intranet Access™ (VIA) 

client from Aruba provides secure 

remote network connectivity for 

Android, Apple iOS, Mac OS X and 

Windows mobile devices and laptops. 

A hybrid IPsec/SSL VPN, VIA™ 

automatically scans and selects the 

best secure connection to the 

corporate network. Unlike traditional 

VPN software, VIA offers a zero-touch 

end-user experience and automatically 

configures wireless LAN (WLAN) 

settings on client devices. 

For military-grade security, VIA 

supports Suite B cryptography when 

used with the ArubaOS™ Advanced 

Cryptography (ACR) module. With 

ACR, mobile devices with VIA can 

securely access networks that handle 

controlled unclassified, confidential 

and classified information. 

 

Integrated Solution 

Orderable through the Policy Enforcement Firewall™ (PEF) license, VIA can be downloaded 

directly from the Mobility Controller, or pushed out from an existing software management platform. 

VIA connects to and receives both software and conf iguration updates directly from the Mobility 

Controller with no additional hardware required.  

 

Automatic IPsec Connection 

Frequent business travelers often connect through hotels, airports, coffee shops, and 3G cellular 

networks, which require secure links to access internal corporate resources. Legacy VPNs often 

require users to start additional software and undergo a complicated log in process. 

However, VIA is completely Wi-Fi-aware. From a non-corporate network – such as a home WLAN, 

3G or public Wi-Fi network – VIA automatically launches a VPN-on-demand connection to the data 

center. Connectivity and authentication occur transparently with no complicated logins. 
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IPsec With SSL Fallback Encapsulation 

VIA uses the standard IPsec protocol suite to secure communications between VIA-enabled 

devices and an Aruba Mobility Controller in the data center. This ensures the fastest connections 

possible where clients can connect via native IPsec. If a firewall blocks direct IPsec connections, 

VIA can wrap IPsec packets in an SSL header to allow secure connectivity through corporate 

firewalls. 

 

Leveraging Single Sign-On 

The same mobile device credentials that authenticate users to wireless LANs (WLANs) can also be 

used to authenticate VIA users. Leveraging these credentials, VIA automatically connects users in 

the background without prompting them for a username and password. 

When coupled with the automatic connection capability, users get a consistent connection and 

authentication experience without changing their work habits. Organizations that require additional 

authentication methods can employ traditional user name and password or token schemes. 

 

User Role Support 

VIA client software leverages the same role-based and stateful firewall policies for local and 

remote network access to ensure a consistent end-user experience, regardless of location. It can 

also be configured to allow separate access roles and policies on the same end point, depending 

on where the user logs into the network. 

 

Extensive Troubleshooting Support 

VIA’s built-in logging and diagnostic capabilities enable remote troubleshooting of connectivity 

issues without requiring users to navigate through a complex set of tools. 

If required, client logs can be emailed to support teams for more detailed troubleshooting. The 

diagnostic tools include connection logs, system info, detected WLAN networks, and detailed 

connectivity tests. 

 

Windows Zero Configuration Support 

Optionally, VIA has the ability to configure WLAN settings using the Windows Zero Configuration 

(WZC) supplicant. This allows network administrators to dynamically push preferred WLAN settings 

to Windows without touching their machines or managing additional tools. 

 

Corporate, Home Office And Road Access 

VIA operates with Aruba 600 Series, 3000 Series, and 6000 Mobility Controllers. No additional 

VPN head-end servers or appliances are needed. 
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With VIA, users have the same experience as when they connect to the headquarters or branch 

office network, creating a seamless end-user experience whether accessing network resources 

locally or remotely. 

 

5.2.6.6 Encryption Appliances ― A network security device that applies crypto 

services at the network transfer layer - above the data link level, but below the application 
level. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.6.6 at the present time; however the possibility 

exists that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned 

category in the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating 

government entities express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to 

them.  Aruba is open to requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from 

all of our customers and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel 

innovation as it pertains to our product roadmap. 

 

 

5.2.6.7 On-premise and Cloud-based services for Web and/or Email 
Security ― Solutions that provide threat protection, data loss prevention, message level 

encryption, acceptable use and application control capabilities to secure web and email 
communications. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.6.7 at the present time; however the possibility 

exists that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned 

category in the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating 

government entities express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to 

them.  Aruba is open to requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from 

all of our customers and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel 

innovation as it pertains to our product roadmap. 
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5.2.6.8 Secure Access ― Products that provide secure access to the network for any 

device, including personally owned mobile devices (laptops, tablets, and smart phones). 
Capabilities should include: 

 Management visibility for device access 

 Self-service on-boarding 

 Centralized policy enforcement 

 Differentiated access and services 

 Device Management 

Aruba Response: 

The ClearPass Access Management Platform 

Aruba understands the challenges that organizations face when implementing an access solution 

that is robust yet flexible enough to handle the burgeoning BYOD trend. Aruba ClearPass is the 

only standards-based BYOD solution that provides access control as a non-disruptive overlay to an 

organization’s existing network. 

 

As a result, an organization can leverage its existing network, identity and security infrastructure 

and simply turn on ClearPass functionality as needed. It’s a very cost -effective and adaptable 

approach that enables organizations to implement a BYOD solution that’s tailored to their particular 

needs. 

The ClearPass Access Management System includes the ClearPass Policy Manager appliance and 

the following feature-rich software modules: 

 ClearPass Onboard 

 ClearPass Guest 

 ClearPass OnGuard 
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 ClearPass QuickConnect 

 WorkSpace 

 

ClearPass Policy Manager 

The Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager™ platform provides role- and device-based network access 

control for employees, contractors and guests across any wired, wireless and VPN infrastructure. 

Built-in RADIUS, TACACS+, profiling, onboarding, guest access and health checks – plus the 

ability to leverage third-party mobile device management solutions – ensure seamless policy 

enforcement across the entire network.  

Centrally-managed network access policies provide the comprehensive authentication capabilities 

that are required for today’s highly mobile workforce, regardless of device type or  device 

ownership. Automated services let users securely onboard their own devices, register AirPlay- and 

AirPrint-enabled devices for sharing, and create guest access credentials. The result is a 

consistent and scalable network access control solution that exceeds bring-your-own-device 

(BYOD) and ITmanaged device security requirements. 

The ClearPass Policy Manager is the only network access control solution that centrally enforces 

all aspects of BYOD from a single platform. Granular network access privileges are granted based 

on a user’s role, device type, MDM attributes, device health, location, and time-of-day. Centrally-

defined policies and enforcement eliminates the need for multiple policy and device management 

systems, which strengthens an organization’s overall security architecture. A host of built-in 

capabilities lets IT quickly adapt to changing BYOD challenges. 

A simple-to-use template-based interface provides an efficient way to create network access and 

authentication services, regardless of the identity store currently in use, authentication method or 

enforcement model. ClearPass Policy Manager is also a valuable security operations and 

troubleshooting system that delivers unprecedented visibility to quickly identify network issues, and 

policy and security vulnerabilities. 

 Employee Access: The ClearPass Policy Manager provides user and device 

authentication based on 802.1X, non-802.1X and web portal access methods. Multiple 

authentication protocols like PEAP, EAP-FAST, EAP-TLS, and EAP-TTLS can be used 

concurrently to strengthen security in any environment. Attributes from multiple identity 

stores such as Microsoft Active Directory, LDAP-compliant directory, ODBC-compliant 

SQL database, token servers and internal databases can be used within a single policy 

for fine-grained control. Additionally, posture assessments and remediation can be 

added to existing policies at any time.  

 Mobile Device and Application Management: The ClearPass MDM Connector makes 

it easy to use attributes collected by third-party MDM solutions to enforce network 

policies. A device can be denied Wi-Fi access if it is jailbroken, running blacklisted 

apps or if the owner does not appear in an authorization database. 

 Handling Access for Unmanaged Endpoints: Unmanaged non-802.1X devices – 

printers, IP phones and IP cameras – can be identified as known or unknown upon 
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connecting to the network. The identity of these devices is based on the presence of 

their MAC address in an external or internal database. Built-in ClearPass profiling 

ensures that these devices are accurately fingerprinted and match the characteristics 

on subsequent profiling scans. Policies can be tailored to provide full or limited access 

to secure resources. 

 Secure Device Provisioning: ClearPass with Onboard fully automates the provisioning 

of any Windows, Mac OS X, iOS, and Android devices via a built -in captive portal. 

Users are re-directed to a template based interface to provision required SSID, 802.1X 

settings, and download unique device credentials. Additional capabilities include the 

ability for IT to revoke and delete credentials for lost or stolen devices, and the ability to 

configure mobile email settings for Exchange ActiveSync and VPN clients on some 

device types. 

 Customizable Visitor Management: ClearPass with Guest simplifies workflow 

processes, allowing receptionists, employees and other non-IT staff to create 

temporary accounts for Wi-Fi and wired network access. Once registered, users receive 

account login credentials via SMS text messages or email. Guest network access 

accounts can be set to expire automatically after a specific number of hours or days. 

Customizable captive portal capabilities let IT and marketing organizations create a 

branded guest login experience with targeted advertising and user code-of-conduct 

messaging. Self-registration and automated credential delivery also streamlines IT 

operations. 

 Device Health Checks: ClearPass with OnGuard and separate OnGuard persistent or 

dissolvable agents perform advanced endpoint posture assessments. Traditional NAC 

health check capabilities ensure compliance and network safeguards before devices 

connect. Information about endpoint integrity – such as status of anti-virus, anti-

spyware, firewall, and peer-to-peer applications – can be used to enhance authorization 

policies. Automatic remediation services are also available for non-compliant devices. 

 Built-In Device Profiling: ClearPass is the only profiling service that discovers and 

classifies all endpoints, regardless of device type. A variety of contextual data – MAC 

OUIs, DHCP fingerprinting and other identity-centric device data – can be obtained and 

used within policies. Stored profiling data is also used to identify device profile changes 

and to dynamically modify authorization privileges. For example, if a printer appears as 

a Windows laptop, ClearPass Policy Manager can automatically deny access. 

 Extensive Captive Portal Support: The ClearPass solution provides a central captive 

portal for authentication that works on Aruba or any multivendor wired and wireless 

network. This eliminates the need for separate Wi-Fi and wired captive portals. Also, 

built-in web-based device registration services let users self-register their devices, such 

as Apple Bonjour capable devices, game consoles, and other personal devices to 

automatically capture MAC address, device type and operating system version for IT. 

 ClearPass Policy Manager Appliances: The ClearPass Policy Manager is available 

as hardware or virtual appliances that support 500, 5,000 and 25, 000 authenticating 
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devices. Virtual appliances are supported on VMware ESX and ESXi platforms, 

versions ESX 4.0, ESXi 4.0 and 5.0. Virtual appliances, as well as the hardware 

appliances, can be deployed within a cluster for scalability and redundancy.  

 

 

ClearPass Onboard 

ClearPass Onboard automatically provisions and 

configures personally-owned mobile devices – 

Windows, Mac OS X, iOS and Android 2.2 and 

above – enabling them to securely connect to the 

network in support of BYOD initiatives. 

With ClearPass Onboard, it’s easy for employees, 

contractors and partners to self-configure their own 

mobile devices. The ClearPass registration portal 

automatically detects a device’s operating system 

and presents the user with the appropriate 

configuration package. 

ClearPass Onboard provides an incredibly simple 

way to configure wireless, wired and VPN settings, 

apply unique device credentials, and ensure that 

users securely connect their devices to 802.1X-

enabled networks with minimal IT involvement. 

The result is a streamlined workflow that allows IT 

helpdesk personnel to automate and secure 

multiple processes that are required to successfully 

carry out BYOD initiatives while improving the user 

experience. 

ClearPass Onboard also significantly increases the amount of actionable information that is 

captured for troubleshooting, user- and device-based policies, and compliance and reporting 

requirements. 

With the industry’s most advanced auto-provisioning features for BYOD, onboarding thousands of 

devices is amazingly simple through a customizable portal, integrated policy management, and 

built-in certificate authority. 

 

 Customized Provisioning: A centrally-managed onboarding portal guides users 

through the auto-configuration of certificate and trust details, network access, VPN, 

health check settings, and security protocols for wireless and wired. ClearPass 

Onboard also enables IT organizations to set limits on the maximum allowable number 

of onboarded devices per user and determine how long their certificates will remain 

valid. 
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 Policy Management: With ClearPass, IT can use profiling information and data 

collected during onboarding to enforce device categorization and role-based network 

access policies. Centrally-defined policies also limit the types of devices that can be 

onboarded and which users can onboard them. 

 

As a result, an IT organization can standardize on Apple Mac OS X and iOS devices to 

kick off a corporate BYOD initiative or define specific groups of employees or 

departments that can onboard any category of device. 

 Managing Unique Device Credentials: The distribution of published device 

credentials through ClearPass Onboard protects organizations that want to adopt 

BYOD initiatives without implementing an external certificate authority. ClearPass 

Onboard leverages the certificate authority within the ClearPass Policy Manager 

platform to publish unique credentials that include certificate information as well as user 

and device data. 

 Revocation Of Unique Credentials: Easy-to-use search and menu-driven capabilities 

ensure the rapid revocation and deletion of certificates for specific mobile devices if a 

user leaves an organization or the mobile device is lost or stolen. Supported EAP 

methods: 

 PEAP – EAP-MSCHAPv2 
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 EAP-TLS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ClearPass Guest 

ClearPass Guest is a scalable, easy-to-use visitor management system that delivers secure wired 

and wireless network access to guests, employees, contractors and their mobile devices.  

Greatly simplifying visitor management, ClearPass Guest streamlines workflow processes, allowing 

operators or sponsors – receptionists, event coordinators and other non-IT staff – to create 

temporary accounts for Wi-Fi access. 

Guests can also self-register for network access. Once registered, ClearPass Guest delivers 

account login credentials to users via SMS text message or email. Accounts can be set to expire 

automatically after a specific number of hours or days.  

Scalable to satisfy the needs of large enterprises and multisite networks, ClearPass Guest 

manages secure, role-based access for hundreds of thousands of concurrent users.  
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Complete visibility into each visitor’s network access activities makes it easy to measure network 

usage, identify Wi-Fi coverage requirements, and meet corporate and industry compliance 

mandates. 

ClearPass Guest operates on the ClearPass Policy Manager platform, which offers a core set of 

authentication, authorization, accounting, and policy enforcement capabilities. ClearPass Policy 

Manager scales seamlessly across multivendor wireless, wired and VPNs, and supports a variety 

of identity stores. 

 Enterprise Starter Bundle – ClearPass Policy Manager includes full-featured access 

capabilities for up to 25 guests. Additional ClearPass Guest capacity can be acquired to 

support larger deployments. 

 Enterprise-grade security – Context-aware role-based access controls include unique 

usernames and passwords, and leverage internal and external identity stores and 

RADIUS protocols. It also delivers login credentials out of band via print and SMS text. 

 Custom Branding - ClearPass Guest features customizable guest login pages that 

create a branded experience for operators and guests. It also supports multiple captive 

portals for multiple departments and accurately displays information regardless of 

device type. 

 Advertising Services - ClearPass Guest is an advanced content delivery platform for 

next-generation hotspots, retailers and businesses that want to create memorable 

guest experiences. It enables marketing organizations to push out targeted messaging, 

special offers, multimedia content and web banners. ClearPass Guest easily monetizes 

Wi-Fi access in public access environments using business intelligence data collection 

and demographically-targeted advertising delivery. 

 Compliance and Reporting - Comprehensive templates enable organizations to track 

and create customized guest access reports for auditing and compliance requirements. 

Detailed reports can also be generated that display guest information per sponsor and 

operator for internal visibility and tracking. 

 Scalability - Active clustering technology allows ClearPass to support up to thousands 

of concurrent users per day, regardless of location within the organization. Simply 

configure an additional ClearPass Policy Manager appliance and guest licenses to 

meet desired capacity needs. 

 

ClearPass OnGuard 

ClearPass OnGuard™ agents perform advanced endpoint posture assessments, on leading 

computer operating systems to ensure compliance is met before devices connect.  

Running on the ClearPass Policy Manager platform, the advanced network access control (NAC) 

and network access protection (NAP) framework in ClearPass OnGuard offers exceptional 

safeguards against vulnerabilities. 

The following operating systems and versions are supported:  
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 Microsoft – Support for Windows 8 and 7, Vista, XP, 2000 and 2003. 

 Apple – Support for Mac OS X 10.5 and above. 

 Linux – Support for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 and above, Community Enterprise 

Operating System (CentOS) 4 and above, Fedora Core 5 and above, and SUSE Linux 

10.x. 

 

Supported Agents 

 

In addition to anti-virus, anti-spyware and personal firewall audits performed by traditional NAC 

and NAP products, OnGuard agents can perform additional posture and health checks, to ensure a 

greater level of endpoint compliance. 

 Persistent and dissolvable agents: The 

difference between the two is that the persistent 

agent provides nonstop monitoring and 

automatic remediation and control. When 

running persistent OnGuard agents, ClearPass 

Policy Manager can centrally send system-wide 

notifications and alerts, and allow or deny 

network access. The persistent agent also 

supports auto and manual remediation. 

Alternatively, the web-based dissolvable agent is 

ideal for personal, non IT-issued devices that 

connect via a captive portal and do not allow 

agents to be permanently installed. A one-time 

check at login ensures policy compliance. 

Devices not meeting compliance can be 

redirected to a captive portal for manual 

remediation. Once the browser page used during 

authentication is closed, the dissolvable agent is 

removed leaving no trace. 
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 Automatic Remediation: If unhealthy endpoints do not meet compliance requirements, 

the user receives a message about the endpoint status and instructions on how to 

achieve compliance if auto-remediation is not used. Messages can include reasons for 

remediation, links to helpful URLs and helpdesk contact information. ClearPass 

persistent agents provide the same message and remediation capabilities for 802.1X, 

non-802.1X, and combined environments. 

 Extending NAP Capabilities: For added protection, ClearPass OnGuard health checks 

can check for more granular data than with the standard Microsoft NAP agent. 

OnGuard can be used to assess product-specific attributes, such as product, engine 

and data file versions for AntiVirus applications. The ClearPass solution uses the NAP 

compatible protocol to facilitate using the Policy Manager as the NAP server, as well as 

for network enforcement policies. 

 IT-managed and BYOD Endpoint Compliance: OnGuard persistent and dissolvable 

agents can be used together in environments where endpoints are owned by the 

organization, employees and visitors. This ensures that all devices are assessed and 

granted proper privileges before accessing the network.  

 

 Complete Endpoint Visibility: To simplify troubleshooting, endpoint control and 

compliance reporting, ClearPass Policy Manager offers the ability to centrally managed 

health-check settings and policies. Views of ClearPass OnGuard activity, including user 

and device data show information about each device that connects using OnGuard 

agents. 
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 Real-Time Endpoint Compliance: Depending on operating system type OnGuard 

performs the following level of posture and health checks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ClearPass 

QuickConnect 

Support for bring-your-own-device (BYOD) initiatives in enterprise, education, retail and other 

verticals is a necessity today as smart phones and tablets use gain in popularity. Expectations by 

users to connect from anywhere to secure 802.1X wireless and wired networks at work or on 

campus is just as popular. 

One of the most complicated parts is device configuration to support 802.1X, as it is a challenge to 

reach all users and devices in a timely manner. ClearPass QuickConnect changes this by 

dramatically simplifying device configuration by providing a user driven configuration wizard that 

can be reached from anywhere. 

The user is prompted for login credentials and then follows a step by step procedure to configure 

SSIDs, wired attributes and 802.1X settings on Windows, Mac OS X, iOS, and Android devices. 

Minutes later, the device is ready to go. This uniquely simplified workflow, facilitates and 

accelerates bring your- own-device (BYOD) initiatives, propagates the deployment of more secure 

802.1X network access, and reduces helpdesk calls and IT overhead. 

QuickConnect employs a cloud-hosted IT provisioning utility and user-driven wizard to automate 

the configuration and onboarding of devices on any network. The cloud-hosted provisioning utility 

makes it easy for IT to create, manage and distribute secure 802.1X device configurations. The IT 

staff can quickly update existing setting requirements and publish new device packages to support 

new SSID’s or security settings. 
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The IT staff simply publishes a url that users can reach while on campus or from home, and the 

end users are guided through the configuration process, ensuring painless network connectivity. 

Parameters for Windows, Mac OS X, iOS and Android devices are automatically configured, which 

includes wireless and wired attributes as well as 802.1X supplicant settings on computers, smart 

phones and tablets. Incremental or mandated security configuration updates or fixes can be made 

on the fly with no helpdesk assistance. QuickConnect can also push and install a health agent and 

applications to computers. 

 

 

The QuickConnect advantage: 

 Wireless connection SSIDs, EAP types and pre-shared keys are set on the devices. 

 The wizard can be distributed via a web portal, a USB storage device or CD. 

 IT administrators can install and configure trusted root certificate authorities. 

 Preconfigured posture and health agents, and needed applications can be pushed to 

computers. 

 

Aruba’s exclusive cloud-hosted provisioning utility lets IT create a ClearPass QuickConnect 

deployment package with all necessary endpoint variables. It can then be run from a web server or 

distributed via a USB storage device or CD.  

The cloud-hosted utility also lets IT quickly create and distribute new packages that contain 

configuration changes as your network changes. For example, IT can quickly push out SSID 

changes and support new features in a timely and transparent manner.  
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WorkSpace 

ClearPass with WorkSpace lets IT secure, distribute and manage enterprise apps on personal 

mobile devices. It also includes the WorkSpace mobile app, which lets users onboard their own 

devices, organize and manage their work apps, and provision network access for their guests. 

For IT, WorkSpace makes it easy to create policies that control how work apps are used and data 

is secured. An automatic VPN session can be initiated when specific work apps are used  on public 

networks. Work apps can also be locked based on a location or geo-tracking status. 

For users, the WorkSpace mobile 

app offers unprecedented control, 

including visibility into app policy 

status, access to an enterprise app 

store, and a single sign-on for work 

apps. This control extends to as 

many personal devices the user is 

allowed to bring onto the network. 

The WorkSpace mobile app also lets 

users create and manage temporary 

guest Wi-Fi accounts. Instead of 

having IT or the reception desk 
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provision guest access for everyone, WorkSpace empowers employees to manage Wi-Fi access 

for their own guests. 

WorkSpace supports one of the largest ecosystems of enterprise mobile apps in the industry. IT 

can easily secure, distribute and manage more than 40 leading third-party enterprise productivity 

apps as well as internally-developed apps.  

 Familiar Device, Custom Enterprise 

Workspace: The WorkSpace mobile 

app for work and school uses 

standard login credentials and 

protocols, and the existing certificate 

infrastructure to connect to the data 

center. The WorkSpace mobile app 

then automatically downloads and 

provisions the mobile device with 

approved enterprise apps. No IT 

intervention is required. Key user 

advantages include: 

 Allows users to easily manage 

their enterprise apps. 

 Familiar springboard and app store model ensures users get started fast. 

 Single sign-on for all enterprise apps keeps it simple, yet secure.  

 

 Personal Data Stays Private: WorkSpace eliminates corporate liability issues related 

to privacy by preventing IT access to a user’s personal information. IT can only wipe or 

lock enterprise apps and data – anything controlled by WorkSpace – while personal 

information stays private. 

 Your Own App Store: ClearPass with WorkSpace even gives IT a vehicle to distribute 

and manage corporate-approved apps from an internal app store. A user’s role and 

responsibilities determine which apps are automatically pushed to the device. IT can 

also track which enterprise apps are being used and quickly make updates to any app 

without touching a user’s device. 

 World’s leading third-party apps are available for distribution through ClearPass 

with WorkSpace, including browser and email applications. 

 Enterprise security features such as VPN and data encryption is automatically 

added to internally developed apps distributed through ClearPass with 

WorkSpace. 
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 Intuitive administrative workflow makes it easy to distribute new and updated 

apps, without user intervention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Data Security Tailored For Mobile Devices: Granular policy controls and automatic 

updates lets IT apply policy changes per app without the need to redeploy or rewrap 

apps already on the devices. Policy controls include: 

 Per-application enforcement based on contextual information such as time, 

location and motion. 

 Per-application VPN, data wipe and lock features.  

 Control over app capabilities such as document sharing, cloud backup, offline 

use and copy-paste. 

 Compliance and reporting: Mobile devices whose enterprise apps are managed by 

ClearPass WorkSpace are viewed through comprehensive administrative and 

operational screens. In addition, the administrative interface features a simple point-

and-click model to customize actions and reports 
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Bring Your Own Device 

As BYOD initiatives proliferate, organizations are under pressure to simplify the process of 

connecting new users and devices while maintaining strong security and keeping costs down.  

The Aruba ClearPass Access Management System is the industry’s first BYOD platform that takes 

a holistic approach to securing the mobile user, devices and network infrastructure. ClearPass 

provides a comprehensive standards-based, vendor-neutral solution that enforces access policies 

across any network, any device and any user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ClearPass Advantage 

Aruba ClearPass provides a simple, cost-effective and multivendor approach to connecting and 

securing BYOD and IT-managed users and devices. 

ClearPass delivers the following advantages for successful BYOD today: 

 User and device self-registration and onboarding to reduce the burden on IT.  

 Ability to deploy with Aruba access networks or existing infrastructure.  

 Unified visibility and control from a single platform. 

 The industry’s most intuitive administrative interface. 

 Centralized policy management and enforcement. 

 A consistent user experience regardless of device or location.  
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5.2.7 STORAGE NETWORKING ― High-speed network of shared storage 

devices connecting different types of storage devices with data servers. 

5.2.7.1 Director Class SAN (Storage Area Network) Switches and 
Modules ― A scalable, high-performance, and protocol-independent designed primarily 

to fulfill the role of core switch in a core-edge Fibre Channel (FC), FCOE or similar SAN 
topology. A Fibre Channel director is, by current convention, a switch with at least 128 
ports. It does not differ from a switch in core FC protocol functional ity. Fibre Channel 
directors provide the most reliable, scalable, high-performance foundation for private cloud 
storage and highly virtualized environments. 

5.2.7.2 Fabric and Blade Server Switches ― A Fibre Channel switch is a 

network switch compatible with the Fibre Channel (FC) protocol. It allows the creation of a 
Fibre Channel fabric, which is currently the core component of most SANs. The fabric is a 
network of Fibre Channel devices, which allows many-to-many communication, device 
name lookup, security, and redundancy. FC switches implement zoning; a mechanism that 
disables unwanted traffic between certain fabric nodes. 

5.2.7.3 Enterprise and Data Center SAN and VSAN (Virtual Storage 
Area Network) Management ― Management tools to provisions, monitors, 

troubleshoot, and administers SANs and VSANs. 

5.2.7.4 SAN Optimization ― Tools to help optimize and secure SAN performance 

(ie. Encryption of data-at-rest, data migration, capacity optimization, data reduction, etc. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.7 at the present time; however the possibility exists 

that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned category in 

the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating government entities 

express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to them .  Aruba is open to 

requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from all of our customers 

and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel innovation as it pertains to our 

product roadmap. 
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5.2.8 SWITCHES ― Layer 2/3 devices that are used to connect segments of a LAN 

(local area network) or multiple LANs and to filter and forward packets among them.  

5.2.8.1 Campus LAN – Access Switches ― Provides initial connectivity for 

devices to the network and controls user and workgroup access to internetwork resources. 
The following are some of the features a campus LAN access switch should support:  

 Security 

i. SSHv2 (Secure Shell Version 2) 

ii. 802.1X (Port Based Network Access Control)  

iii. Port Security  

iv. DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) Snooping  

 VLANs 

 Fast Ethernet/Gigabit Ethernet 

 PoE (Power over Ethernet) 

 link aggregation 

 10 Gb support 

 Port mirroring 

 Span Taps 

 Support of IPv6 and IPv4 

 Standards-based rapid spanning tree 

 Netflow Support (Optional). 

Aruba Response: 

In addition to built-in Layer 2, Layer 3, site-to-site VPN, and authentication capabilities, Mobility 

Access Switches forever eliminate traditional IT overhead required by legacy switches in the 

access network by employing the same role-based access policies for wired and wireless.  

The result is a far simpler and more cost-effective wired access network that gives users consistent 

and secure access to network resources, no matter where they are, what device they’re using  or 

how they connect. 

 

Mobility Access Switches are available in three models: 

 S3500 -The S3500 Mobility Access Switch from Aruba Networks® extends role-based 

user access, security and operational simplicity to wired networks.  

A vital part of the Aruba Mobile Virtual Enterprise™ (MOVE) architecture, the S3500 

delivers secure, virtualized access services to users, regardless of their location, 

access method, device or applications.  
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The S3500 is available in five models, with 24 or 48 10/100/1000BASE-T ports with 

optional power-over Ethernet (PoE) and 24 1000BASE-XSFP ports. 

Each model supports an optional uplink module that includes four Gigabit Ethernet/10 

Gigabit Ethernet uplink ports. Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) is available with up to 30 

watts per port based on the IEEE 802.3af PoE and 802.3at PoE+ standards.  

Mobility Access Switches can be interconnected to form an ArubaStack™. This 

provides connectivity for up to 384 Gigabit Ethernet devices such as APs, virtual 

desktops, IP phones, videophones, classroom peripherals, medical devices, point-of-

sale devices and security cameras. 

The S3500’s redundant power supply and modular, hot swappable components make it 

ideal for high-density, high-availability wiring closets. 

 

  S2500 - The S2500 Mobility Access Switch from Aruba Networks® extends role-based 

user access, security and operational simplicity to wired networks.  

A vital part of the Aruba Mobile Virtual Enterprise™ (MOVE) architecture, the S2500 

delivers secure, virtualized access services to users, regardless of their location, 

access method, device or applications.  

The S2500 is available in four models, with 24 or 48 10/100/1000BASE-T ports and 

power-over Ethernet (PoE) options. 

Each model includes four fixed Gigabit Ethernet/10 Gigabit Ethernet uplink ports. 

Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) is available with up to 30 watts per port based on the IEEE 

802.3af PoE and 802.3at PoE+ standards. 

Mobility Access Switches can be interconnected to form an ArubaStack™. This 

provides connectivity for APs, virtual desktops, IP phones, videophones, classroom 

peripherals, medical devices, point-of-sale devices and security cameras. 

The feature-richness of the S2500, along with its compact form factor and quiet 

operation, make it ideal for branch office and small office deployments. 

 

 S1500 - The S1500 Mobility Access Switch from Aruba Networks extends role-based 

user access, security and operational simplicity to wired networks.  

A vital part of the Aruba Mobile Virtual Enterprise™ (MOVE) architecture, the S1500 

delivers secure, virtualized access services to users, regardless of their location, 

access method, device or applications.  

The S1500 is available in two models with 24 or 48 10/100/1000BASE-T ports with 

power-over-Ethernet (PoE). 

Each model includes four 1000BASE-X SFP fixed Gigabit Ethernet uplink ports. Power-

over-Ethernet (PoE) is available with up to 15.4 watts per port based on the IEEE 

802.3af PoE and up to 30 watts per port on the IEEE 802.3at PoE+ standards.  
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The feature-richness of the S1500, along with its compact form factor and quiet 

operation, make it ideal for branch office and small office deployments.  

 

Unique Features: 

 Mobility-Centric Wired Solution – Unlike legacy switches that utilize VLANs and 

ports, Mobility Access Switches apply policies to wired users and devices based on 

contextual data – user roles, device types, application flows and location. This context -

awareness is essential to mobility. 

 802.11ac-Ready Wired Network – Mobility Access Switches support 802.3at with 

PoE+ on every port and 10-gigabit uplinks, allowing 802.11ac deployments to realize 

the full potential of gigabit Wi-Fi without performance degradation or traffic congestion 

at the switch. 

 Robust Unified Access – A vital part of the Aruba MOVE™ architecture, Mobility 

Access Switches integrate seamlessly with Aruba APs, ClearPass access management, 

Mobility Controllers, and AirWave network management, eliminating tedious network 

configuration common to legacy switches.  

 

The Aruba Mobility Access Switch fully supports SSHv2 for management access to the mobility 

switch’s command line interface (CLI) using basic local username/password authentication, public -

key with import of an X.509 client certificate, username, as well as Kerberos if front -ended with 

Radius. Note that Telnet is disabled by default.  

 

The Aruba Mobility Access Switch supports the following primary authentication methods:  

 802.1x 

 Captive Portal (with tunneled node) 

 MAC-based 

 

In addition, the Mobility Access Switch can tunnel traffic, on a per -port basis, to an Aruba mobility 

controller to enable centralized authentication of traffic and role-based access.  Aruba Mobility 

Access Switch devices support port mirroring on Layer 2 access and trunk ports. Additionally, the 

port mirror source can be single, multiple or port channel interfaces. However if the bandwidth of 

the source ports are greater than the destination, packets loss may occur.  

One port can be the destination interface; Port-channels and VLANs cannot be a destination. 

Normal traffic forwarding will not be performed on the destination port. Only the mirrored packets 

can be received on the destination port. A destination port cannot be a port mirroring source port at 

the same time. The destination port does not participate in any Layer 2 protocol, including 

Spanning-tree. Switching profile such as access or trunk profile cannot be applied on the 
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destination port. The Aruba Mobility Access Switch fully supports IEEE 802.1Q VLAN trunking. Up 

to 4094 VLANs are supported on the platform. The Aruba Mobility Access Switch series supports 

all common standards based traffic marking and prioritization types. QoS marking will be extended 

to include port and user, in addition to firewall rules. By default, incoming QoS is untrusted. The 

QoS bits are stripped and replaced by interface QoS – defaults are 0 for 802.1p and DSCP. When 

QoS is configured as trusted, bits are passed unmodified. 

Aruba Switches also supports multiple standards of the Spanning Tree protocol including Multiple 

Spanning Trees (802.1s) to enable better link utilization across multiple VLANs, Rapid STP; 

(802.1w) for faster convergence; and basic single instance Spanning Tree (802.1d).  Our 

recommendation of loop avoidance via Spanning Tree is to use the Multiple Instance Spanning 

Tree as it allows different VLANs to be mapped to a single instance, while still providing the 

capability to better utilize the traffic forwarding capabilities of redundant links.  The Mobility Access 

Switch also supports Rapid-PVST+ for existing networks in which a Mobility Access Switch needs 

to be connected to a distribution or core layer environment.  

 

The Mobility Access Switch enables the bundling of multiple physical interfaces into a single logical 

interface. A Link Aggregation Group (LAG) can be statically or dynamical ly configured. The Mobility 

Access Switch supports the Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) which is a standards based 

method to dynamically create a LAG. 

 The maximum port-channels supported per system is 64 groups; each group can be 

created statically or dynamically (via LACP). 

 Each port-channel can have up to 8 member ports.  

 Within a stack, link aggregation can be supported on interfaces across different 

physical devices. 

 

The Mobility Access Switch currently supports the following IPv6 features.  

 Default IPv6 support for Management interface. 

 Ability to override the auto configured link local address with another link local address.  

 Ability to configure multiple global unicast addresses.  

 Ability to ping other v6 hosts. 

 Telnet support. 

 SCP support for the image upgrade or downgrade. 

 Default gateway configuration support. 
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5.2.8.2 Campus LAN – Core Switches ― Campus core switches are 

generally used for the campus backbone and are responsible for transporting large 
amounts of traffic both reliably and quickly. Core switches should provide: 

 High bandwidth  

 Low latency 

 Hot swappable power supplies and fans 

 Security 

i. SSHv2 

ii. MacSec encryption  

iii. Role-Based Access Control Lists (ACL) 

 Support of IPv6 and IPv4 

 1/10/40/100 Gbps support 

 IGP (Interior Gateway Protocol) routing 

 EGP (Exterior Gateway Protocol) routing 

 VPLS (Virtual Private LAN Service) Support  

 VRRP (Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol) Support  

 Netflow Support. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.8.2 at the present time; however the possibility 

exists that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned 

category in the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating 

government entities express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to 

them.  Aruba is open to requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from 

all of our customers and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel 

innovation as it pertains to our product roadmap. 
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5.2.8.3 Campus Distribution Switches ― Collect the data from all the 

access layer switches and forward it to the core layer switches. Traffic that is generated at 
Layer 2 on a switched network needs to be managed, or segmented into Virtual Local 
Area Networks (VLANs), Distribution layer switches provides the inter-VLAN routing 
functions so that one VLAN can communicate with another on the network. Distribution 
layer switches provides advanced security policies that can be applied to network traffic 
using Access Control Lists (ACLs). 

 High bandwidth  

 Low latency 

 Hot swappable power supplies and fans 

 Security (SSHv2 and/or 802.1X) 

 Support of IPv6 and IPv4 

 Jumbo Frames Support 

 Dynamic Trunking Protocol (DTP) 

 Per-VLAN Rapid Spanning Tree (PVRST+) 

 Switch-port auto recovery 

 NetFlow Support or equivalent 

Aruba Response: 

The S3500-24F Mobility Access Switch (MAS) provides a compact, economical and resilient 

solution for aggregating Gigabit Ethernet uplinks from building wiring closets. Comprising 24 

1000BASE-x SFP ports plus the capability of adding an additional four Gigabit Ethernet/10 Gigabit 

Ethernet uplinks, the Aruba S3500-24F is designed for aggregating access switches.  The S3500-

24F has the ability to aggregate up to 192 1000Base-x ports and provide 16 10GbE interconnects 

to the core, all while being managed as a single logical switch.  

The MAS supports a forwarding capacity of 128Gbps (full duplex) and over 95 Mpps 

throughput.  All 24 of the 1000BASE-x base ports and the four optional 10GbE uplink ports run at 

full wire-speed, providing non-blocking performance across all interfaces.  

Full Layer 2 and Layer 3 forwarding is additionally supported with a latency of less than 10us.  The 

ability to rapidly forward traffic with a dedicated forwarding engine is designed to support latency-

sensitive applications. 

The S3500 also includes a number of features making it ideal for deployment in customer locations 

requiring maximum availability:  

 Redundant Power Supplies: Dual internal, hot-swappable power supplies to sustain 

uninterrupted network operations.  

 Fan tray: Internal fan tray with multiple fans, providing variable-fan speed to maintain 

system cooling and field-replaceable for rapid time to repair. 
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 Distributed Link Aggregation: Link aggregation groups (LAG) with physical ports may be 

shared across members of an ArubaStack. This distribution of a LAG across the 

ArubaStack allows load-sharing and redundant connections across multiple devices, 

providing an additional level of reliability and maximum availability. 

 Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) Priority: ArubaOS PoE priority enables IT staff to classify 

attached PoE devices with a priority level, ensuring no loss of power for business critical 

powered devices such as APs, security cameras and red phones.  

 Hot Standby Link (HSL): ArubaOS HSL provides a simplified link failover mechanism 

without configuring and running the spanning-tree protocol. A port or group of ports may be 

configured as redundant for another port or group of ports.  

 

The S3500-24F supports the Secure Shell protocol for secure communication for remote login as 

well as supporting 802.1x port-based network access control.  The capabilities supported by the 

S3500-24F are consistent with other products in Aruba’s Mobility Access Switch portfolio, including 

the S1500, S2500 and S3500. 

IPv6 and IPv4 protocol stacks are fully supported on the MAS.  The S3500-24F is capable of 

forwarding traffic based on Layer 3 IPv4 addressing and is also capable of management by IPv6 

clients.  The S3500-24F roadmap includes Layer 3 forwarding of IPv6 addressed traffic.  Note the 

base OS of the S3500-24F includes Layer 3 forwarding and no additional licenses are required.  

The S3500-24F supports jumbo frames up to 9216 byte jumbo frames in addition to the Generic 

Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP) VLAN Registration Protocol(GVRP) as defined in the IEEE 

802.1Q standard that allows for the control of VLANs.  GVRP prunes trunk links so that only active 

VLANs will be sent across trunk connections.  

The MAS enables PVST+ (Per VLAN Spanning Tree Plus) on 802.1q trunks. PVST+ is used to 

interoperate with standard IEEE Spanning Tree and Multiple Spanning Tree devices and allow 

transparent tunneling of PVST BPDUs across MST groups to connect to other switches across the 

network.  

Error recovery functions can be enabled on each interface.  These switch port auto recovery 

functions across Spanning Tree and port security protocols.  

The mobility access switch Roadmap includes the ability to support sFlow, or Statistical FLow 

analysis on the S3500-24f.  SFlow is designed for high-speed campus environments and minimizes 

the impact of large amounts of flow data on the memory footprint of supported devices.  
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5.2.8.4 Data Center Switches ― Data center switches, or Layer 2/3 switches, 

switch all  packets in the data center by switching or routing good ones to their final 
destinations, and discard unwanted traffic using Access Control Lists (ACLs), all at Gigabit 
and 10 Gigabit speeds. High availability and modularity differentiates a typical Layer 2/3 
switch from a data center switch. Capabilities should include: 

 High bandwidth  

 Low latency 

 Hot swappable power supplies and fans 

 Ultra-low latency through wire-speed ports with nanosecond port-to-port latency and hardware-

based Inter-Switch Link (ISL) trunking 

 Load Balancing across Trunk group able to use packet based load balancing scheme 

 Bridging of Fibre Channel SANs and Ethernet fabrics 

 Jumbo Frame Support 

 Plug and Play Fabric formation that allows a new switch that joins the fabric to automatically 

become a member 

 Ability to remotely disable and enable individual ports 

 Support NetFlow or equivalent 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.8.4 at the present time; however the possibility 

exists that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned 

category in the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating 

government entities express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to 

them.  Aruba is open to requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from 

all of our customers and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel 

innovation as it pertains to our product roadmap. 
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5.2.8.5 Software Defined Networks (SDN) - Virtualized Switches and 
Routers ― Technology utilized to support software manipulation of hardware for specific 

use cases. 

Aruba Response: 

The Aruba architecture from the beginning has focused on programmability of the infrastructure to 

allow systems administrators to have networking follow policy. Aruba's hardware supports this 

functionality though the following methods:  

 Access Points (APs) - All Aruba APs support operating in multiple modes on the same 

physical hardware. This includes virtual APs where one physical AP can appear to be 

up to 16 APs with different SSIDs, levels of encryption, and levels of authentication to 

clients while simultaneously providing Wireless Intrusion Prevention (WIP) and 

spectrum analysis functionality. APs can also act as dedicated network sensors for 

security in Air Monitor mode, or for wide range spectrum in Spectrum Monitor mode as 

well as provide remote access service by creating a VPN tunnel for clients connecting 

at remote sites. Aruba APs are additionally capable of  creating wireless mesh backhaul 

connections to allow the APs to be deployed where power is available but data 

connections may not be. Aruba APs will support OpenFlow to be delivered as a 

technology release to interested schools Q1 2014.  

 Instant Access Points (IAPs) - Instant access points leverage controller functionality 

in the AP to provide advanced services such as role based access controls, IP 

addressing, mesh networking, and firewall functionality based on user policy definition. 

In addition, IAPs can be converted to campus APs and will be able to perform any of 

the functions listed above.  

 Mobility Controllers - Aruba pioneered the use of individual firewall policies, allowing 

users receive custom roles based on any combination of user's role in the organization, 

location, time of day, device type, device ownership (persona or school issued), 

authentication type, and encryption type. This allows the administrator to build a rich 

set of policies that match the needs of the organization and specific users. Additionally 

the mobility controller can receive feedback from external devices using an XML API, a 

syslog processor that parses syslog messages from other devices, and the Microsoft 

Lync SDN API for which Aruba is the only wireless vendor supporting this cutting edge 

API. Interoperability with OpenFlow has also been demonstrated and is expected to be 

delivered as a technology release to interested schools Q1 2014.   

 Mobility Access Switch - All of the rich policy and control available in Aruba's wireless 

products have been added to Aruba's line of mobility access switches. This includes the 

ability to tunnel traffic to a mobility controller or switch it locally based on user role, 

provide ACL and firewall capabilities for role-based access, as well as colorless ports. 

With colorless ports users can simply plug into any port on the switch, and based on 

their credentials and ability to authenticate the port will take an appropriate action. As 

an example, if a school employee plugs in with a laptop that performs 802.1X 

authentication, they will receive the employee role. If a student plugs into the same port 

but does not have an 802.1X capable device, they will be presented a captive portal 
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and will receive the appropriate role on login. If a phone is then plugged into the same 

port MAC address authentication will occur and the phone will receive a restricted 

phone role. There is no need for the administrator to determine each ports role, they 

define a policy and the device programs the network to operate appropriately.  

 

 

5.2.8.6 Software Defined Networks (SDN) ― Controllers - is an application in 

software-defined networking (SDN) that manages flow control to enable intelligent 
networking. SDN controllers are based on protocols, such as OpenFlow, that allow servers 
to tell switches where to send packets. The SDN controller lies between network devices 
at one end and applications at the other end. Any communications between applications 
and devices have to go through the controller. The controller uses multiple routing 
protocols including OpenFlow to configure network devices and choose the optimal 
network path for application traffic. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba's initial focus on SDN controllers will be using the Aruba Mobility Controller and ClearPass 

Policy Manager. As stated previously, Aruba has practiced the tenants of SDN before this was a 

trend in networking, giving our customers the ability to build the network they want as opposed to 

only having one way to use our equipment.  

The mobility controller has always accepted inputs from other devices through two mechanisms, an 

XML API and a syslog processor. With the XML API post messages are sent to the controller using 

standard XML messaging to affect devices and roles on the system. With the syslog processor 

messages sent using the syslog protocol and are then parsed by the mobility controller and actions 

taken based on the administrator policy.  

In our latest version of code the controller has also integrated the Microsoft Lync SDN API. Aruba 

in the only wireless vendor to support this newly released API that takes advantage of the Lync 

server’s knowledge of clients and communication to communicate back to the controller. This is 

combined with the knowledge that the controller already had to provide expanded app lication 

service to Lync clients.  

Aruba's ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM) is an advanced policy engine that allows administrators 

to build authentication policy that can then be delivered to Aruba devices through standard 

RADIUS messages, but is also multi-vendor supporting Cisco and HP as well as many others. 

CPPM can take in the state of the device as reported by the controllers and APs to make additional 

decisions about the client and modify how that client’s traffic is handled. For instance, should a 

client be determined to have a virus on the machine, CPPM can change them from a production 

role to a quarantine roll without disconnecting the client. The mobility controller will enforce a 

restricted role that allows the client to only hit remediation sites such as Windows Update or a virus 

scanner update site as determined by the device and administrative policy.  

With OpenFlow support in early Q1 Aruba expects both controllers to be able to speak to a wider 

range of devices. Our first OpenFlow parter is Arista, which we demonstrated interoperability with 

in early 2013 at our AirHeads user conference in Las Vegas. We continue to pursue additional 

partners including Palo Alto networks.  
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5.2.8.7 Carrier Aggregation Switches ― Carrier aggregation switches route 

traffic in addition to bridging (transmitted) Layer 2/Ethernet traffic. Carrier aggregation 
switches’ major characteristics are:  

 Designed for Metro Ethernet networks 

 Designed for video and other high bandwidth applications  

 Supports a variety of interface types, especially those commonly used by Service Providers  

 

Capabilities should include: 

 Redundant Processors 

 Redundant Power 

 IPv4 and IPv6 unicast and multicast   

 High bandwidth  

 Low latency 

 Hot swappable power supplies and fans 

 MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) 

 BGP (Border Gateway Protocol)  

 Software router virtualization and/or multiple routing tables   

 Policy based routing   

 Layer 2 functionality  

i. Per VLAN Spanning Tree  

ii. Rapid Spanning Tree  

iii. VLAN IDs up to 4096  

iv. Layer 2 Class of Service (IEEE 802.1p)  

v. Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) 

vi. QinQ (IEEE 802.1ad) 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.8.7 at the present time; however the possibility 

exists that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned 

category in the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating 

government entities express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to 

them.  Aruba is open to requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from 

all of our customers and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel 

innovation as it pertains to our product roadmap. 
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5.2.8.8 Carrier Ethernet Access Switches ― A carrier Ethernet access 

switch can connect directly to the customer or be utilized as a network interface on the 
service side to provide layer 2 services.  

 Hot-swappable and field-replaceable integrated power supply and fan tray 

 AC or DC power supply with DC input ranging from 18V to 32 VDC and 36V to 72 VDC 

 Ethernet and console port for manageability  

 SD flash card slot for additional external storage 

 Stratum 3 network clock 

 Line-rate performance with a minimum of 62-million packets per second (MPPS) forwarding 

rate 

 Support for dying gasp on loss of power 

 Support for a variety of small form factor pluggable transceiver (SFP and SFP+) with 

support for Device Object Model (DOM) 

 Timing services for a converged access network to support mobile solutions, including 

Radio Access Network (RAN) applications 

 Support for Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE) services 

 Supports Hierarchical Quality of Service (H-QoS) to provide granular traffic-shaping 

policies 

 Supports Resilient Ethernet Protocol REP/G.8032 for rapid layer-two convergence 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.2.8.8 at the present time; however the possibility 

exists that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforementioned 

category in the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating 

government entities express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to 

them.  Aruba is open to requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments f rom 

all of our customers and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel 

innovation as it pertains to our product roadmap. 
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5.2.9 WIRELESS ― Provides connectivity to wireless devices within a limited 

geographic area. System capabilities should include: 

 Redundancy and automatic failover 

 IPv6 compatibility 

 NTP Support 

Aruba Response: 

The Aruba Mobility Controller is the heart of the Aruba dependent access point (AP) WLAN 

architecture and delivers additional functionality for control,  security, operation, and 

troubleshooting. The mobility controller provides:  

 Acting as a user-based stateful firewall 

 Terminating user-encrypted sessions from wireless devices 

 Performing Layer 2 switching and Layer 3 routing 

 Providing clientless Layer 3 mobility 

 Acting as an IPsec virtual private network (VPN) concentrator for site-to-site and client-

based VPNs 

 Providing certificate-based IPsec security to protect control channel information 

 Terminating Internet-based remote APs (RAPs) 

 Providing wired firewall services 

 Performing user authentication with 802.1X and captive portal authentication, among others  

 Providing guest access and captive portal services 

 Provisioning services 

 Providing advanced RF services with Adaptive Radio Management™ (ARM™) and 

spectrum analysis 

 Providing location services and RF coverage “heat maps” of the deployment  

 Performing rogue detection and containment  

 Providing self-contained management by way of a master/local hierarchy with one 

controller pushing configuration to other mobility controllers to reduce administrative 

overhead 

 Delivering AP software updates automatically when the mobility controller is upgraded  
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Operating Model 

The Aruba system has a logical four-tier operating model: management, network services, 

aggregation, and network access. Mobility controllers operate at the network services and 

aggregation layers. 
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Controller Operating Roles 

All Aruba Mobility Controllers are capable of assuming two operating roles in the system: master or 

local. This hierarchy allows organizations to build scalable WLAN networks with no additional 

management platforms as long as the network is contained to a single master/local cluster. A 

typical master/local cluster consists of one master mobility controller (or redundant pair)  and one or 

more local mobility controllers. 

 

 

The master is the central point of coordination and configuration of the network. The master 

processes all wireless security events and sends policy-based configuration to the locals. The 

locals manage the campus APs (CAPs), air monitors (AMs), spectrum monitors (SMs), RAPs, VPN 

clients, MASs with tunneled ports, and devices attached to the WLAN. APs connect directly to the 

local over an IP-based network, and in most deployments, all traffic from devices is sent to the 

locals for processing.  
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Redundancy 

Aruba provides several redundancy models for local and master mobility controllers. Redundancy 

is always a tradeoff between the cost of building a redundant network and the risk of the network 

being unavailable if an outage occurs. For all Aruba Customers, the tradeoffs must be weighed 

between the cost of implementing a redundancy solution and the cost of an outage. In some cases, 

multiple types of redundancy are possible, but it is ultimately up to the Customer to gauge its 

tolerance for risk given the pros and cons of each redundancy model.  

The underlying mechanism for the Aruba redundancy solutions is the Virtual Router Redundancy 

Protocol (VRRP). Aruba controllers support standards-based VRRP enabling 1:1, 1+1, N+1, N:1 

redundancy for the AP of the controllers at the termination end points allowing for 8 -10 second 

failover time for Aruba APs in case of a link failure to the primary controller or in case of a 

controller failure. Aruba controller redundancy can be enabled across L2 connections as well as L3 

connections; redundancy configuration of Aruba controllers operates across the existing IP network 

and does not require any sort of redesign of the existing wired infrastructure. Note that Aruba 

access points do not store primary and secondary controller information and hence can be easily 

moved between different locations. Such configuration lives within the controller and is uploaded to 

the access point in real time next time the AP comes online. Redundancy configurations do not 

require that access points to be online and can be pre-provisioned. This mechanism can be used 

to create various redundancy solutions, including the following examples:  
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Master Controller Redundancy  

In this scenario, two controllers are used with one controller configured as an active Master and 

one configured as a standby Master. The two controllers will synchronize databases and RF 

planning diagrams, and will run a Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) instance between 

them accessed by a Virtual IP (VIP) address. This is the address given to Access Points attempting 

to discover a Mobility Controller, and is used for network administration.  

 

Master-Local Controller Redundancy 

Using this model, the Local Controller terminates APs on a VRRP Virtual IP (VIP) address. The 

Local Mobility Controller is the active Local Controller for the VIP address and the Master is the 

standby. When the active Local Controller becomes unreachable, APs connected to the 

unreachable controller fail over to the Master Controller.  

 

Active-Active Local Controller Redundancy 

Using this model, two Local Controllers terminate APs on two separate VRRP Virtual IP (VIP) 

addresses. Each Mobility Controller is the active Local Controller for one VIP address and the  

standby Local Controller for the other VIP. The controllers each terminate 50% load of access 

points. The APs are configured in two different AP groups, each with a different VIP as the LMS IP 

address. When one active Local Controller becomes unreachable,  APs connected to the 

unreachable controller fail over to the standby Local Controller loading that controller to 100% 

capacity. Whereas N+1 designs are a common feature of other vendors’ centralized WLAN 

architectures usually due to the maximum number of APs that can be managed by one controller is 

limited to a few dozen or a few hundred at most, requiring the deployment of many controllers 

simply to service the production AP load. By contrast Aruba supports up to 2,048 campus-

connected APs and 8,192 Remote APs per controller which makes a 1:1 redundancy model 

feasible for the largest campus deployments. When one active local controller becomes 

unreachable, APs connected to the unreachable controller fail over to the standby local. That 

controller now terminates all of the APs in the redundancy group. Therefore each controller must 

have sufficient processing power and licenses to accommodate all of the APs served by the entire 

cluster. 
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Active-Standby (1+1) Redundancy 

The active-standby model also has two controllers, but in this case, one controller sits idle while 

the primary controller supports the full load of APs and users.  

 

When a failure occurs in the active-standby model, all of the APs and users must fail over to the 

backup controller. This model has a larger failure domain and will have some increased latency as 

the full load of APs fails over to the backup controller and users reauthenticate. This form of 

redundancy uses the LMS and backup LMS configuration for the AP. Alternatively, a singl e VRRP 

instance could be run between the two controllers, and all APs for the pair would terminate against 

this VRRP IP address. 
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Many-to-One (N+1) Redundancy  

The many-to-one model is typically used in remote networks where branch offices have local 

mobility controllers but redundancy on site is not feasible. These are typically smaller controllers 

with limited numbers of APs, and a much larger controller id deployed as the +1 in the datacenter 

as seen in Figure 36. It is possible to use N+1 on the campus as well, but here consideration 

should be given to the ratio and likelihood that sections of the campus might become unreachable, 

which would cause a multiple controller failover. This model requires that a secure connection is 

established between the sites that is independent of the mobility controllers, and that the 

connection should have high bandwidth and low latency.  

 

When the local at the remote site fails, the APs fails back to the backup LMS configured for that 

purpose, just as in the active-standby scenario. 
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The difference in the N+1 scenario is that this failure is typically across a WAN link, and the 

backup controller should be large enough to handle multiple site failures at the same time. Though 

a typical small site might have a handful of APs on a smaller mobility controller, the central site 

must have a much larger mobility controller with increased licensing to handle the expected 

number of failures of locals. In typical designs, only a single failure is anticipated, but some 

organizations require more resiliency against failure of multiple sites. Common cases include retail 

stores, where more than a single store may have an outage at any one time due to the sheer 

number of sites and the fact that the controller may be in user -accessible space. 

 

Controller Backup & Recovery  

Each Aruba controller maintains two boot partitions for software images and enables storing of 

configuration files to be selected for rapid configuration or resets to previous configurations. Data 

of the master controller (including RF plan and other network-wide configuration information) can 

also be backed up & restored at will. 
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IPv6 Support 

Aruba provides the following support for IPv4/6: 

 Native IPv6 VLAN interfaces supported on the controller 

 Each VLAN can be configured with both v4 and v6 addresses 

 v6 based Telnet, SSH and HTTPs management of controller  

 Syslog over IPv6 – v6 based syslog destination 

 Controller interfaces respond to ICMPv6 messages 

 Neighbor discovery and duplicate address detection supported 

 Static v6 routes can be defined on the controller  

 Internal v6 captive portal  is supported that can serve v6 clients 

 Caveats/Limitations 

 External v6 captive portal integration not supported 

 AAA/RADIUS v6 interaction not supported 

 

NTP 

The clock on a controller may be set manually or by configuring the controller to use a Network 

Time Protocol (NTP) server to synchronize its system clock with a central time source. You can 

use NTP to synchronize the controller to a central time source. Configure the controller  to set its 

system clock using NTP by configuring one or more NTP servers.  

For each NTP server, you can optionally specify the NTP iburst mode for faster clock 

synchronization. The iburst mode sends up ten queries within the first minute to the NTP server.  

(When iburst mode is not enabled, only one query is sent within the first minute to the NTP server.) 

After the first minute, the iburst mode typically synchronizes the clock so that queries need to be 

sent at intervals of 64 seconds or more. 
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5.2.9.1 Access Points ― A wireless Access Point (AP) is a device that allows 

wireless devices to connect to a wired network using Wi-Fi, or related standards. 
Capabilities should include: 

 802.11a/b/g/n 

 802.11n 

 802.11ac 

 Capable of controller discovery method via DHCP (onsite controller or offsite through Cloud 

Architecture) 

 UL2043 plenum rated for safe mounting in a variety of indoor environments  

 Support AES-CCMP (128-bit) 

 Provides real-time wireless intrusion monitoring and detection 

Aruba Response: 

Centrally controlled by ArubaOS software, Aruba’s line of wired and wireless APs serve as 

distributed traffic collectors tunneling wired and wireless traffic to mobility controllers over IP 

networks. Wireless APs provide radio coverage and user connectivity services while 

simultaneously serving as surveillance devices that constantly monitor the air for radio-based 

security threats. They also perform intrusion protection functions when wireless threats are 

detected. Wireless APs also run distributed ArubaOS functions such as adaptive radio 

management, distributed encryption for local forwarding of Wireless LAN traffic, wireless intrusion 

detection and protection, rogue AP detection and containment among others.  

Aruba’s approach to access point design is simple – enable access points to be fully software 

upgradeable over the network. This feature which is built into the entire Aruba access point product 

line allows APs to not only be upgraded but to also be completely repurposed; one SKU, many 

possible functions as noted above. A software-based design truly results in significant cost savings 

for our customers because APs and AP features/functions can be easily managed and centrally 

implemented. 

Common AP functions include: 

 Access Point: The most typical deployment uses an Aruba AP in the Access Point 

role. In this role, the AP radio(s) are used to connect user to the network infrastructure. 

The AP acts as a thin radio with much of the functionality of the system taking place on 

the Mobility Controller. Traffic is not processed on the AP. Instead, it is tunneled as an 

encrypted 802.11 frame to the controller via GRE. When an AP is connected to access 

layer switches it is known as a “campus-connected” or “local” AP. 

 Air Monitor: Used as an Air Monitor, the AP works as a network sniffer. The air monitor 

looks for rogue APs, monitors the RF environment and wired environment, and when 

combined with the wireless intrusion detection system (WIDS) software license it acts 

as a WIDS sensor to protect the network from those violating policy. The system can 

classify interfering and rogue APs based on network traffic and RF monitoring. Aruba 
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APs can be dedicated to the Air Monitor function or can perform this role on a part -time 

basis when configured in the Access Point role.  

 Mesh Portal or Mesh Point: In the Mesh Portal or Mesh Point role, the AP is taking 

part in Aruba’s secure enterprise mesh network. This network is based around a single 

AP (the Mesh Portal) with a wired network connection, and one or more Mesh Point 

APs performing wireless backhaul or bridging of network traffic. 

When used with dual radio APs, the mesh devices can provide client access on one 

radio and backhaul on the second. User traffic is authenticated and protected by the 

same centralized encryption method as wired APs, while Control traffic is protected by 

WPA2 authentication and encryption.  

 Remote AP: Using the Remote AP license, the AP can be used as a remote access 

device across a WAN. Plugging in to any Internet capable Ethernet port, the AP will 

create a secure tunnel using IPSec (AES) to a designated Mobility Controller. Typically 

this is done at corporate headquarters, or in regional data centers around the world for 

global deployments. The same SSIDs, authentication, and security are then availabl e 

anywhere in the world. This provides an on-demand corporate hotspot with the same 

security and access to resources that users will find at the corporate campus without 

having to install additional software or be subject to a software learning curve. Unli ke 

VPN software that provides only a limited set of services, using the Aruba Remote AP 

license extends the entire corporate WLAN experience with the same powerful User -

Centric Security. 

 Spectrum Analysis: Aruba’s spectrum analysis adds another layer of visibility into 

802.11 WLANs. Spectrum analysis identifies interference and classifies its sources and 

provides for real-time analysis at the point-of-problem. It is best utilized as  integrated 

into the WLAN infrastructure since hand-held tools are useful only when IT staff are on-

site and interference is present – an unlikely combination in distributed enterprises.  

For non-802.11 devices and networks operating in the 2.4 GHz and the 5.0GHz bands, 

Aruba Networks has added dedicated Spectrum Analysis capabili ties into the AP-92/93, 

AP-105, and AP-130 families. Spectrum analysis capabilities enable Aruba’s 802.11n 

access points to scan the 2.4 and 5GHz radio spectra within their immediate vicinity, 

and report important parameters including channel quality, channel utilization, and 

interference power back to the operator for further analysis.  

Through use of Aruba’s Spectrum Analysis feature, network engineers will be able to 

quickly isolate issues with packet transmission, over-the-air quality-of-service, and 

traffic congestion caused by contention with other devices operating in the same band 

or channel through integrated waterfall displays, Time-domain and Freq-domain 

displays for both 2.4 GHz and the 5 GHz spectrum.  Complete interference source 

classification will be possible from sources including microwave ovens (Regular and 

Inverter), analog video bridges, baby monitors, video cameras and other fixed 

frequency cordless phones as well as frequency hopping devices such as Xbox 

controllers, Bluetooth, and cordless phones. 
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Aruba 802.11n access points are based on the Atheros XSpan technology. The Wi -Fi 

chipset was developed from the ground-up with integrated high definition spectrum 

analysis capabilities as one of the key objectives and leapfrogs the architecture model 

currently used in competing solutions. Add to it the custom-built processor and 

dedicated TPM, Aruba’s 802.11n hardware platforms are capable of performing multi -

purpose access point, air-monitor and spectrum monitor function without compromising 

security and without added costs. 

 Remote Packet Capture: Remote packet capture can be performed to see exactly 

what a wireless user is seeing and experiencing in real-time. The Aruba system 

provides the operator the ability to remotely troubleshoot the problem by sniffing the 

connection and capturing wireless data packets for analysis using standard analysis 

tools. Unlike competing solutions, Aruba does not process any of the 802.11 packets at 

the AP therefore all packets are intact at the controller. This provides the added benefit 

of being able to perform a remote packet capture while serving data. Competing 

solutions stop serving user data while doing a capture and recommend using additional 

AP’s for troubleshooting and support.  

Aruba has partnered with Air Magnet and Wildpackets for additional Network Analysis & 

Diagnostics.  

 Aruba and Air Magnet provide expanded network performance and 

troubleshooting capabilities. This collaboration combines Aruba Networks’ best -

in-class mobility and Wireless Intrusion Protection (WIP) capabilities with 

AirMagnet’s advanced performance analysis, troubleshooting, and packet 

capture capabilities 

 Aruba and WildPackets have developed technology that now lets Aruba air 

monitors feed 802.11 packet captures directly into WildPackets' AiroPeek NX 

WLAN packet analysis tool. The AiroPeek NX tool can now be launched from 

within Aruba's RF Director management  
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802.11a/b/g/n 

Aruba 802.11n-capable dual-band access points are Wi-Fi Alliance certified for 802.11a/b/g and 

802.11n ensuring interoperability with other 802.11a/b/g/n WFA-certified products. For a list of 

compliant Mobility controller/Access Point combinations and associated certification IDs, please 

refer to the following website: 

http://certifications.wi-fi.org/wbcs_certified_products.php 

Aruba’s award-winning 802.11n-capable access points are based on the 802.11n wireless 

specification and are backwards compatible with legacy 802.11a/b/g, to fulfill wireless coverage 

requirements. 

 

802.11ac 

The IEEE 802.11ac amendment schedule anticipates ratification in December 2013. Work is 

underway in Wi-Fi Alliance to develop a certification program for 802.11ac. This program is 

currently targeted for end 2012/early 2013, based on a draft of 802.11ac. Aruba Networks support 

of 802.11ac is anticipated to align with Wi-Fi Alliance certification availability. 

Aruba 802.11ac capable APs have the following advantages:  

 1)    11ac beamforming can deliver its benefit today with first generation Aruba 11ac 

products. 11ac is the first implementation that is doing this the “right” way  

 2)    The Aruba AP 22x series has 11ac beamforming support in 2.4 and 5 GHz bands 

 3)    Aruba APs work with clients that support 11ac beamforming function. This is at a 

minimum all 11ac client devices using Broadcom chipsets 

 4)    11ac beamforming is standards based. Unlike 11n there is only one solution and 

this is expected to see broad market acceptance. 11ac beamforming represents the 

consensus view of the 1000’s of contributors to the standards process. Future chipsets 

will allow larger number of  antenna elements to be accommodated 

 5)    .11ac beamforming is implemented in baseband.  It works with all antenna 

subsystems and allows for connectorized radio solutions to always deliver optimal 

performance. The primary criterion is that nominal coverage for each antenna in the 

subsystem has a nominal match of coverage area. It does not impair operation of the 

receiver sub system the way that switched beam analog solutions do. The tx subsystem 

behaves like an 11n transmitter for legacy clients that do not support 11ac and the total 

number of beamforming combinations is effectively infinite. 11ac actively tracks users 

so has a recent channel estimate between the AP and client that is updated frequently. 

This eliminates the implementation losses of solutions that rely on in bound packets 
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that arrive infrequently. It also eliminates analog differences between the rx and tx 

chain in the radios as the 11ac solution essentially calibrates the differences out in the 

channel sounding process. 

 

.11ac is a standard impacting hardware as with any physical alteration to a device there will always 

be unavoidable associated costs to support the standard.  Because of the hardware changes, there 

are only two ways to accomplish an 11ac upgrade: buying a new AP or selecting an AP with a 

modular radio design.  11n radios will not be software upgradable to 11ac. 

Modular designs have significant drawbacks including: 

 Module installation requires physically touching every AP which is the same installation 

cost as new devices. 

 The modules themselves can be expensive, often costing nearly as much as a low cost 

AP. 

 Added hardware needs to be included in the original AP design to support adding a 

module.  This drives up the cost of the original AP purchase.  

 Modules significantly increase the power requirements of an AP since additional 

hardware has to be powered.  Typically this necessitates .11at power support at the 

switches. 

 Years typically pass between the original APs construction and the release of the 

upgrade module.  This means that the module ends up being installed in an AP that has 

an underlying architecture that is over 2 years old.  Where a new AP, built from the 

ground up to support AC, will benefit from all of the CPU and memory enhancements of 

those 2 years. 

 .11ac dramatically out scales 11n throughput, limiting peak performance and client 

association capabilities. 

 Modular AP designs do not have scalable CPU or memory infrastructure to 

accommodate potential 11ac throughputs creating a bottleneck which can have a 

detrimental effect on overall network performance. 

 Selecting a modular AP restricts the ability to select alternate vendors for 11ac 

upgrades effectively locking the network into upgrading to a part with unknown 

performance characteristics. 

 Modules are often built on different architectures and struggle to support all of the 

features and benefits provided by the legacy built-in radios. 
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Discovery via DHCP 

Aruba access points can be connected to a host Aruba mobility controller or to an existing Ethernet 

switch or IP router, or across any subnetwork boundary. Aruba APs can locate their host MC 

through a variety of methods, including the Aruba Discovery Protocol (ADP) through which they 

issue a broadcast frame using ADP.  A mobility controller on the local subnet may respond to this 

or routers on the local subnet may be configured to forward these broadcasts using “ip helper -

address” commands. 

Other discovery methods include: 

 AP uses DHCP to learn its own IP address.  If DHCP response contains an Aruba VSA 

(option code 43), the contents of this option will be used as the IP address of the 

mobility controller. 

 AP issues a DNS query for “aruba-master” to the DNS server assigned during DHCP.  If 

a response is given, that IP address is used to contact the mobility controller.  

 AP issues an IP multicast packet to 224.0.82.11.  If the network supports IP multicast, 

an Aruba mobility controller will receive these packets and respond to the AP.  The 

Aruba solution was architected to be as flexible as possible, allowing it to be easily 

deployed across an existing network with minimal or no changes to the current 

infrastructure. Any port on the Mobility Controller (Fast Ethernet or Gigabit) may be 

connected to the current infrastructure. This port may be a simple access port to the 

backbone, a 802.1Q trunked VLAN port or even an aggregation of ports (Etherchannel 

port bonding) for greater throughput if required.  

 

To ensure that  new and existing wireless APs and controllers are automatically discovered 

anywhere on the network, the AirWave Management Platform (AMP) supports both upper layer 

discovery methods (i.e., SNMP and HTTP scanning) as well as Layer 2 discovery protocols (i.e., 

CDP). 
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UL2043 Plenum Rating 

All Aruba indoors access points are UL-2043 plenum rated for safe deployment in air-handling 

spaces. It is significant that the Aruba APs are designed to be flexibly deployed both in 

ceiling/plenum environments, and more commonly, in user space. The APs appear unremarkable 

to users, often being compared to an air freshener, a small speaker, or even a thermostat. Further, 

the APs can be discretely mounted to a wall stud, cubicle or baseboard near existing structured 

cabling wall jacks, eliminating the cost of cabling when deploying WLAN systems. Other options 

include mounting to ceiling tile rails (both recessed and non), above ceiling tile (plenum-rated), and 

poles/masts (outdoor models). The APs cannot be removed by users when mounted properly.  

 

It is also important to note that the AP-92/93, AP-105, and AP-130 series of 802.11n access points 

are uniquely designed, combining form and function in a small, efficient, tool -less mountable 

package that discretely blends into the environment where it is deployed. Aruba 802.11n access 

points models support above ceiling tile (UL-2043 listed / plenum-rated), wall, or tool-less ceiling 

mounting to a variety of ceiling tile rail types.  

APs of competing solutions on the other-hand sport multiple external antennas (some lack integral 

antenna options), an industrial-heavyweight form factor (> 5lbs. or 5 times that of an Aruba 

802.11n AP-105), requires proprietary power options (e.g. do not support full capacity radio and 

MIMO operation using 802.3af PoE), or leverage multiple cable pulls, making them conspicuous 

and imposing when installed in the in just about any environment and forcing reduced options for 

AP placement due to the requirement of specialized mounting/powering kits.   

Because APs can be deployed in user space, they can be serviced (replaced when necessary) by 

IT without union labor, climbs in the ceiling, and ladder liability. Finally, with the self -calibrating 

capability of Aruba WLAN systems, administrators can allow the system to regularly perform 

previously expensive tasks, including site surveys, materially reducing the cost of deployment and 

cable pulls, and drastically reducing the cost of service operations. While simple in concept, the 

financial and performance effects associated with densely-deployed user space APs is often truly 

profound. 
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Support for AES-CCMP (128-bit) 

WPA2/AES link-layer encryption is supported in ArubaOS. Aruba’s encryption engine is a key 

enabler of the unique secure mobility architecture.  All forms of encryption and multiple data 

forwarding schemes from centralized to distributed are supported on the Aruba Controller and ar e 

performed in dedicated hardware to ensure consistently high performance.  Encryption standards 

supported include, WEP (64 and 128 bit), WPA (WPA-TKIP, WPA-PSK-TKIP, WPA-AES, WPA-

PSK-AES), WPA2/802.11i (WPA2-AES, WPA2-PSK-AES, WPA2-TKIP, WPA2-PSK-TKIP, WPA2-

Mixed Mode), and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and TLS (RC4 128-bit and RSA 1024- and 2048-

bit). 

Aruba recommends always using the highest supported level of security on client devices as well 

as intelligent firewalling for devices which require network access, in particular for devices that do 

not support WPA/WPA2.  Many application-specific devices, unlike commercial laptop PCs, are 

often embedded computers with rudimentary WLAN security like WEP. Wireless VoIP handsets are 

a perfect example of this and often only support static WEP encryption.  These types of devices 

should have firewall polices tied to them which restrict their traffic to destinations they are 

supposed to be communicating with and protocols they are supposed to be communicating on. 

Aruba’s identity-based security securely connects these devices to the network and provides 

intrusion detection to protect against malicious attacks.  

As a general rule, the lower the security posture of the device (weak encryption / authentication, 

lack of virus protection, etc.), the stronger the firewall polices tied to its session should be.  

Continuing with the voice example, typical firewall policies that are assigned to voice handsets not 

only put their VoIP traffic in a higher queue, but also restrict that traffic to only the voice protocol 

and only to the IP PBX.  In the even the network security is compromised, devices will be 

automatically blacklisted for firewall policy violations to preserve the integrity of the network.  
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Provision of Real-Time Wireless Intrusion Monitoring And Detection 

Aruba provides the industry’s only WLAN solution with integrated security from layers 1 through 7. 

Aruba’s integrated wireless intrusion detection and prevention (WIDS) system reduces deployment 

and management costs by using access points to simultaneously serve clients and contain wireless 

threats. With Aruba, there’s no need for a costly overlay IDS with dedicated sensors. Automatic 

threat mitigation protects the network from unauthorized clients and ad hoc devices even as they 

roam.  

Unlike competing WLAN solutions that require external management appliances and separate 

sensor overlays in order enable wireless intrusion protection (WIPS) and policy enforcement, the 

recommended Aruba solution fully integrates advanced WIPS capabilities into its WLAN 

architecture to deliver the industry’s most comprehensive security solution. In fact, Aruba has been 

providing advanced WIPS capabilities to many of its customers since its inception. Aruba’s 

wireless security engineering team consists of leading members of the Wi-Fi security industry, who 

are active participants in IEEE / IETF standard development programs.  

In an Aruba WLAN and WIPS deployment, configuration and software maintenance of the hybrid 

APs used for WLAN access and WIPS detection, and of dedicated sensors used for WIPS 

prevention, take place within the same platform: the Aruba mobility controller. Extensive grouping 

and profile options enables the ease of deployment for different groups of APs an d sensors at 

different locations for different purposes – without the need to deploy a separate management 

software for the WIPS solution. 

Aruba’s WIPS solution is “ICSA wireless security”, FIPS 140-2 Level 2, Common Criteria EAL4 

certified, PCI v1.2 compliant, and satisfies DoD mandates for wireless intrusion detection. Aruba 

WLAN and WIPS solution has been the primary selection for the DefCon and Black Hat 

conferences since 2005. 

Aruba's powerful WIPS solution incorporates complete threat detection, attack prevention, policy 

enforcement and compliance reporting. There are numerous benefits to Aruba’s fully integrated 

WIPS solution: 

 Controller WIP provides integrated protection without the need for separate overlay 

WIDS/WIPS network. 

 Integrated WIP is able to protect the WLAN better than an overlay deployment by virtue of 

being able to analyze and correlate .11 frames inline. 

 Aruba AP hardware can work two modes - hybrid AP and Air Monitor/dedicated Air Monitor 

modes. The AP/Sensor HW commonality provides a high degree of investment protection 

for TD as new SW capabilities are added in future releases to detect and protect against 

evolving threats. 

 

Unlike competing WLAN solutions that require external management appliances and separate  

sensor overlays in order enable wireless intrusion protection (WIPS) and policy enforcement, the 

recommended Aruba solution fully integrates advanced WIPS capabilities into its WLAN 

architecture to deliver the industry’s most comprehensive security solution. In fact, Aruba has been 
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providing advanced WIPS capabilities to many of its customers since its inception. Aruba’s 

wireless security engineering team consists of leading members of the WiFi security industry, who 

are active participants in IEEE / IETF standard development programs. 

In an Aruba WLAN and WIPS deployment, configuration and software maintenance of the hybrid 

APs used for WLAN access and WIPS detection, and of dedicated sensors used for WIPS 

prevention, take place within the same platform, Aruba mobility controller. Extensive grouping and 

profile options enables the ease of deployment for different groups of APs and sensors at different 

locations for different purposes – without the need to deploy a separate management software for 

the WIPS solution. 

Aruba’s WIPS solution is “ICSA wireless security”, FIPS 140-2 Level 2, Common Criteria EAL2 

certified, PCI v1.2 compliant, and satisfies DoD mandates for wireless intrusion detection. Aruba 

WLAN and WIPS solution has been the primary selection for the DefCon and Black Hat 

conferences since 2005. 

Aruba's powerful WIPS solution incorporates complete threat detection, attack prevention, policy 

enforcement and compliance reporting. The benefits of Aruba’s fully integrated WIPS solution are 

many: 

 (1) Controller WIP offers integrated protection without the need for separate overlay 

WIDS/WIPS network. 

 (2) Integrated WIP is able to protect the WLAN better than an overlay deployment by virtue 

of being able to analyze and correlate .11 frames inline.  

 (3) Aruba AP hardware can work two modes - hybrid AP and Air Monitor/dedicated Air 

Monitor modes. The AP/Sensor HW commonality provides a high degree of investment 

protection as new SW capabilities are added in future releases to detect and protect 

against evolving threats. 
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5.2.9.2 Outdoor Wireless Access Points ― Outdoor APs are rugged, with a 

metal cover and a DIN rail or other type of mount. During operations they can tolerate a 
wide temperature range, high humidity and exposure to water, dust, and oil. Capabilities 
should include: 

 Flexible Deployment Options 

 Provides real-time wireless intrusion monitoring and detection 

 Capable of controller discovery method via DHCP (onsite controller or offsite through Cloud 

Architecture) 

Aruba Response: 

The multifunction AP-175 is an affordable, 

fully hardened outdoor 802.11n access point 

(AP) that provides maximum deployment 

flexibility in high-density campuses, storage 

yards, warehouses, container/transportation 

facilities, extreme industrial production areas 

and other harsh environments. The high-

performance AP-175 delivers wire-like 

performance at data rates up to 300 Mbps per 

radio.  

The AP-175 features two 2x2 MIMO dual-

band 2.4-GHz/5-GHz radios with quad 

antenna interfaces. Each radio is capable of 

providing a maximum aggregate transmit 

power of up to 25dBm. 

With wall and mast mounting options, the AP-175 is built to provide years of trouble-free operation. 

Engineered to survive in harsh outdoor environments, the AP-175 withstands exposure to high and 

low temperatures, persistent moisture and precipitation, and is fully sealed for protection from 

airborne contaminants. All electrical interfaces include industrial  strength surge protection. 

As an 802.11n AP, the AP-175 works with Aruba’s centralized Mobility Controllers to enable the 

use of wireless as a primary connection with speed and reliability comparable to a wired LAN. It 

also increases performance by utilizing techniques such as channel bonding, block 

acknowledgement and MIMO radios. Advanced antenna technology also increases range and 

reliability. 

The key to ensuring wire-like performance and reliability is Aruba’s unique Adaptive Radio 

Management (ARM) and spectrum analysis capabilities, which manage the 2.4-GHz and 5-GHz 

radio bands to mitigate RF interference and maximize Wi-Fi client performance. 

The multifunction AP-175 can be configured through the Aruba Mobility Controller to provide 

wireless LAN access with part-time air monitoring, dedicated air monitoring for wireless IPS and 

spectrum analysis, Remote AP (RAP) functionality or secure enterprise mesh. 
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5.2.9.3 Wireless LAN Controllers ― An onsite or offsite solution utilized to 

manage light-weight access points in large quantities by the network administrator or 
 network operations center. The WLAN controller automatically handles the 
 configuration of wireless access-points. Capabilities should include:  

 Ability to monitor and mitigate RF interference/self-heal 

 Support seamless roaming from AP to AP without requiring re-authentication 

 Support configurable access control lists to filter traffic and denying wireless peer to peer 

traffic 

 System encrypts all management layer traffic and passes it through a secure tunnel  

 Policy management of users and devices provides ability to de-authorize or deny devices 

without denying the credentials of the user, nor disrupting other AP traffic  

 Support configurable access control lists to filter traffic and denying wireless peer to peer 

traffic 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba’s centralized architecture delivers mobility, security and convergence for today’s networks, 

leveraging a distributed deployment with centralized control. Aruba mobility controllers are high -

performance networking platforms built specifically to run centralized ArubaOS functions such as 

controlled access point management, 802.11 station management, 802.11x authentication and 

encryption, site-to-site and client VPNs using IPsec/3DES encryption, stateful policy enforcement 

firewalls, L1-L7 intrusion protection, endpoint integrity checking, and seamless user roaming 

between access points and across mobility controllers.  

 

All mobility controllers share a common hardware architecture which includes a dedicated control 

plane CPU, a high-performance programmable data plane network processor unit, and a unique 
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programmable encryption engine for centralized L2 and L3 encryption. Aruba Mobility controllers 

can aggregate traffic from the distributed APs, inspect and police it and deliver it to the core 

enterprise network. Mobility controllers are typically positioned in data centers, for a controlled 

environment and access to the high-speed core of the network. 

Aruba access points are powerful computing platforms that can perform complex tasks like 

spectrum analysis and WIDS/WIPS scanning locally, yet use a “thin” management model in which 

configuration, monitoring, and maintenance is accomplished centrally. Configuration and firmware 

management is handled by Aruba’s Mobility Controllers, allowing even the largest worldwide 

networks – such as Microsoft’s deployment across 60 countries – to be centrally managed by a 

very small staff.  Unlike other “thin” APs, Aruba’s APs do not require that all traffic be forwarded 

through a controller.  Aruba AP’s can have four operating modes, all of which are defined by, and 

can be run on, a per SSID basis: 

 Tunnel: All traffic is tunneled back to a Mobility Controller.  802.11 encryption, policy 

enforcement, and L2/L3 forwarding actions are performed at the controller;  

 Decrypt Tunnel:  All traffic is tunneled back to a Mobility Controller, but 

802.11encryption is performed at the AP.  L3/L4 and higher layer inspection of user 

traffic and policy decision making is performed at the AP before traffic is tunneled back 

to the controller; 

 Split Tunnel:  Traffic is either tunneled back to a Mobility Controller or routed onto the 

local LAN through the APs IP interface. Traffic can be source NATed through that IP 

interface.  Decisions to “route” or “tunnel” are based on firewall policies associa ted with 

each user and enforced at the AP.  802.11 encryption is performed at the AP;  

 Bridge: Traffic is bridged onto the local LAN.  The AP still maintains a control channel 

connection to a Mobility Controller, but no tunnelling is used for an SSID in thi s mode.  

802.11 encryption and policy enforcement are implemented at the AP.  An SSID 

configured in this mode can be configured to persist even if the link to the controller is 

lost. Non-secure devices can be equipped VPN client that establishes a secure and 

encrypted tunnel to a centralized Aruba controller. Each VPN tunnel can be terminated 

directly on the controller and the transactions can then be forwarded to back-end 

accounting systems for processing, thereby overcoming the limited security of legacy 

devices.  
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Monitoring and Mitigation of RF Interference 

RF is fundamentally statistical in nature, and consequently introduces a number of unique 

challenges for network administrators - signal fading, interference, application requirements for 

higher throughput and network capacity, noise (as measured by the signal -to-noise ratio (SNR) at 

any given moment in time), and client motion – particularly in high-demand, dense environments. 

As such, WLAN vendors have implemented a variety of unique RF spectrum management 

techniques including single-channel architecture designs, use of beamforming, advocating of full 

transmit power, etc. that while solving one issue have introduced their own set of unintended 

limitations. As an example, operating APs a max power (e.g. a coverage-only design) has the 

perceived benefit of reducing the number of required APs, however this approach also reduces 

overall total capacity of the WLAN due to the increase in AP-to-client ratio as well as the average 

distance between the client and AP. Further, the ability to adapt to RF obstructions is not possible 

in a coverage-based design. A similar technique used to increase the cell size of an AP is antenna 

beam forming, the benefits of which are realized only in the download direction ignoring traffic in 

the upload direction…the fact is that communication in a network isn’t purely unidirectional.  

Aruba advocates RF management geared towards delivering high capacity and maximum 

performance without requiring the use of any proprietary client software or techniques to achieve 

performance goals. Client software is problematic because it requires vigilant revision control and 

may not be available for all operating systems or compatible with all client hardware. The wide 

variety of client hardware makes proprietary client software impossible to manage. Unlike 

proprietary single-channel architectures, Aruba’s architecture is designed to squeeze maximum 

efficiency and performance out of all available RF spectrum, and it does so without compromi sing 

interference resistance, scalability, or interoperability.  

From a network design and continuous RF optimization perspective, overall WLAN network 

capacity and performance is dynamically increased through the use of Aruba’s ARM (Adaptive 

Radio Management) technology.  

Aruba’s ARM technology uses a dynamic channel planning algorithm in which each access point 

makes decisions independently by sensing its environment and optimizing its local situation. The 

algorithm is designed so that this iterative process converges quickly on the optimum channel plan, 

for the entire network, without requiring a central coordinating function. Each access point 

periodically scans all channels for other access points, clients, rogue access points, background 

noise, and interference. During the scan, the access point is not servicing its own associated 

clients, so scanning can be suspended for situations such as clients in power-save mode or active 

voice calls. 

 

An ARM dynamic channel planning algorithm optimizes the RF plan by making best use of the 

available spectrum, avoiding interference while also meeting the desired coverage parameters. 
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Despite its simple objectives, the ARM channel and power assignment algorithm is extremely 

sophisticated. It allows configured boundaries to be set on the range of channels; minimum and 

maximum transmit power, error rates necessary to kick off a channel switch even without detected 

interference, and a number of timers to ensure stable, optimal solutions.  

Using ARM provides the following benefits: 

 ARM dynamically increases overall network performance as the coverage increases, by 

utilizing high-capacity multi-channel network design – without requiring static channel 

overlays required in legacy Fat AP WLAN solutions. 

 With ARM, the switch does not have a downtime for initial calibration.  

 The AP response time to noise is quick and reliable, even non-802.11 noise.  

 ARM algorithm is based on what the AP hears which means that the system can 

compensate for scenarios like a broken antenna or blocked signal coverage on 

neighbouring APs. Since channel decisions are based on the information the AP receives 

from the RF environment, interference due to third party APs are accounted for.  

 ARM technology uniquely enables APs to not only change channels or power one at a time 

but do both – change channel & power simultaneously – in order to enable faster 

convergence of the RF infrastructure when required. 

 Automatic coverage hole detection via the system’s self -healing function, whereby upon 

detection of a coverage hole due to an AP failure or general change in the RF environment, 

the system will begin a configurable hold-down timer.  At the expiration of the hold-down 

timer, the system will increase transmit power levels on surrounding APs to fill any 

coverage gaps and ensure ubiquitous coverage for all clients. The benefits is that even in 

the event of an AP failure, coverage gaps are immediately identified and corrected with AP 

power level adjustments. This scenario is not achievable in "coverage"-only deployments of 

other WLAN vendors who emphasize deploying APs at max power settings.  

 

Spectrum Analysis 

Aruba’s spectrum analysis adds another layer of visibility into 802.11 WLANs. Spectrum analysis 

identifies interference and classifies its sources and provides for real-time analysis at the point-of-

problem. It is best utilized as  integrated into the WLAN infrastructure since hand-held tools are 

useful only when IT staff are on-site and interference is present – an unlikely combination in 

distributed enterprises. 

For non-802.11 devices and networks operating in the 2.4 GHz and the 5.0GHz bands, Aruba 

Networks has added dedicated Spectrum Analysis capabilities into all of our APs. Spectrum 

analysis capabilities enable Aruba’s 802.11n access points to scan the 2.4 and 5GHz radio spectra 

within their immediate vicinity, and report important parameters including channel quality, channel 

utilization, and interference power back to the operator for further analysis.  

Through use of Aruba’s Spectrum Analysis feature, network engineers will be able to quickly 

isolate issues with packet transmission, over-the-air quality-of-service, and traffic congestion 
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caused by contention with other devices operating in the same band or channel through integrated 

waterfall displays, Time-domain and Freq-domain displays for both 2.4 GHz and the 5 GHz 

spectrum.  Complete interference source classification will be possible from sources including 

microwave ovens (Regular and Inverter), analog video bridges, baby monitors, video cameras and 

other fixed frequency cordless phones as well as frequency hopping devices such as Xbox 

controllers, Bluetooth, and cordless phones.  

 

 

Aruba 802.11n access points are based on the Atheros XSpan technology. The Wi-Fi chipset was 

developed from the ground-up with integrated high definition spectrum analysis capabilities as one 

of the key objectives and leapfrogs the architecture model currently used in competing solutions. 

Add to it the custom-built processor and dedicated TPM, Aruba’s 802.11n hardware platforms are 

capable of performing multi-purpose access point, air-monitor and spectrum monitor function 

without compromising security and without added costs.  
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Band Steering 

Most enterprise WLANs use dual-radio access points, providing simultaneous coverage in the 

2.4GHz and 5GHz bands. In Wi-Fi, clients are primarily responsible for association choices, and so 

should be able to pick the optimum access point and frequency band, based on where they wi ll 

achieve the best performance. 

However, a number of factors prevent this in practice: 

 Some clients, including most Wi-Fi phones, older PCs, bar code readers and other special -

purpose devices - are only capable of 2.4GHz operation. It is generally desirable for 5GHz-

capable clients to use that band, equalizing traffic and avoiding interference and contention 

with the plethora of 2.4GHz devices. 

 While many notebook PCs – the most common WLAN client – are now capable of operation 

in either band, they typically have a preference for 2.4GHz because it is commonly 

available. Once a suitable 2.4GHz network is found, it is rarely vacated, even when 5GHz 

service is available. 

 

The result is that dual-band networks find most clients connecting at 2.4GHz, even though it is the 

most crowded, interference-prone band, and despite the availability of the 5GHz band. As a result, 

the 2.4GHz band becomes congested, despite plentiful capacity at 5GHz, and network usage is 

sub-optimal. Since 802.11 WLANs use a shared-access medium, channel utilization is always a 

concern. As channels become more heavily saturated, application performance suffers. This is 

especially true in the 2.4-GHz band, where only three truly usable channels exist and contention 

from legacy and non-802.11 sources can be fierce. 

The solution is for the WLAN to ‘steer’ 5GHz-capable clients to that band, giving them clear 

conditions while clients limited to 2.4GHz gain access to more data capacity as that band becomes 

less crowded. 

The infrastructure-based steering mechanism used in ARM monitors probe requests from all 

clients, noting when they transmit on the 5GHz band. Association requests are refused at 2.4GHz 

with exceptions for persistent clients to avoid disruption, so the client only ‘hears’ and co nnects to 

5GHz access points. The algorithm is highly reliable by taking into account the signal strength of 

wireless clients, in order to improve interoperability for WLAN deployments where 5-GHz frequency 

coverage is sparse and allows connection at 2.4GHz when it is beneficial. 

Band steering has multiple configuration modes. In preferred mode, band steering encourages 

dual-band clients to use the less congested 5-GHz band if available. In band balancing mode, the 

Aruba system allocates clients across the 2.4- and 5-GHz radios on the same access point 

according to a preconfigured ratio. In force mode, band steering always assigns dual -band clients 

onto 5-GHz channels. 

In addition to 5GHz band steering, Aruba supports the capability to steer the clients to d ifferent 

channels to balance the load within a band. Given the limited spectrum available in Wi -Fi networks, 

it is important to optimize its use by distributing traffic loads uniformly across all clients. While 

traditional Wi-Fi load balancing schemes distribute clients across available APs, they do not 
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account for two factors: multiple APs may occupy the same channel and configurable static load-

balancing thresholds cannot work for all use cases. Aruba’s Spectrum load balancing tackles this 

problem by using APs to identify load-balancing neighbors in real-time through periodic scans and 

then ensuring that APs are assigned to different channels, whereby the APs on one channel start 

load balancing by moving new clients to sparsely occupied channels. The load balancing algorithm 

works in real-time, without pre-set thresholds, and there works equally well for a 10 users as it 

would for 200 users. 
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Airtime Fairness 

The problems introduced in mixed-mode environments are manifold: Legacy clients take too much 

air time; Channels get saturated; Noise on one channel spills over into others; Clients get 

distributed unfairly across bands and channels. These problems all produce the same result: 

degraded application performance in high-density environments.  

Aruba Networks’ ARM features aim to boost application performance for 802.11n and legacy 

802.11a/b/g clients, especially in high-density environments. The ARM features, which are included 

as part of the base ArubaOS available on every Aruba controller, introduce mechanisms for 

managing air time and importantly, does so without requiring changes on the WLAN clients.  

Air time fairness, a key part of Aruba’s ARM feature set to help mediate access between speedy 

802.11n and slower legacy clients (legacy coexistence), gives network managers the final say over 

how clients gain access to the WLAN medium. Air time fairness grants access to clients using a 

token-based system, with preferred clients getting more tokens and thus more time to transmit data 

thereby preventing starvation of client throughput in mixed mode environments without the use of 

client specific configurations or software. The token concept also is useful in network management; 

by viewing the Aruba controller’s command-line interface (CLI), administrators can see at a glance 

which clients are the top talkers on the network.  

Air time fairness can be configured in fair and preferred access modes. Aruba’s “Fair Access” 

algorithm gives more channel time to the “faster” clients (due to the shorter time period required to 

send their packets) while allocating time blocks for the slower clients.  Our “Preferred Access” 

algorithm gives more channel time to the “faster” clients but allocates time blocks for the slower 

clients.  This ensures the slower clients are not starved from network access but allows faster 

client to benefit based on their phy type.  

In traditional WLAN installations, all clients are allocated access to the airwaves under the same 

set of conditions which is less than optimal for more capable clients. I f a WLAN solution ignores 

the need for fair access this may either result in “starvation” of low-rate clients in the presence of 

high-rate clients or cause overall performance and scalability of the WLAN to be limited to the 

speed of the clients with the “weakest link”.  

In a recent performance review conducted by Network Test, Aruba’s ARM technology was show to 

deliver: 

 Air time fairness delivered fourfold improvements in transfer rates for 802.11n clients 

contending for bandwidth with legacy clients, while simultaneously reducing channel 

utilization  

 ARM’s air time fairness feature nearly doubled transfer rates for a client to an access point 

without significantly reducing rates for a distant client on the same network  
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Support for Seamless Roaming  

ClientMatch™ technology from Aruba Networks® is a patented, standards-based RF management 

technology that puts the WLAN infrastructure in control of client connectivity and roaming.  

Leveraging a system-level view of the network, ClientMatch monitors clients and automatically 

matches them to the right radio on the right access point (AP), boosting overall WLAN performance 

and delivering consistent, predictable performance to every user and client while eliminating the 

sticky client problem for good. 

ClientMatch technology works with all clients – including new 802.11ac clients – across all 

operating systems, without the need for client software. It is available as part of ArubaOS 6.3.0 and 

higher. 

 

 Client-Based Decision-Making: Clients are typically in control of connectivity 

decisions, such as which AP to associate with, what speed they send and receive data, 

and when to change APs as they roam. Unfortunately, clients do not have a system-

level view of the network and often make poor connectivity decisions – such as 

connecting to the first AP they hear, regardless of whether it matches their needs. 

For example, a dual band 2.4- and 5-GHz-capable smartphone may attach itself to the 

2.4-GHz band, even if it is crowded, reducing the client’s throughput by half despite the 

availability of a 5-GHz-capable AP within that client’s range. 

These poor decisions reduce both client and overall network performance. Likewise, 

since the WLAN is a shared medium and only one client can talk on a channel at a 

time, one slow client can significantly degrade performance as other clients wait for 

access to that channel. 

 Unpredictable Performance = User Dissatisfaction:  Because clients have a narrow 

perspective on the network and different clients behave differently, WLAN performance 

can be unpredictable. Consequently, IT staff must field calls from unhappy users with 
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performance problems, which increases help desk and support costs, and can lead to 

unnecessary spending on WLAN and wired gear in an attempt to improve service. 

Users should have predictable WLAN performance no matter what type of client they 

use. However, IT is in no position to micro-manage client capabilities such as band 

selection, client distance from an AP, AP load, and other parameters needed to match 

a given client to the right AP. 

Client-based software solutions are also problematic as they may not be available for 

all operating systems or compatible with all client hardware, and can be very difficult to 

install in BYOD, education, and other highly dynamic environments. 

In addition, client-based software requires vigilant version control, which is virtually 

impossible to manage in today’s diverse and rapidly changing client environments. 

 Poor Roaming Algorithms and Sticky Clients: Once attached to an AP, clients tend 

to stay attached – even when users begin to roam and the WLAN signal weakens.  

As a result of this stickiness, performance for mobile users and clients often degrades, 

dragging down overall network throughput. Even a client capable of fast data rates 

must drop back to a slower rate if  its user moves far from the AP serving that client. 

 Increasing Client Diversity: The number and type of smartphones, tablets, laptops 

and other clients that connect to WLANs continues to rise as new generations of clients 

hit the market and these clients are quite diverse, with different operating systems and 

WLAN chipsets, resulting in a variety of connection speeds (ranging from 11 Mbps to 

1.3 Gbps), roaming behaviors, band preferences (2.4 vs. 5 GHz) and other capabilities. 

This diversity impacts WLAN performance because slow clients, like slow cars on a 

highway, require everyone to slow down. So if an 802.11ac client connects to an AP 

with a weak signal, its performance will be slow, forcing other clients to wait before they 

can send or receive data. 

 AP Signal and Load: Because clients (especially smartphones) tend to attach to the 

strongest AP they hear, a given AP can become overloaded. And clients will continue to 

attach to an already overloaded AP simply because it’s the first or strongest signal they 

detect. 

This is a common problem in lobbies, auditoriums, cafeterias and other locations where 

users congregate. Clients attached to an overloaded AP experience poor performance 

and, due to client “stickiness,” performance can degrade even as users leave the area.  

In contrast, the WLAN infrastructure, with its system-level view of the network and 

ability to monitor clients, is ideally suited to manage client connectivity. That’s why 

Aruba ClientMatch technology puts the infrastructure in control of client connection 

decisions. 

 Network Control Over Client Behavior: ClientMatch monitors each client’s 

capabilities and connection on a WLAN, matching every client to the best radio on the 
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best AP. By consistently monitoring each client, ClientMatch can react to client 

behavior at the time of connection and as client and network conditions change.  

For example, if a client moves into another AP’s coverage area or interference causes 

performance to drop, ClientMatch will automatically move the client to an AP or channel 

that can deliver better performance. 

ClientMatch leverages industry standards to accomplish its monitoring and control 

functions, including the 802.11k and the 802.11v standards. As a result, IT is assured 

of interoperability with no additional overhead. All standards-based clients work with 

ClientMatch; no proprietary client software is required. For clients that do not yet 

support newer standards, Aruba provides a proprietary solution that ensures 

ClientMatch covers all clients on a WLAN. 

By taking a system-level approach to client connectivity, ClientMatch can: 

 Create a holistic view of each client by leveraging all of the APs on a network to 

dynamically gather information on a client’s capabilities and behavior, such as 

signal strength and channel utilization; 

 Aggregate and share client information across APs; and 

 Coordinate APs to consistently connect each client to the AP that best meets its 

needs. 

Many WLAN vendors offer limited client control, in which APs that are overloaded, for 

example, can actively discourage clients from attaching. In contrast, ClientMatch is 

aware of every client connected to every AP and directs each one to a specific AP 

based on its connection needs. 

To illustrate, a client might not know that it is connected to an AP that’s very busy while 

a lightly loaded AP is only 15 feet away, or that a nearby AP has a stronger signal.  

ClientMatch is aware of all these characteristics and automatically moves a client to the 

optimal AP, adjusting dynamically to deliver consistent, predictable performance to 

everyone on the network. 

 

Configurable Access Control Lists 

Access control lists (ACLs) are a common way of restricting certain types of traffic on a physical 

port. ArubaOS provides the following types of ACLs: 

 Standard ACLs permit or deny traffic based on the source IP address of the packet. 

Standard ACLS can be either named or numbered, with valid numbers in the range of 

1-99 and 1300-1399. Standard ACLs use a bitwise mask to specify the portion of the 

source IP address to be matched. 

 Extended ACLs permit or deny traffic based on source or destination IP address, 

source or destination port number, or IP protocol. Extended ACLs can be named or 

numbered, with valid numbers in the range 100-199 and 2000-2699. 
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 MAC ACLs are used to filter traffic on a specific source MAC address or range of MAC 

addresses. Optionally, you can mirror packets to a datapath or remote dest ination for 

troubleshooting and debugging purposes. MAC ACLs can be either named or 

numbered, with valid numbers in the range of 700-799 and 1200-1299. 

 Ethertype ACLs are used to filter based on the Ethertype field in the frame header. 

Optionally, you can mirror packets to a datapath or remote destination for 

troubleshooting and debugging purposes. Ethertype ACLs can be either named or 

numbered, with valid numbers in the range of 200-299.These ACLs can be used to 

permit IP while blocking other non-IP protocols, such as IPX or AppleTalk.  

 

ArubaOS provides both standard and extended ACLs for compatibility with router software from 

popular vendors, however firewall policies provide equivalent and greater function than standard 

and extended ACLs and should be used instead. 

You can apply MAC and Ethertype ACLs to a user role, however these ACLs only apply to non-IP 

traffic from the user. 

 

Encryption Of Management Traffic 

Aruba supports a control and provisioning protocol that supports all modern wireless standard s. 

Aruba’s control and provisioning protocol is based on open standards IPsec and GRE which 

ensure security and interoperability with existing networks.  

 

Role-Based Access 

Every client in an Aruba user-centric network is associated with a user role, which determines the 

client’s network privileges, how often it must re-authenticate, and which bandwidth contracts are 

applicable. A policy is a set of rules that applies to traffic that passes through the Aruba controller. 

You specify one or more policies for a user role. Finally, you can assign a user role to clients 

before or after they authenticate to the system. 

A firewall policy identifies specific characteristics about a data packet passing through the Aruba 

controller and takes some action based on that identification. In an Aruba controller, that action 

can be a firewall-type action such as permitting or denying the packet, an administrative action 

such as logging the packet, or a quality of service (QoS) action such as setting 802.1p bits or 

placing the packet into a priority queue. You can apply firewall policies to user roles to give 

differential treatment to different users on the same network, or to physical ports to apply the same 

policy to all traffic through the port.  

Firewall policies differ from access control lists (ACLs) in the following ways:  

 Firewall policies are stateful, meaning that they recognize flows in a network and keep 

track of the state of sessions. For example, if a firewall policy permits telnet traffic from 

a client, the policy also recognizes that inbound traffic associated with that session 

should be allowed. 
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 Firewall policies are bi-directional, meaning that they keep track of data connections 

traveling into or out of the network. ACLs are normally applied to either traffic inbound 

to an interface or outbound from an interface. 

 Firewall policies are dynamic, meaning that address information in the policy rules can 

change as the policies are applied to users. For example, the alias user in a policy 

automatically applies to the IP address assigned to a particular user. ACLs typically 

require static IP addresses in the rule. 
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5.2.9.4 Wireless LAN Network Services and Management ― Enables 

network administrators to quickly plan, configure and deploy a wireless network, as well as 
provide additional WLAN services. Some examples include wireless security,   
  asset tracking, and location services. Capabilities should include: 

 Provide for redundancy and automatic failover 

 Historical trend and real time performance reporting is supported 

 Management access to wireless network components is secured 

 SNMPv3 enabled 

 RFC 1213 compliant  

 Automatically discover wireless network components 

 Capability to alert for outages and utilization threshold exceptions  

 Capability to support Apple’s Bonjour Protocol / mDNS 

 QoS / Application identification capability 

Aruba Response: 

Information regarding Aruba’s system management capabilities has been comprehensively detailed 

above in the response to section 5.2.2. 

Access point configurations are primarily stored on the mobility controller to simplify the AP 

deployment process. With minimal pre-deployment configuration of the existing network 

infrastructure, access points can be deployed with zero priming or configuration as each  can self-

register with the mobility controller for post-deployment configuration details.   

The Aruba AP is designed to be plug-and-play requiring no parameters to be configured. Simply 

plug in the AP to the existing Ethernet infrastructure and the AP wil l pick up the desired pre-

provision AP mode of operation (e.g., come as an Air Monitor). A new AP out of the box needs only 

to be able to get an IP connection (through DHCP or static configuration) from the network and be 

able to resolve the master Aruba controller IP address. 

While dynamic and static configuration methods are the primary means through with access points 

are configured, an optional hybrid approach can be used if so desired.  

Using a dynamic configuration deployment method, the existing network can be leveraged to 

provide the configuration details needed for the access point to locate and communicate with the 

mobility controller to receive a software image, initial configuration parameters, and post -

deployment configuration. In this model, no manual access point configuration is required during 

deployment. Dynamic deployment configuration has the advantage of:  

 No priming the access point configuration for Layer 2 or Layer 3 deployment  

 No access point re-configuration when re-addressing mobility controller IP address. 

 No access point re-configuration when re-addressing IP network at Ethernet of access 

point.  
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An Aruba deployment provides location tracking that dynamically adjusts to changes in the RF 

environment. Typically this enables location of RF sources to an accuracy of approximately of just 

a few meters with search times for location requests in the range of a few seconds.  

As opposed to competing solutions, within an Aruba infrastructure, location tracking intelligence 

and tracking is built into Aruba controllers and network management software, and does not 

require an external location server hardware component. Aruba infrastructure also eliminates the 

need for rigorous RF fingerprinting (walk around performed across the deployment to co llect RF 

data) activities to guarantee accuracy of location tracking functions; Aruba’s location tracking 

technology utilizes triangulation techniques that automatically adapt itself to changes in the RF 

environment.  

There are two components to Aruba’s solution. First, Aruba controllers and access points capture 

the position of Wi-Fi devices such as laptop computers or RTLS tags. Second, a server component 

is used to record the information, display it, and make it available to other applications. The serve r 

role may be fulfilled either by Aruba’s AirWave Management Platform (AMP) or by an RTLS partner 

product. 

 

“ASSOCIATION-MODE” Location Capability 

Devices that actively associate to a wireless LAN, such as laptops, phones, and PDAs, can be 

tracked using “association mode.” Because these devices must periodically transmit data to 

maintain their association with the access point, location tracking of these devices can be 

accomplished through simple triangulation of signal strength measurements taken by multiple APs 

that “see” the tracked client. With this location method, RF fingerprinting and site surveys are not 

needed. For association-mode location tracking, it is required that a minimum of three access 

points or air monitors detect a signal from the device. Rogue APs and interfering Wi -Fi networks 

are also tracked using this method. The location of tracked devices may be displayed on a building 

floorplan through either the ArubaOS or the AMP web interface, and APIs are available to allow 

external applications to query for the location of a device. 

 

Real Time Location Services 

For tracking assets without wireless LAN radios such as IV pumps, golf carts, or projectors, 

special-purpose RFID/RTLS “tags” are available that attach to assets to be tracked. To conserve 

battery life, tags do not associate to a wireless LAN. Instead, they periodically transmit “blink 

frames” that are received and interpreted by the WLAN infrastructure. To enable this application, 

Aruba has partnered with AeroScout and Ekahau, the leaders in 802.11 tag-based RTLS. Blink 

frames received by the WLAN infrastructure can be forwarded to the AirWave Management 

Platform’s VisualRF module for processing. AMP provides graphical display of location, APIs to 

interface with external applications, and historical location information that can be used to 

reconstruct the path of a tracked object.  
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Meridian 

With its next-generation indoor mobile engagement solution, Aruba Networks® provides enterprise 

businesses with a complete system that connects with their customers based on their location and 

preferences. 

Unlike hardware-only solutions, Aruba integrates its best-in-class Wi-Fi infrastructure, Analytics 

and Location Engine, and Meridian mobile app platform for indoor GPS into a single customer 

engagement solution that is deployed quickly and easily.  

Aruba’s solution unleashes an ex traordinary range of new indoor mobile engagement services by 

aggregating vital contextual data from the Wi-Fi infrastructure about users, devices and location – 

while protecting consumer privacy. 

This aggregated contextual data integrates with the Meridian platform and with third-party analytics 

solutions, which provide critical information about how consumers interact with an enterprise’s 

brick-and-mortar locations. 

With Aruba, consumers can opt-in and share who are they are, what devices they’re using, where 

they are, and what they like. 

This contextual data lets enterprise businesses deliver compelling, personalized information to 

mobile-device users. 

 

Aruba Analytics and Location Engine 

Aruba’s answer to the indoor mobile engagement challenge starts with ultra-fast, highly scalable 

Wi-Fi hardware. It greets customers as they enter a venue, and provides opt-in context around 

each user’s unique identity, what devices they‘re using, and their specific interests.  

Next, the new Aruba Analytics and Location Engine™ (ALE) – a real-time location server – works 

with Aruba wireless LAN (WLAN) Mobility Controllers to triangulate Aruba access points (APs). The 

triangulation of APs provides consumers with their indoor location.  ALE integration with the 

Meridian platform 

The Meridian platform powers location-aware apps for popular venues, including the Bellagio, 

Macy’s and the American Museum of Natural History. ALE now integrates with Meridian products, 

which delivers an astonishing range of benefits to enterprise venues. 

To improve indoor mobile engagements, ALE sends location data from triangulated APs to the 

Meridian cloud-based location server, which provides a security layer between the enterprise IT 

infrastructure and those trying to access it.  
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The Aruba WLAN infrastructure with ALE allows enterprise businesses to simply activate 

integration in the Meridian software to make indoor mobile engagements a snap. There’s no need 

to worry about complicated firewalls 

and VPNs to leverage the real-time 

location server. 

The Meridian platform also processes 

location data from the Aruba WLAN 

with ALE to make it easy for 

consumers to engage venues and 

venues to engage consumers. For 

example, the Meridian cloud-based 

location server simulates GPS by 

putting the glowing blue dot on a 

map. 

Likewise, if consumers opt-in when 

using a venue’s app, the Meridian 

platform can send a push notification 

or text-like message to wake up the 

app with helpful information, such as 

an offer that is related to where a 

person is standing. 

 

Meridian Content Management 

In addition to delivering the back-end technology for customer engagement, the Meridian platform 

provides a powerful content management system that allows enterprises to easily build and 

improve mobile apps. 

With a mission to make the building of apps as easy and as powerful as possible, the Meridian 

platform includes the Meridian Editor content management system, which enables enterprise 

venues to create customized mobile apps from scratch or improve existing ones. 

And while a location-based app with turn-by-turn directions is helpful, one that is integrated with 

your venue’s Aruba WLAN with ALE is even better. That’s where the Meridian platform comes in – 

it gives venues a simpler way to connect mobile apps to the Wi-Fi infrastructure. 

That means the Aruba WLAN with ALE will show better indoor GPS accuracy in apps, less latency 

(the blue dot moving slowly), and safeguard the privacy and security of your customers and venue 

visitors. 
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5.2.9.5 Cloud-based services for Access Points ― Cloud-based management 

of campus-wide WiFi deployments and distributed multi-site networks. Capabilities include: 

 Zero-touch access point provisioning 

 Network-wide visibility and control 

 RF optimization, 

 Firmware updates 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba Instant™ virtualizes Aruba Mobi lity Controller capabilities on 802.11n access points (APs), 

creating a feature-rich enterprise grade wireless LAN (WLAN) that delivers the affordability and 

configuration simplicity of an entry-level Wi-Fi network. 

Offering impressive scalability, Aruba Instant can be installed at a single site or deployed across 

multiple geographically-dispersed locations. A group of up to 16 Aruba Instant APs can be 

managed by a single AP designated as a Virtual Controller. Multiple Virtual  

Controller networks can be centrally managed with the Aruba AirWave™ management system. 

The Aruba Instant product family  maximizes mobile device performance in extremely high-density 

Wi-Fi client environments and provide strong threat protection with integrated IEEE 802.1AE 

MACsec security. IAP-105 brings affordability to high-density Wi-Fi areas, while the single-radio 

IAP-92 and IAP-93 optimize mobile device performance in low-density Wi-Fi environments. 

 

Virtual Controller Technology 

The Virtual Controller technology in Aruba Instant delivers enterprise-grade capabilities such as 

automatic quality of service (QoS), 802.1X authentication, role- and device-based policy 

enforcement, rogue containment and Adaptive Radio Management™ (ARM™), which opt imizes Wi-

Fi client behavior by making sure that APs stay clear of RF interference. 

 

Ease of Deployment 

Aruba Instant is up and running in minutes. From a laptop, simply connect wirelessly to an SSID to 

perform over-the-air provisioning in minutes. To expand wireless coverage, simply install more 

Aruba Instant APs – configurations are automatically distributed from the Virtual Controller. 

 

Management and Visibility 

Multiple Aruba Instant networks can be securely and centrally managed by AirWave, allowing 

Aruba Instant to operate in hundreds of distributed locations. With AirWave, IT has real-time 

visibility into users, mobile devices, and the wired and wireless infrastructure from a single 

management console. The multifunction Aruba Instant can be configured to provide WLAN access 

with part-time air monitoring, dedicated air monitoring for wireless IPS and spectrum analysis or 

secure enterprise mesh functionality. 
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Investment Protection 

As application and WLAN requirements change over time, Aruba Instant can migrate to a 

centralized Mobility Controller architecture that supports up to 2,048 APs. 

 

Aruba Activate 

A free cloud service, Aruba Activate™ provisions APs with zero touch and automates firmware 

upgrades and inventory management. This enables Aruba WLANs to be deployed at 

unprecedented speed and without onsite IT support at any number of locations worldwide.  

The entire process takes only a few minutes and the results are impressive. Aruba Activate slashes 

the deployment time of Aruba Instant APs and the newest generation of Remote APs (RAPs) by 

65%. It also reduces the total cost of enterprise WLAN ownership by up to 42%.  

Newly-ordered APs are automatically added to the customer’s inventory in Aruba Activate and 

associate with proper provisioning rules. The APs are then factory-shipped to their destination, 

where a non-technical person takes one AP out of the box and connects it to the Internet.  

That AP retrieves its provisioning data from Aruba Activate and then uses that information to obtain 

its configuration from an AirWave™ server or Aruba Mobi lity Controller. The AP then pushes that 

configuration out to all other APs in the WLAN. 

The Aruba Activate AP provisioning workflow follows a simple three-step process: 

 Step 1: Create locations and define provisioning rules Log into Aruba Activate to find the 

list of APs your organization has purchased. To assign APs to a specific configuration 

master – an AirWave server or Mobility Controller – folders must be defined in Aruba 

Activate so you can group APs based on their geographic locations. Rules let you define 

how APs can contact their configuration master to retrieve firmware and configuration 

settings. You can also use rules to automatically assign APs to specific locations.  

 Step 2: Select devices Aruba Activate allows you to sort and filter all APs in your device 

list, making it easy to display the APs you want to assign to any defined folder.  

 Step 3: Assign devices to folders Activate makes it easy to assign one or multiple APs to a 

folder by highlighting the APs and using the move-to-folder function. When APs are moved 

into a folder, they immediately inherit all the rules defined for that folder.  
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5.2.9.6 Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) ― Mobile Data Management (MDM) 

technology utilized to allow employees to bring personally owned mobile devices (laptops, 
tablets, and smart phones) to their workplace, and use those devices to access privileged 
government information and applications in a secure manner.     

Capabilities should include: 

 Ability to apply corporate policy to new devices accessing the network resources, whether 

wired or wireless 

 Provide user and devices authentication to the network  

 Provide secure remote access capability 

 Support 802.1x  

 Network optimization for performance, scalability, and user experience  

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is proposing a combination of our Policy Enforcement Firewall and ClearPass technologies 

to satisfy Section 5.2.9.6.  These products will be comprehensively described above under section 

“5.2.6 SECURITY”. 
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5.3.0 UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS (UC) ― A set of products that 

provides a consistent unified user interface and user experience across multiple devices 
and media types. Unified Communications that is able to provide services such as session 
management, voice, video, messaging, mobility, and web conferencing.  It can provide the 
foundation for advanced unified communications capabilities of IM and presence-based 
services and extends telephony features and capabilities to packet telephony network 
devices such as IP phones, media processing devices, Voice over IP (VoIP) gateways, 
and multimedia applications. Additional services, such as unified messaging, multimedia 
conferencing, collaborative contact centers, and interactive multimedia response systems, 
are made possible through open telephony APIs. General UC solution capabilities should 
include: 

 High Availability for Call Processing 

 Hardware Platform High Availability 

 Network Connectivity High Availability 

 Call Processing Redundancy 

5.3.0.1 IP Telephony ― Solutions utilized to provide the delivery of the telephony  

 application (for example, call setup and teardown, and telephony features) over 
 IP, instead of using circuit-switched or other modalities. Capabilities should 
 include: 

 Support for analog, digital, and IP endpoints 

 Centralized Management 

 Provide basic hunt group and call queuing capabilities 

 Flexibility to configure queue depth and hold time, play unique announcements and Music 

on Hold (MoH), log in and log out users from a queue and basic queue statistics (from the 

phone 

 E911 Support 

5.3.0.2 Instant messaging/ Presence ― Solutions that allow communication 

over the Internet that offers quick transmission of text-based messages from sender to 
receiver. In push mode between two or more people using personal computers or other 
devices, along with shared clients, instant messaging basically offers real-time direct 
written language-based online chat. Instant messaging may also provide video calling, file 
sharing, PC-to-PC voice calling and PC-to-regular-phone calling. 

5.3.0.3 Unified messaging ― Integration of different electronic messaging and 

communications media (e-mail, SMS, Fax, voicemail, video messaging, etc.) technologies 
into a single interface, accessible from a variety of different devices.  

 Ability to access and manage voice messages in a variety of ways, using email inbox, Web 

browser, desktop client, VoIP phone, or mobile phone 

 Visual Voicemail Support (Optional) 

 

5.3.0.4 Contact Center ― A computer-based system that provides call and contact 
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routing for high-volume telephony transactions, with specialist answering “agent” stations 
and a sophisticated real-time contact management system. The definition includes all 
contact center systems that provide inbound contact  handling capabilities and 
automatic contact distribution, combined with a high degree of sophistication in terms of 
dynamic contact traffic management. 

5.3.0.5 Communications End Points and Applications  

 Attendant Consoles 

 IP Phones 

5.3.0.6 UC Network Management ― Provides end-to-end service management for 

Unified Communications. Capabilities include testing, performance monitoring, 
configuration management, and business intelligence reporting. 

5.3.0.7 Collaboration ― Voice, video, and web conferencing; messaging; mobile 

applications; and enterprise social software. 

5.3.0.8 Collaborative Video ― A set of immersive video technologies that 

enable people to feel or appear as if they were present in a location that they are not 
physically in. Immersive video consists of a multiple codec video system, where each 
meeting attendee uses an immersive video room to “dial in” and can see/talk to every 
other member on a screen (or screens) as if they were in the same room and provides call 
control that enables intelligent video bandwidth management. 

5.3.0.8.1  Content Delivery Systems (CDS) ― A large distributed system of servers 
deployed in multiple data centers connected by the Internet. The purpose of the content 
delivery system is to serve  content to end-users with high availability and high 
performance.  CDSs serve content over the Internet, including web objects (text, graphics, 
URLs, and scripts), downloadable objects (media files, software, documents), applications 
(e-commerce, portals), live streaming media, on-demand streaming media, and social 
networks. 

5.3.0.8.2  Physical Security ― Technology utilized to restricting physical access by 

unauthorized people to controlled facilities. Technologies include: 

a. Access control systems 

b. Detection/Identification systems, such as surveillance systems, closed circuit television 

cameras, or IP camera networks and the associated monitoring systems.  

c. Response systems such as alert systems, desktop monitoring systems, radios, mobile phones, 

IP phones, and digital signage 

d. Building and energy controls 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba is not proposing products for Section 5.3.0 at the present time; however the possibility exists 

that Aruba will develop products and features to address the scope the aforem entioned category in 

the future; particularly should WSCA or any of the WSCA contract participating government entities 

express an explicit interest in such a product being highly beneficial to them.   Aruba is open to 

requests for product enhancements, modifications, and developments from all of our customers 

and actively solicits input regarding the direction in which to channel innovation as it pertains to our 

product roadmap. 
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5.3.1  SERVICES ― For each Category above (5.21-5.30), the following services 

should be available for procurement as well at the time of product purchase or anytime 
afterwards 

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 

5.3.1.1 Maintenance Services ― Capability to provide technical support, 

flexible hardware coverage, and smart, proactive device diagnostics for hardware. 

Aruba Response: 

ArubaCare Support 

ArubaCare Next-Day Support protects your WLAN investment and includes a complete set of 

technical support services, providing the ultimate in customer care around the clock and the world. 

ArubaCare provides ready access to the Aruba Technical Assistance Center (ArubaTAC) for 

technical support, the Aruba Support Center all software releases including maintenance and 

feature releases, and advanced hardware replacement.  

Features Benefits 

 Unlimited access to 

ArubaTAC  

 Multiple levels of support via 

the Web and telephone  

 Priority access to highly 

skilled engineers that work 

hand-in-hand with Aruba 

Engineering  

 Access to all feature and 

maintenance software 

releases 

 Blanket support ensures easy, 

predictable budgeting and improved 

productivity  

 Industry-leading mobility experts to 

supplement in-house resources  

 Access to consultative resources without 

the hassles and expense of recruiting, 

training and retaining additional staff  

 Keep pace with the latest enhancements 

without additional capital expenses 

 

The Aruba standard warranty provides a reduced level of service as compared to ArubaCare. The 

following table provides a comparison of the ArubaCare support offerings to the standard warranty.  
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Feature 
Software  

Warranty 

Hardware 

Warranty 

ArubaCare  

Next-Day 

Support 

8x5 ArubaTAC Access    

24x7 ArubaTAC Access    

Expedited Response    

Software Bug Fixes/Patch 

Releases 
   

Software Maintenance and 

Feature Releases 
   

Access to the online Aruba 

Support Center 
   

Product Alerts and Bulletins    

Return to Factory Parts    

Advanced Hardware 

Replacement 
   

Duration First 90 days First 12 months 12 months 

 

Aruba has implemented a lifetime warranty program for indoor access points providing all Aruba 

customers with peace-of-mind in this challenging economic / budget environment.  

Aruba Networks delivers the highest quality and reliability in Enterprise-class Access Points. These 

best-in-class solutions deliver peerless performance, security and user experience wherever users 

work or roam. Aruba Networks is committed to delivering the highest quality products in the 

networking industry, and we stand behind this commitment with our Lifetime Warranty for all 

enterprise-class Access Point products:  

 Same-day-shipment advance replacement for all eligible AP products for the first 30 days 

of ownership. 

 After the first 30 days, and for the life of the product, Aruba will replace covered products 

upon receipt of the defective or damaged product. 

 Antennas, power supplies and accessories are covered by a one-year warranty. 

 Free telephone support for warranty claims. 
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ArubaCare Next-Day Support Features 

 ArubaTAC Access: The ArubaTAC is an invaluable asset and vital component to quickly 

addressing customer support issues. Staffed 24x7, experienced Aruba engineers are 

rigorously trained to provide timely technical expertise for all hardware and software 

technical issues. These support specialists understand your business requirements, and 

use proven troubleshooting, problem solving and network design skills to resolve problems 

in the shortest time possible. As an ArubaCare Support subscriber, you receive priority 

response and have unlimited access to Technical Support Engineers.  

 Advanced Hardware Replacement: Aruba will ship any replacement for next business day 

delivery for all replacement requests made before 2:00 pm during business days. * Aruba 

has a documented RMA process which is supported by our Customer Advocacy, Order 

Entry and Manufacturing Operations teams. Any call to our support center generates a 

ticket number, which if related to failed hardware product return, generates an RMA 

number on demand. Functional product returns are handled by our order entry team and 

result in an RMA number assigned immediately if contact is by phone or within 24 hours if 

contact is via email. Defective equipment/parts must be returned immediately after 

replacement is received. Defective parts must be returned to Aruba within 30 days to avoid 

being charged for the replacement part.  

* Next Business Day delivery not available in all locations. Cut off time for next business 

day delivery, where available, is 2:00 PM Pacific Time for the Americas, 2:00 CET for 

EMEA and 2:00 Singapore Time for APAC. 

 Software Releases: Maintaining compatibility and coordinated software functionality is 

essential to sustaining peak network performance. Only ArubaCare Support customers 

have complete access to all software releases, including minor updates and major feature 

releases. With ArubaCare, maintaining software is a manageable process, not a capital 

expense, and ensures you are current with the latest technologies. All software is available 

for download via the Aruba Center.  

 Aruba Support Center: Proactive issue prevention is provided through the Aruba Support 

Center at https://support.arubanetworks.com/. This site gives our customers 24x7 access to 

critical technical information such as FAQs, field alerts, release notes, product 

documentation, best practices documentation and product software and firmware updates 

and upgrades. 
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Aruba Technical Assistance Center Overview (ArubaTAC) 

Aruba Networks has strategically placed Technical Assistance Centers (TACs) for the purpose of 

addressing timely access to support specialists on a global basis.    With its main headquarters 

staff being located in Sunnyvale, California, satellite operations in Boston, MA and Reston, VA, the 

Aruba 24x7x365 support model also includes technical expertise in the following international 

locations: Paris, London, United Arab Emirates, Beijing, Chennai, Hong Kong, Sydney, and Tokyo.  

 

 

All calls on a 24x7x365 basis terminate into an Aruba Welcome Center.  This group performs 

multiple customer-facing help functions, including: 

 Assistance with product license keys. 

 Providing status of RMA’ed products. 

 Helping to determine basic entitlements (contracts, assets associated with contracts).  

 Support site access and administration.  

 Priority routing of new or existing TAC cases.  
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Priority Definitions 

For technical support issues, the Aruba Networks Welcome center is responsible for documenting 

the priority of the issue as the trouble ticket is entered into Aruba’s case management tracking tool.  

For Priority-1 issues, assuming the customer is willing to commit resources to work a problem on a 

24x7 basis, Aruba will commit resources to do so and until such time as an acceptable work -

around is provided or a software fix is eminent.  Priority-1 issues are handled by Aruba’s most 

senior, advanced TAC engineers and the Welcome Center is instructed to warm-transfer these 

issues immediately to the next available resource – depending on time of day this could be in any 

one of the locations highlighted above.  Should the root cause of a Prior ity-1 issue be based on a 

software bug, Aruba’s Engineering Dept. will prepare and test an “Emergency Patch” of code for 

customer use.  Once the customer has confirmed that the Emergency Patch has resolved their 

problem this fix will be automatically ported into a subsequent release of ArubaOS. 

Priorities vary even within the scope of one trouble ticket or case.   For example, a Priority -1 issue 

may be downgraded to a Priority-2 should Aruba provide to the customer an acceptable work-

around.   

Priority definitions along with targeted response times toward resolution are outlined as follows:  

 

 

 

In order to manage expectations there are built-in reporting mechanisms within Aruba’s CRM which 

provides notifications that updates are required to trouble tickets based individually on the 

priority(s) of those tickets.  Management reports highlighting status of all open tickets are 
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automatically emailed to TAC Management on a global basis as a tool to follow-up on status of all 

outstanding and unresolved issues. 

 

Software Bugs 

Aruba has established policies and procedures which address the correction of bugs associated 

with product.  As noted above, a Priority-1 issue will drive a new release of patched software, 

assuming the root cause of the Priority-1 is software based and there is no acceptable work-

around.  For Priority 2-3 issues, Aruba has the ability to provide a patched version of software 

approximately every 2 weeks.  Patched versions of software are bug-fix only releases, introducing 

no new features, architectural changes, or new functionality. 

 

Escalation 

Escalation of trouble tickets occurs via multiple avenues.  

 Time-Based Escalations: As noted above Aruba management automatically receives daily 

reports highlighting outstanding / open tickets listed by priority and by age.  It is an Aruba 

TAC Manager’s daily responsibilities to review all Priority 1 and 2 issues to ensure they are 

tracking towards resolution.  If not, the ticket will be escalated to a senior resource and/or 

and engineering action – plan will be developed to move the ticket closer to resolution.  

 Customer or Customer Account Team Escalations: All customers have the ability to 

request that a ticket be escalated.  Aruba field sales teams have the same ability and all 

Aruba TAC engineers are required to escalate the issue to a higher level. 

 Regional Management Escalation: Aruba provides TAC Management escalation contacts 

within the major geographies 

 Management Escalation Path: Under certain conditions customers will have a 

requirement to interact or discuss their individual tickets or issues directly with Aruba 

executive management – this is an encouraged practice within Aruba and we provide to our 

customers the following set of contacts just for this purpose:  
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Same-Day 4-Hour ArubaCare Support Options 

For many Aruba Customers, the rapid availability of the right Aruba replacement parts is vital to the 

ongoing operation of their networks and the success of their business. Aruba’s advanced hardware 

replacement support programs offer critical spare parts stocking, replacement, and the options of 

next business day (as discussed above) as well as same day delivery with on-site support to the 

Customer’s site through a network of worldwide depots.  

With any ArubaCare service, Aruba works with the Customer to develop a profile indicating the 

types of products installed, serial numbers and their geographic locations. Based on the profile, 

Aruba will disburse and maintain the proper quantities of critical spares and, in certain cases, open 

depot centers closest to where they might be needed.  

ArubaCare Same-Day and Same-Day Onsite support options are designed to provide Customers a 

secure alternative to in-house stocking of critical network spare parts and thereby eliminates the 

effort and expense of maintaining and administering their own spare parts inventories.  

 Same Day Hardware Replacement (ArubaCare Same-Day): Aruba will provide 

replacement parts within four hours on a 24x7 basis after the need for a replacement is 

verified by the ArubaTAC.  An RMA number is issued by TAC and the customer must ship 

the faulty product to Aruba within 30 days to avoid being charged for the replacement part.  

 Same Day Hardware Replacement with Technician (ArubaCare Same-Day Onsite): As 

with ArubaCare Same-Day support above, this option includes 24x7 four-hour parts with a 

technician to swap out the defective part with the replacement hardware.  Customers 

contact the ArubaTAC to verify the faulty part and an RMA number is i ssued. Defective 

equipment/parts must be returned to the onsite technician or shipped to Aruba within 30 

days to avoid being charged for the replacement part. This option is only available for 

Aruba controller products and does not include access points. W ith this option, a technician 

will bring the part to the customer site and swap it out for the defective unit.  The 

technicians can help assist with installing and testing the replacement Hardware under the 
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guidance of the customer in order to restore basic IP connectivity. If, for any reason, the 

part is not in stock at the local depot, Aruba will ship a replacement from another logistics 

facility to arrive the next day. This option is only available for Aruba controller products and 

does not include access points. 

 

Depot Centers 

Currently, there are available depots in the Aruba network in more than 965 cities and towns in 167 

countries. With either ArubaCare Same-Day service, the Customer can choose any of the listed 

locations to be activated to manage their sparing requirements. End customer sites must be 

located within 50 miles of a depot location in the United States or 50 km outside the U.S.  The 

service may additionally be made available in other locations not listed with 90 days lead time.  If a 

Customer is interested in Same-Day service in a location not listed, the request should be 

forwarded to dl-sparesdepot@arubanetworks.com.   
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5.3.1.2 Professional Services  

 Deployment Services  

 Survey/ Design Services ― Includes, but not limited to, discovery, design, architecture 

review/validation, and readiness assessment. 

 Implementation Services ― Includes, but not limited to, basic installation and 

configuration or end-to-end integration and deployment. 

 Optimization ― Includes, but not limited to, assessing operational environment 

readiness, identify ways to increase efficiencies throughout the network, and optimize 

Customer’s infrastructure, applications and service management. 

 Remote Management Services ― Includes, but not limited to, continuous monitoring, 

incident management, problem management, change management, and utilization and 

performance reporting that may be on a subscription basis.  

 Consulting/Advisory Services ― Includes, but not limited to, assessing the availability, 

reliability, security and performance of Customer’s existing solutions.  

 Data Communications Architectural Design Services ― Developing architectural strategies 

and roadmaps for transforming Customer’s existing network architecture and operations 

management. 

 Statement of Work (SOW) Services ― Customer-specific tasks to be accomplished and/or 

services to be delivered based on Customer’s business and technical requirements.  

Aruba Response: 

Deployment Services 

Aruba Professional Services is focused on solution offerings that address specific customer 

requirements in advanced areas of WLAN and Mobility.  Aruba Professional Services engagements 

follow a standard process to assure that customers’ requirements are thoroughly understood, the 

scope of work is clear, test criteria and test plans cover each customer requirement, and as-built 

documentation and technology transfer are completed so that customers are able to successfully 

operate the solution. 

The solution areas that Aruba Professional Services concentrates on are listed below, including the 

SKUs that can be ordered to purchase Aruba services.  In addition to solution -based services, 

Aruba Professional Services is able to provide technical consulting and implementation services in 

other WLAN areas.  New solutions and services are being added on a regular basis.  
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AirWave 

AirWave lets IT organizations manage their users’ application and device experience on several 

generations of multivendor networks.  Unlike traditional port-based management, AirWave employs 

a user-centric approach, identifying who is on the network, where they are accessing the network, 

the mobile devices they’re using, and how much bandwidth is being consumed by specific devices. 

By providing visibility into everything that affects wireless and mobility service-level agreements 

(SLAs), AirWave allows network managers to proactively plan for capacity, visualize client 

performance and troubleshoot application issues before a user calls for help.  Airwave is able to 

manage an entire distributed enterprise – from campuses to branch offices around town and 

around the world – from a single pane of glass, making it easy to keep SLAs on track.  

Aruba’s AirWave professional services of ferings include AirWave server installation and 

configuration, architect and design AirWave based on the customer’s site and building locations as 

well as detailed network design, consultation on report creation, and education on best practices of 

operational use of AirWave. 

 

ClearPass 

The ClearPass Access Management System allows customers to create and enforce policies that 

extend across the network to devices and applications, providing total control over mobility 

services and a simpler way to rollout BYOD.  Within one integrated platform, ClearPass enables a 

customer to manage network policies, securely onboard and manage devices, admit guest users, 

and even secure, distribute and manage mobile work apps. Best of all, it works on any network.   

To reduce helpdesk tickets and easily manage the influx of mobile devices, ClearPass offloads 

routine tasks to users through guest self -registration portals and personalized self -service 

employee portals.  ClearPass also leverages contextual data about user roles, devices, application 

use, location, and time-of-day to quickly deploy BYOD and streamline network operations across 

wireless, wired and VPNs. 

Aruba’s ClearPass Professional Services offerings include the creation of customized “skins” for 

guest portals, remote assistance for product installation, and complete solutions based on a 

customer’s custom requirements.  

 

Large Public Venues (LPV) 

The traditional WLAN deployment has been in a building – ranging in size from a small sales office 

to a large corporate campus.  While the sizes and shapes of buildings vary widely, the underlying 

concepts of WLAN implementation have become well -known throughout the industry. 

Large public venues such as stadiums, arenas, airports, and shopping malls present new 

challenges in WLAN design.  The layouts of these venues include wide-open spaces, dense 

concrete and steel construction, and will have thousands or even tens of thousands of 

simultaneous wireless device users in a concentrated area.  
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Aruba’s LPV professional service offerings provide RF assessment, access point placement 

design, cabling and access point mounting, controller design and configuration, WLAN tuning, and 

initial support during events to assure that the design is correct and supports the number of 

required wireless device users.  

 

Meridian Way-Finding 

The Meridian Way-Finding offering enables new location-based services by combining its unique, 

network-based contextual information about users, devices, and applications via smartphones and 

tablets.  The Meridian platform is targeted at public-facing enterprises, including casinos, hospitals, 

malls, stores, transport hubs, convention centers, museums and campuses, to help customers 

navigate these large, indoor facilities.  

Customers can use the platform to create custom-branded mobile applications to provide turn-by-

turn directions, highlight points of interests along the way, deliver context -awareness advertising 

and offer detailed analytics about users’ travel patterns and preferences.  A customer’s app can be 

incorporated into Aruba’s Meridian app or can be delivered exclusively with customer branding.  A 

powerful SDK is available for custom app development.  

Aruba’s Meridian professional services offerings include app development advisory and map 

conversion services.  An Aruba Meridian consultant provides orientation to the Meridian editor and 

app creation tools, education about best practices for app design and functionality, and advice and 

insights about how to create an app that matches a customer’s unique requirements.  The map 

conversion service transforms bitmap or paper versions of site and building maps and transforms 

them into visually attractive vector-based maps that can be used in an app to support way-finding. 

 

Lync Mobility Readiness Assessment 

Mobile devices running unified communication apps like Microsoft Lync create an excellent 

opportunity to right-size networks. Customers can eliminate wired VoIP phones and switch ports 

and replace traditional voice PBXs.  But this is only possible when voice and video over Wi -Fi is 

dependable. 

Aruba is the only Microsoft Lync-qualified Wi-Fi network vendor.  Aruba WLANs automatically 

classify individual Lync media like videoconferencing, voice, desktop sharing and IM.  A properly 

configure WLAN can prioritize or de-prioritize traffic flows, even for encrypted Lync sessions 

without complex network engineering or VLANs to configure.  

Aruba has created a robust assessment that provides a detailed analysis of a customer’s current 

WLAN that provides a clear indication of readiness to support voice and video.  Conducted in a 

sample area of a customer site, the Lync Mobility Readiness Assessment covers 12 key areas of 

WLAN design and performance such as RF, Quality of Service, roaming, voice, and scalability.  

The assessment report highlights pre-deployment gaps that need to be bridged to help avoid 

remedial corrections and provides performance benchmarks metrics for future comparison.  
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WLAN Consulting Engagements and Long-Term Resident Engineer 

In addition to providing the solution-specific services listed above, Aruba Professional Services can 

provide customer-specific consulting and technical services on a wide range of WLAN topics such 

as WLAN heath checks, RF analysis, AP placement and tuning, network management, and 

network design and configuration. 

A specific engagement is based on an analysis of a customer’s requirements and the amount of 

time required to address those requirements.  A statement of work will be created and the 

appropriate Professional Services SKU will be quoted.  When the customer accepts the 

deliverables of the engagement, the project is considered complete.   

There are situations where it is not practical to define one project – the customer may have many 

projects in mind that need to be worked on side-by-side with current IT staff.  In this case Aruba 

Professional Services can provide a WLAN expert for a longer period of time and can provide 

expertise and assistance as directed by the customer. 

A resident engineer typically focuses on project-based and system-wide aspects of customer 

networks and network operations.  A resident engineer is not to be considered as a replacement 

for Aruba’s Technical Assistance Center (TAC) support for specific technical support issues.  
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5.3.1.3 Partner Services ― Provided by Contractor’s Authorized Partners/Resellers.  

 Subject to Contractor’s approval and the certifications held by its Partners/Resellers, many 

Partners/Resellers can also offer and provide some or all of the Services as listed above at 

competitive pricing, along with local presence and support.  As the prime, Contractor is still 

ultimately responsible for the performance of its Partners/ Resellers. Customers can have the 

option to purchase the Services to be directly delivered by Contractor (OEM) or its certi fied 

Partners/Resellers. 

Aruba Response: 

Qualified resellers may provide support services for Aruba products. Resellers must meet eligibility 

requirement and participate in ArubaPro program in order to provide level 1 and level2 support to 

the end customer. Level3 support is provided by Aruba to the partner who in the end will service 

the customer. This is a by invitation only program and the reseller must meet eligibility requirement  

 

5.3.1.4 Training ― Learning offerings for IT professionals on networking technologies, 

including but not limited to designing, implementing, operating,  configuring, and 
troubleshooting network systems pertaining to items provided under the master 
agreement. 

Aruba Response: 

Aruba offers technical training on our products and technologies in order to prepare our customers 

to design, deploy, and manage Aruba product installations.  

 

Delivery Methods: 

Aruba Training is offered in three formats: 

 Instructor-Led Training (ILT):  This is traditional live in-class training where students 

and the instructor come together in a room and training is conducted.  This training can 

be delivered on the customer’s premise in a private setting or we schedule open -

enrollment sessions throughout the country.  This is the most expensive method for 

consuming training. 

 Virtual Instructor-Let Training (vILT): This is also live instructor-led training but the 

students and instructor do not travel.  Lectures are delivered via webinar and audio 

bridge. For lab exercises, students are sent a remote access point or use VIA to 

connect to equipment in the cloud and complete their lab exercises.  These courses are 

typically delivered in a half-day format where the student is in class for 4 hours per day.  

This allows the student to still work their regular job for a few hours.  This method is 

cheaper to purchase than ILT plus there are no travel costs. 

 Elearning: This training method consists of self-paced on-demand videos that students 

can access through Aruba’s Learning Mgmt System (LMS) website and watch when 

they have time. This is the cheapest method for consuming training and offers the most 

flexibility for students. 
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Elearning and vILT training can be combined whereby all of the course lecture will be delivered via 

elearning and then the hands-on lab exercises can be completed in a vILT format where an 

instructor will be there to provide help and answer questions encountered during the labs.  

 

To follow is a catalog of training courses available: 

 Solutions: The lab-intensive Solutions course is designed to provide students a 

foundation in WLAN technologies including IEEE 802.11 standards and amendments, 

Enterprise Security concepts with a focus on BYOD solutions, and the unique 

requirements of mobile devices and application such as voice and video. Instructor 

lecture and hands-on labs illustrate the basics of RF technologies and how RF behavior 

affects performance of a WLAN. Students will use Spectrum Analysis to determine the 

RF environment and optimize a WLAN for a given RF environment. Antenna types and 

characteristics will be discussed and how the signal propagation affects the 

performance and range of a WLAN. Hands-on labs explain how to configure the most 

common RADIUS servers for 802.1x and EAP authentication. This course is the first 

part of the Aruba Certified Solutions Professional program.  A voucher is provided at 

the end of the class for one free exam. 

 Implementing Aruba WLANS (IAW):The lab-intensive Implementing Aruba WLANs 

course is designed to provide students the knowledge, skills and practical experience 

required to set up and configure a basic Aruba WLAN. Using lecture and labs, the class 

provides the technical understanding and hands-on experience of configuring a single-

controller, single AP Aruba WLAN. Students will practice using Aruba hardware and 

ArubaOS to install and build a complete, secure single-controller network with multiple 

SSIDs. Successful conclusion of the course prepares the student for the Aruba 

Certified Mobility Associate (ACMA) exam offered through PearsonVue test centers. A 

voucher is provided at the end of the class for one free exam. 

 Scalable WLAN Design and Implementation (SWDI): Using lectures and labs, 

Scalable WLAN Design and Implementation (SWDI) course builds upon concepts 

introduced in the Implementing Aruba WLANs course. SWDI covers content enabling 

the student to understand and implement advanced topics included in Aruba’s firewall 

features such as policy design, authentication and role derivation. Additional ly, it covers 

subject material for building complex networks using Aruba’s Remote APs and multi -

controller environments based upon the Aruba Campus Wireless Networks Validated 

Reference Design for network design and redundancy. Successful completion of IAW  

and SWDI prepares the student for the Aruba Certified Mobility Professional Exam 

(ACMP) offered through PearsonVue test centers. A voucher is provided at the end of 

the class for one free exam. 

 Mobility Bootcamp (MBC): This class combines the IAW and SWDI classes into a 

single 5-day class. Students registering for this class should be prepared for an 

accelerated format of the IAW and SWDI classes. A prerequisite understanding of 

wireless fundamentals is mandatory, as well as VLAN fundamentals, data flow and 

control in a network, and basic routing principles. The lab-intensive course is designed 
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to provide students the knowledge, skills and practical experience required to set up 

and configure the Aruba WLAN in a variety of network scenarios. Successful conc lusion 

of the course prepares the participant for the Aruba Certified Mobility Professional 

Exam (ACMP) offered through PearsonVue test centers.  A voucher is provided at the 

end of the class for one free exam. 

 Mobility Access Switch (MAS): Using lectures and labs, this hands on course 

provides the knowledge and experience required to do the configuration and monitoring 

of the mobility access switch. The course contents covers the initial install as well as 

the integration with the Aruba Controller. The course also covers the standalone option 

with authentication and firewall setting. Voice and QOS with policing traffic and 

switching and the supported routing protocols are also covered in this course. The 

stacking protocol and priorities options are also covered. 

 AirWave Wireless Management Suite Installation, Configuration & Use (AICU):  

This hands-on course provides the knowledge and experience required to install and 

use the AirWave Wireless Management Suite: AirWave Management Platform (AMP), 

RAPIDS, and Visual RF. Structured labs provide students individual time with the AMP 

server and a series of exercises that progress from monitoring single-vendor networks 

to the configuration and reporting of complex, multi -vendor networks. Students also 

learn how to integrate AirWave products into an existing network. The course is WLAN 

vendor neutral and assumes a heterogeneous network. 

 Advanced Troubleshooting (ATS): This advanced instructor-led class provides an 

overview of methodologies and tools for troubleshooting Aruba based networks in an 

AOS 6.X environment. Labs are designed to inject problems into the student networks 

in a controlled fashion to demonstrate how various symptoms appear. Therefore, when 

problems are seen in a production environment, they will be more quickly identified and 

remedied. 

 Instant AP (IAP): The Instant AP technical training elearning course is designed to 

provide students the knowledge required to set up and configure anAruba WLAN using 

Aruba Instant Access Points.  

 ClearPass Essentials (CPE): The ClearPass Essentials e-learning course provides 

you with a foundation in Network Access Control using ClearPass product portfolio. 

This e-learning course covers in depth configuration of ClearPass policy manager with 

a focus on Enforcement and Device Profiling. The course also includes setup and 

configuration details of primary applications of ClearPass Guest like guest web login 

pages, guest self-registration, device provisioning using Onboard and client posture 

analysis using OnGuard. The price of this course entitles you to view all ClearPass 

Essentials elearning modules and access vILT lab sessions. Viewing all modules is a 

prerequisite before you can register for the virtual labs. The virtual labs are 5 four -hour 

sessions (one per day) and offers hands on experience with the ClearPass 6.0 system. 
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 Aruba Wireless Mesh Networks (AWMN): This three-day instructor led course 

provides instruction on the technology, design, and deployment of outdoor wireless 

mesh networks using Aruba’s new Adaptive Wireless Routing™ (AWR™) technology. 

This includes products such as the MSR4000/2000 Wireless Mesh Routers and 

supporting devices. Class labs are designed to reinforce the learning process and offer 

practice with the essential skills required to successfully design and deploy an Aruba 

wireless mesh network. 
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5.3.2 ADDING PRODUCTS 

The ability to add new equipment and services is for the convenience and benefit of WSCA-

NASPO, the Participating States, and all the Authorized Purchasers. The intent of this process is to 

promote “one-stop shopping” and convenience for the customers and equally important, to make 

the contract flexible in keeping up with rapid technological advances. The option to add new 

product or service categories and/items will expedite the delivery and implementation of new 

technology solutions for the benefit of the Authorized Purchasers.   

After the contracts are awarded, additional IT product categories and/or items may be added per 

the request of the Contractor, a Participating State, an Authorized Purchaser or WSCA-NASPO.  

Additions may be ad hoc and temporary in nature or permanent. All additions to an awarded 

Contractor or Manufacturer’s offerings must be products, services, software, or solutions that are 

commercially available at the time they are added to the contract award and fall within the original 

scope and intent of the RFP (i.e., converged technologies, value adds to manufacturer’s solution 

offerings, etc.). 

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 

 

5.3.2.1 New Product from Contractors ― If Contractor, a Participating State, an 

Authorized Purchaser or WSCA-NASPO itself requests to add new product categories 
permanently, then all awarded Contractors (Manufacturers) wil l be notified of the proposed 
change and will have the opportunity to work with WSCA to determine applicability, 
introduction, etc. Any new products or services must be reviewed and approved by the 
WSCA-NASPO Contract Administrator.  

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 

 

5.3.2.2 Ad Hoc Product Additions ― A request for an ad hoc, temporary addition 

of a product category/item must be submitted to WSCA-NAPOS via the governmental 
entity’s contracting/purchasing officer.  Ad hoc, temporary requests will be handled on a 
case-by-case basis. 

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted. 

 

5.3.2.3 Pricelist Updates ― As part of each Contractor’s ongoing updates to its 

pricelists throughout the contract term, Contractor can add new SKUs to its awarded 
product categories that may have been developed in-house or obtained through mergers, 
acquisitions or joint ventures; provided, however, that such new SKUs fall within the 
Contractor’s awarded product categories.  

Aruba Response: 

Read and noted.
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N O T I C E

When submitting a response (proposal, quote or bid) electronically through BidSync, it is the sole responsibility of 
the supplier to ensure that the response is received by BidSync prior to the closing date and time.  Each of the 

following steps in BidSync MUST be completed in order to place an offer:

A. Login to www.bidsync.com; 

B. Locate the bid (solicitation) to which you are responding; 
a. Click the “Search” tab on the top left of the page; 
b. Enter keyword or bid (solicitation) number and click “Search”; 

C. Click on the “Bid title/description” to open the Bid (solicitation) Information Page; 

D. “View and Accept” all documents in the document section; 

E. Select “Place Offer” found at the bottom of the page; 

F. Enter your pricing, notes, other required information and upload attachments to this page; 

G. Click “Submit” at the bottom of the page; 

H. Review Offer(s); and 

I. Enter your password and click “Confirm”. 

Note that the final step in submitting a response involves the supplier’s acknowledgement that the information and 
documents entered into the BidSync system are accurate and represent the supplier’s actual proposal, quote or 
bid.  This acknowledgement is registered in BidSync when the supplier clicks “Confirm”.  BidSync will post a notice 
that the offer has been received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time 

or the response will be considered late and will not be accepted.

Be aware that entering information and uploading documents into BidSync may take considerable time.  Please 

allow sufficient time to complete the online forms and upload documents.  Suppliers should not wait until the last 

minute to submit a response.  It is recommended that suppliers submit responses a minimum of 24 hours prior to the 

closing deadline. The deadline for submitting information and documents will end at the closing time indicated in the 
solicitation.  All information and documents must be fully entered, uploaded, acknowledged (Confirm) and recorded 

into BidSync before the closing time or the system will stop the process and the response will be considered late 
and will not be accepted. 

Responses submitted in BidSync are completely secure.  No one (including state purchasing staff) can see 

responses until after the deadline.  Suppliers may modify or change their response at any time prior to the closing 

deadline.   However, all modifications or changes must be completed and acknowledged (Confirm) in the BidSync 

system prior to the deadline.  BidSync will post a notice that the modification/change (new offer) has been 

received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time or the response will be 

considered late and will not be accepted.

Utah Code 46-4-402(2) Unless otherwise agreed between a sender (supplier) and the recipient (State Purchasing), 
an electronic record is received when:   (a) it enters an information processing system that the recipient has 

designated or uses for the purpose of receiving electronic records or information of the type sent and from which 
the recipient is able to retrieve the electronic record; and (b) it is in a form capable of being processed by that 
system .

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - INSTRUCTIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. SUBMITTING THE PROPOSAL:  (a) The Utah Division of Purchasing and General Services (DIVISION) 
prefers that proposals be submitted electronically.  Electronic proposals may be submitted through a secure mailbox at 
BidSync (formerly RFP Depot, LLC) (www.bidsync.com) until the date and time as indicated in this document.  It is 
the sole responsibility of the supplier to ensure their proposal reaches BidSync before the closing date and time.  
There is no cost to the supplier to submit Utah’s electronic proposals via BidSync.  (b) Electronic proposals may 
require the uploading of electronic attachments.  The submission of attachments containing embedded documents is 
prohibited.  All documents should be attached as separate files.  (c)  If the supplier chooses to submit the proposal 
directly to the DIVISION in writing:  The proposal must be signed in ink, sealed, and delivered to the Division of 
Purchasing, 3150 State Office Building, Capitol Hill, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-1061 by the "Due Date and Time.”
The "Solicitation Number" and "Due Date" must appear on the outside of the envelope.  All prices and notations must 
be in ink or typewritten.   Each item must be priced separately.  Unit price shall be shown and a total price shall be 
entered for each item offered.  Errors may be crossed out and corrections printed in ink or typewritten adjacent and 
must be initialed in ink by person signing offer.  Unit price will govern, if there is an error in the extension.  Written 
offers will be considered only if it is submitted on the forms provided by the DIVISION.  (d)  Proposals, 
modifications, or corrections received after the closing time on the "Due Date" will be considered late and handled in 
accordance with the Utah Procurement Rules, section R33-3-209.  (e) Facsimile transmission of proposals to 
DIVISION will not be considered.  

2. PROPOSAL PREPARATION:    (a)  Delivery time of products and services is critical and must be adhered to 
as specified.  (b) Wherever in this document an item is defined by using a trade name of a manufacturer and/or 
model number, it is intended that the words, "or equivalent" apply.  "Or equivalent" means any other brand that is 
equal in use, quality, economy and performance to the brand listed as determined by the DIVISION.  If the supplier 
lists a trade name and/or catalog number in the offer, the DIVISION will assume the item meets the specifications 
unless the offer clearly states it is an alternate, and describes specifically how it differs from the item specified.  All 
offers must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature if quoting an equivalent product.  All products are 
to be of new, unused condition, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.  (c) Incomplete proposals may be 
rejected. (d) Where applicable, all proposals must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature.  (e) By 
submitting the proposal the offeror certifies that all of the information provided is accurate, that they are willing and 
able to furnish the item(s) specified, and that prices offered are correct.  (f) This proposal may not be withdrawn for 
a period of 60 days from the due date.
3.  FREIGHT COST:  Suppliers are to provide line item pricing FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  Unless otherwise 
indicated on the contract/purchase order, shipping terms will be FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  

4.  SOLICITATION AMENDMENTS:  All changes to this solicitation will be made through written addendum 
only.  Answers to questions submitted through BidSync shall be considered addenda to the solicitation documents.
Bidders are cautioned not to consider verbal modifications.
5. PROTECTED INFORMATION:   Suppliers are required to mark any specific information contained in their 
offer which they are claiming as protected and not to be disclosed to the public or used for purposes other than the 
evaluation of the offer.  Each request for non -disclosure must be made by completing the “Confidentiality Claim 
Form”  located at: http://www.purchasing.utah.gov/contract/documents/confidentialityclaimform.doc with a specific 
justification explaining why the information is to be protected. Pricing and service elements of any proposal will not be 
considered proprietary.  All material becomes the property of the DIVISION and may be returned only at the 
DIVISION 's option.  

6. BEST AND FINAL OFFERS:  Discussions may be conducted with offerors who submit proposals determined 
to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for award for the purpose of assuring full understanding of, and 
responsiveness to, solicitation requirements.  Prior to award, these offerors may be asked to submit best and final 
offers. In conducting discussions, there shall be no disclosure of any information derived from proposals submitted by 
a competing offeror.
7. SAMPLES:  Samples of item(s) specified in this offer, brochures, etc., when required by the DIVISION, must 
be furnished free of expense to the DIVISION.  Any item not destroyed by tests may, upon request made at the time 

the sample is furnished, be returned at the offeror's expense.
8.  AWARD OF CONTRACT:  (a) The contract will be awarded with reasonable promptness, by written notice, to 
the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined to be the most advantageous to the DIVISION, taking into 
consideration price and evaluation factors set forth in the RFP.  No other factors or criteria will be used in the 
evaluation.  The contract file shall contain the basis on which the award is made. Refer to Utah Code Annotated 65-
56-408.  (b)  The DIVISION may accept any item or group of items, or overall best offer.  The DIVISION can reject 
any or all proposals, and it can waive any informality, or technicality in any proposal received, if the DIVISION 
believes it would serve the best interests of the DIVISION.  (c)  Before, or after, the award of a contract the 
DIVISION has the right to inspect the offeror's premises and all business records to determine the offeror's ability to 
meet contract requirements.  (d) The DIVISION will open proposals publicly, identifying only the names of the 
offerors. During the evaluation process, proposals will be seen only by authorized DIVISION staff and those selected 
by DIVISION to evaluate the proposals.  Following the award decision, all proposals become public information 
except for protected information (see number 5 above).  A register of proposals and contract awards are posted at
http://purchasing.utah.gov/vendor/bidtab.html.   (e) Estimated quantities are for bidding purposes only, and not to be 
interpreted as a guarantee to purchase any amount.  (f)  Utah has a reciprocal preference law which will be applied 
against offerors offering products or services produced in states which discriminate against Utah products.  For details 
see Section 63G-6-404 and 63G-6-405, Utah Code Annotated.  (g) Multiple contracts may be awarded if the 
DIVISION determines it would be in its best interest.  

9. DEBRIEFING OF UNSUCCESSFUL OFFERORS: 
State Purchasing does not conduct face to face or teleconference debriefings. All debriefings are to be conducted in 
writing. A debrief request must be submitted in writing to the Purchasing Agent within seven (7) calendar days of the 
award notification or rejection notification made through written correspondence or posted on BidSync. The debrief 
response will be limited to critiquing the strength/weakness of an offeror’s proposal based on the evaluation criteria.  
The debriefing is intended as a courtesy to offerors, providing feedback to be used for future opportunities.  
Comparisons between proposals or evaluations of other proposals will not be allowed.
10.  DIVISION APPROVAL:   Contracts written with the State of Utah, as a result of this proposal, will not be 
legally binding without the written approval of the Director of the DIVISION.
11.  DEBARMENT:   The CONTRACTOR certifies that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, 
suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction 
(contract) by any governmental department or agency.  If the CONTRACTOR cannot certify this statement, attach 
a written explanation for review by the DIVISION.
12. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND RECYCLED PRODUCTS:  The contractor is encouraged to offer 
Energy Star certified products or products that meet FEMP (Federal Energy Management Program) standards for 
energy consumption.  The State of Utah also encourages contractors to offer products that are produced with 
recycled materials, where appropriate, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.
13.  GOVERNING LAWS AND REGULATIONS:   All State purchases are subject to the Utah Procurement 
Code, Title 63 Chapter 56 U.C.A. 1953, as amended, and the Procurement Rules as adopted by the Utah State 
Procurement Policy Board.  These are available on the Internet at www.purchasing.utah.gov.   By submitting a bid or 
offer, the bidder/offeror warrants that the bidder/offeror and any and all supplies, services equipment, and construction 
purchased by the State shall comply fully with all applicable Federal and State laws and regulations, including 
applicable licensure and certification requirements.  

14.   SALES TAX ID NUMBER:   Utah Code Annotated (UCA) 59-12-106 requires anyone filing a bid with the 
state for the sale of tangible personal property or any other taxable transaction under UCA 59-12-103(1) to include 
their Utah sales tax license number with their bid.  For information regarding a Utah sales tax license see the Utah 
State Tax Commission’s website at www.tax.utah.gov/sales.  The Tax Commission is located at 210 North 1950 
West, Salt Lake City, UT 84134, and can be reached by phone at (801) 297-2200.

(Revision Date: 05 Nov 2012 - RFP Instructions)

Supplier: Aruba Networks

State of Utah
Request for Proposal

Legal Company Name (include d/b/a if applicable)

Aruba Networks, Inc.

Federal Tax Identification 

Number

02-0579097

State of Utah Sales Tax ID 

Number

12346013002STC

Ordering Address

1344 Crossman Ave

City

Sunnyvale

State

CA

Zip Code

94089

Remittance Address (if different from ordering address)

NW 5941 P.O Box 1450

City

Minneapolis

State

MN

Zip Code

55485-5941

Type  Corporation 
Partnership

Proprietorship Government

gfedcb gfedcb

gfedcb gfedcb

Company Contact Person

Andrew Tanguay

Telephone Number (include area code)

(408) 419-4260

Fax Number (include area code)

(408) 752-0626

Company=s Internet Web Address

http://www.arubanetworks.com/

Email Address

atanguay@arubanetworks.com

Discount Terms (for bid purposes, bid discounts less 

than 30 days will not be considered) 35%

Days Required for Delivery After Receipt of Order (see 

attached for any required minimums) 14 Days

The undersigned certifies that the goods or services offered are produced, mined, grown, manufactured, or performed 

in Utah. Yes No .  If no, enter where produced, etc.  United States, China, Singapore, Mexicogfedcb

Offeror=s Authorized Representative=s Signature Date

8/29/2013

Type or Print Name

Andrew Tanguay

Position or Title

Proposal Manager
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N O T I C E

When submitting a response (proposal, quote or bid) electronically through BidSync, it is the sole responsibility of 
the supplier to ensure that the response is received by BidSync prior to the closing date and time.  Each of the 

following steps in BidSync MUST be completed in order to place an offer:

A. Login to www.bidsync.com; 

B. Locate the bid (solicitation) to which you are responding; 
a. Click the “Search” tab on the top left of the page; 
b. Enter keyword or bid (solicitation) number and click “Search”; 

C. Click on the “Bid title/description” to open the Bid (solicitation) Information Page; 

D. “View and Accept” all documents in the document section; 

E. Select “Place Offer” found at the bottom of the page; 

F. Enter your pricing, notes, other required information and upload attachments to this page; 

G. Click “Submit” at the bottom of the page; 

H. Review Offer(s); and 

I. Enter your password and click “Confirm”. 

Note that the final step in submitting a response involves the supplier’s acknowledgement that the information and 
documents entered into the BidSync system are accurate and represent the supplier’s actual proposal, quote or 
bid.  This acknowledgement is registered in BidSync when the supplier clicks “Confirm”.  BidSync will post a notice 
that the offer has been received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time 

or the response will be considered late and will not be accepted.

Be aware that entering information and uploading documents into BidSync may take considerable time.  Please 

allow sufficient time to complete the online forms and upload documents.  Suppliers should not wait until the last 

minute to submit a response.  It is recommended that suppliers submit responses a minimum of 24 hours prior to the 

closing deadline. The deadline for submitting information and documents will end at the closing time indicated in the 
solicitation.  All information and documents must be fully entered, uploaded, acknowledged (Confirm) and recorded 

into BidSync before the closing time or the system will stop the process and the response will be considered late 
and will not be accepted. 

Responses submitted in BidSync are completely secure.  No one (including state purchasing staff) can see 

responses until after the deadline.  Suppliers may modify or change their response at any time prior to the closing 

deadline.   However, all modifications or changes must be completed and acknowledged (Confirm) in the BidSync 

system prior to the deadline.  BidSync will post a notice that the modification/change (new offer) has been 

received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time or the response will be 

considered late and will not be accepted.

Utah Code 46-4-402(2) Unless otherwise agreed between a sender (supplier) and the recipient (State Purchasing), 
an electronic record is received when:   (a) it enters an information processing system that the recipient has 

designated or uses for the purpose of receiving electronic records or information of the type sent and from which 
the recipient is able to retrieve the electronic record; and (b) it is in a form capable of being processed by that 
system .

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - INSTRUCTIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. SUBMITTING THE PROPOSAL:  (a) The Utah Division of Purchasing and General Services (DIVISION) 
prefers that proposals be submitted electronically.  Electronic proposals may be submitted through a secure mailbox at 
BidSync (formerly RFP Depot, LLC) (www.bidsync.com) until the date and time as indicated in this document.  It is 
the sole responsibility of the supplier to ensure their proposal reaches BidSync before the closing date and time.  
There is no cost to the supplier to submit Utah’s electronic proposals via BidSync.  (b) Electronic proposals may 
require the uploading of electronic attachments.  The submission of attachments containing embedded documents is 
prohibited.  All documents should be attached as separate files.  (c)  If the supplier chooses to submit the proposal 
directly to the DIVISION in writing:  The proposal must be signed in ink, sealed, and delivered to the Division of 
Purchasing, 3150 State Office Building, Capitol Hill, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-1061 by the "Due Date and Time.”
The "Solicitation Number" and "Due Date" must appear on the outside of the envelope.  All prices and notations must 
be in ink or typewritten.   Each item must be priced separately.  Unit price shall be shown and a total price shall be 
entered for each item offered.  Errors may be crossed out and corrections printed in ink or typewritten adjacent and 
must be initialed in ink by person signing offer.  Unit price will govern, if there is an error in the extension.  Written 
offers will be considered only if it is submitted on the forms provided by the DIVISION.  (d)  Proposals, 
modifications, or corrections received after the closing time on the "Due Date" will be considered late and handled in 
accordance with the Utah Procurement Rules, section R33-3-209.  (e) Facsimile transmission of proposals to 
DIVISION will not be considered.  

2. PROPOSAL PREPARATION:    (a)  Delivery time of products and services is critical and must be adhered to 
as specified.  (b) Wherever in this document an item is defined by using a trade name of a manufacturer and/or 
model number, it is intended that the words, "or equivalent" apply.  "Or equivalent" means any other brand that is 
equal in use, quality, economy and performance to the brand listed as determined by the DIVISION.  If the supplier 
lists a trade name and/or catalog number in the offer, the DIVISION will assume the item meets the specifications 
unless the offer clearly states it is an alternate, and describes specifically how it differs from the item specified.  All 
offers must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature if quoting an equivalent product.  All products are 
to be of new, unused condition, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.  (c) Incomplete proposals may be 
rejected. (d) Where applicable, all proposals must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature.  (e) By 
submitting the proposal the offeror certifies that all of the information provided is accurate, that they are willing and 
able to furnish the item(s) specified, and that prices offered are correct.  (f) This proposal may not be withdrawn for 
a period of 60 days from the due date.
3.  FREIGHT COST:  Suppliers are to provide line item pricing FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  Unless otherwise 
indicated on the contract/purchase order, shipping terms will be FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  

4.  SOLICITATION AMENDMENTS:  All changes to this solicitation will be made through written addendum 
only.  Answers to questions submitted through BidSync shall be considered addenda to the solicitation documents.
Bidders are cautioned not to consider verbal modifications.
5. PROTECTED INFORMATION:   Suppliers are required to mark any specific information contained in their 
offer which they are claiming as protected and not to be disclosed to the public or used for purposes other than the 
evaluation of the offer.  Each request for non -disclosure must be made by completing the “Confidentiality Claim 
Form”  located at: http://www.purchasing.utah.gov/contract/documents/confidentialityclaimform.doc with a specific 
justification explaining why the information is to be protected. Pricing and service elements of any proposal will not be 
considered proprietary.  All material becomes the property of the DIVISION and may be returned only at the 
DIVISION 's option.  

6. BEST AND FINAL OFFERS:  Discussions may be conducted with offerors who submit proposals determined 
to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for award for the purpose of assuring full understanding of, and 
responsiveness to, solicitation requirements.  Prior to award, these offerors may be asked to submit best and final 
offers. In conducting discussions, there shall be no disclosure of any information derived from proposals submitted by 
a competing offeror.
7. SAMPLES:  Samples of item(s) specified in this offer, brochures, etc., when required by the DIVISION, must 
be furnished free of expense to the DIVISION.  Any item not destroyed by tests may, upon request made at the time 

the sample is furnished, be returned at the offeror's expense.
8.  AWARD OF CONTRACT:  (a) The contract will be awarded with reasonable promptness, by written notice, to 
the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined to be the most advantageous to the DIVISION, taking into 
consideration price and evaluation factors set forth in the RFP.  No other factors or criteria will be used in the 
evaluation.  The contract file shall contain the basis on which the award is made. Refer to Utah Code Annotated 65-
56-408.  (b)  The DIVISION may accept any item or group of items, or overall best offer.  The DIVISION can reject 
any or all proposals, and it can waive any informality, or technicality in any proposal received, if the DIVISION 
believes it would serve the best interests of the DIVISION.  (c)  Before, or after, the award of a contract the 
DIVISION has the right to inspect the offeror's premises and all business records to determine the offeror's ability to 
meet contract requirements.  (d) The DIVISION will open proposals publicly, identifying only the names of the 
offerors. During the evaluation process, proposals will be seen only by authorized DIVISION staff and those selected 
by DIVISION to evaluate the proposals.  Following the award decision, all proposals become public information 
except for protected information (see number 5 above).  A register of proposals and contract awards are posted at
http://purchasing.utah.gov/vendor/bidtab.html.   (e) Estimated quantities are for bidding purposes only, and not to be 
interpreted as a guarantee to purchase any amount.  (f)  Utah has a reciprocal preference law which will be applied 
against offerors offering products or services produced in states which discriminate against Utah products.  For details 
see Section 63G-6-404 and 63G-6-405, Utah Code Annotated.  (g) Multiple contracts may be awarded if the 
DIVISION determines it would be in its best interest.  

9. DEBRIEFING OF UNSUCCESSFUL OFFERORS: 
State Purchasing does not conduct face to face or teleconference debriefings. All debriefings are to be conducted in 
writing. A debrief request must be submitted in writing to the Purchasing Agent within seven (7) calendar days of the 
award notification or rejection notification made through written correspondence or posted on BidSync. The debrief 
response will be limited to critiquing the strength/weakness of an offeror’s proposal based on the evaluation criteria.  
The debriefing is intended as a courtesy to offerors, providing feedback to be used for future opportunities.  
Comparisons between proposals or evaluations of other proposals will not be allowed.
10.  DIVISION APPROVAL:   Contracts written with the State of Utah, as a result of this proposal, will not be 
legally binding without the written approval of the Director of the DIVISION.
11.  DEBARMENT:   The CONTRACTOR certifies that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, 
suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction 
(contract) by any governmental department or agency.  If the CONTRACTOR cannot certify this statement, attach 
a written explanation for review by the DIVISION.
12. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND RECYCLED PRODUCTS:  The contractor is encouraged to offer 
Energy Star certified products or products that meet FEMP (Federal Energy Management Program) standards for 
energy consumption.  The State of Utah also encourages contractors to offer products that are produced with 
recycled materials, where appropriate, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.
13.  GOVERNING LAWS AND REGULATIONS:   All State purchases are subject to the Utah Procurement 
Code, Title 63 Chapter 56 U.C.A. 1953, as amended, and the Procurement Rules as adopted by the Utah State 
Procurement Policy Board.  These are available on the Internet at www.purchasing.utah.gov.   By submitting a bid or 
offer, the bidder/offeror warrants that the bidder/offeror and any and all supplies, services equipment, and construction 
purchased by the State shall comply fully with all applicable Federal and State laws and regulations, including 
applicable licensure and certification requirements.  

14.   SALES TAX ID NUMBER:   Utah Code Annotated (UCA) 59-12-106 requires anyone filing a bid with the 
state for the sale of tangible personal property or any other taxable transaction under UCA 59-12-103(1) to include 
their Utah sales tax license number with their bid.  For information regarding a Utah sales tax license see the Utah 
State Tax Commission’s website at www.tax.utah.gov/sales.  The Tax Commission is located at 210 North 1950 
West, Salt Lake City, UT 84134, and can be reached by phone at (801) 297-2200.
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Supplier: Aruba Networks

State of Utah
Request for Proposal

Legal Company Name (include d/b/a if applicable)

Aruba Networks, Inc.

Federal Tax Identification 

Number

02-0579097

State of Utah Sales Tax ID 

Number

12346013002STC

Ordering Address

1344 Crossman Ave

City

Sunnyvale

State

CA

Zip Code

94089

Remittance Address (if different from ordering address)

NW 5941 P.O Box 1450

City

Minneapolis

State

MN

Zip Code

55485-5941

Type  Corporation 
Partnership

Proprietorship Government
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Company Contact Person

Andrew Tanguay

Telephone Number (include area code)

(408) 419-4260

Fax Number (include area code)

(408) 752-0626

Company=s Internet Web Address

http://www.arubanetworks.com/

Email Address

atanguay@arubanetworks.com

Discount Terms (for bid purposes, bid discounts less 

than 30 days will not be considered) 35%

Days Required for Delivery After Receipt of Order (see 

attached for any required minimums) 14 Days

The undersigned certifies that the goods or services offered are produced, mined, grown, manufactured, or performed 

in Utah. Yes No .  If no, enter where produced, etc.  United States, China, Singapore, Mexicogfedcb
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8/29/2013
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Andrew Tanguay
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N O T I C E

When submitting a response (proposal, quote or bid) electronically through BidSync, it is the sole responsibility of 
the supplier to ensure that the response is received by BidSync prior to the closing date and time.  Each of the 

following steps in BidSync MUST be completed in order to place an offer:

A. Login to www.bidsync.com; 

B. Locate the bid (solicitation) to which you are responding; 
a. Click the “Search” tab on the top left of the page; 
b. Enter keyword or bid (solicitation) number and click “Search”; 

C. Click on the “Bid title/description” to open the Bid (solicitation) Information Page; 

D. “View and Accept” all documents in the document section; 

E. Select “Place Offer” found at the bottom of the page; 

F. Enter your pricing, notes, other required information and upload attachments to this page; 

G. Click “Submit” at the bottom of the page; 

H. Review Offer(s); and 

I. Enter your password and click “Confirm”. 

Note that the final step in submitting a response involves the supplier’s acknowledgement that the information and 
documents entered into the BidSync system are accurate and represent the supplier’s actual proposal, quote or 
bid.  This acknowledgement is registered in BidSync when the supplier clicks “Confirm”.  BidSync will post a notice 
that the offer has been received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time 

or the response will be considered late and will not be accepted.

Be aware that entering information and uploading documents into BidSync may take considerable time.  Please 

allow sufficient time to complete the online forms and upload documents.  Suppliers should not wait until the last 

minute to submit a response.  It is recommended that suppliers submit responses a minimum of 24 hours prior to the 

closing deadline. The deadline for submitting information and documents will end at the closing time indicated in the 
solicitation.  All information and documents must be fully entered, uploaded, acknowledged (Confirm) and recorded 

into BidSync before the closing time or the system will stop the process and the response will be considered late 
and will not be accepted. 

Responses submitted in BidSync are completely secure.  No one (including state purchasing staff) can see 

responses until after the deadline.  Suppliers may modify or change their response at any time prior to the closing 

deadline.   However, all modifications or changes must be completed and acknowledged (Confirm) in the BidSync 

system prior to the deadline.  BidSync will post a notice that the modification/change (new offer) has been 

received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time or the response will be 

considered late and will not be accepted.

Utah Code 46-4-402(2) Unless otherwise agreed between a sender (supplier) and the recipient (State Purchasing), 
an electronic record is received when:   (a) it enters an information processing system that the recipient has 

designated or uses for the purpose of receiving electronic records or information of the type sent and from which 
the recipient is able to retrieve the electronic record; and (b) it is in a form capable of being processed by that 
system .

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - INSTRUCTIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. SUBMITTING THE PROPOSAL:  (a) The Utah Division of Purchasing and General Services (DIVISION) 
prefers that proposals be submitted electronically.  Electronic proposals may be submitted through a secure mailbox at 
BidSync (formerly RFP Depot, LLC) (www.bidsync.com) until the date and time as indicated in this document.  It is 
the sole responsibility of the supplier to ensure their proposal reaches BidSync before the closing date and time.  
There is no cost to the supplier to submit Utah’s electronic proposals via BidSync.  (b) Electronic proposals may 
require the uploading of electronic attachments.  The submission of attachments containing embedded documents is 
prohibited.  All documents should be attached as separate files.  (c)  If the supplier chooses to submit the proposal 
directly to the DIVISION in writing:  The proposal must be signed in ink, sealed, and delivered to the Division of 
Purchasing, 3150 State Office Building, Capitol Hill, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-1061 by the "Due Date and Time.”
The "Solicitation Number" and "Due Date" must appear on the outside of the envelope.  All prices and notations must 
be in ink or typewritten.   Each item must be priced separately.  Unit price shall be shown and a total price shall be 
entered for each item offered.  Errors may be crossed out and corrections printed in ink or typewritten adjacent and 
must be initialed in ink by person signing offer.  Unit price will govern, if there is an error in the extension.  Written 
offers will be considered only if it is submitted on the forms provided by the DIVISION.  (d)  Proposals, 
modifications, or corrections received after the closing time on the "Due Date" will be considered late and handled in 
accordance with the Utah Procurement Rules, section R33-3-209.  (e) Facsimile transmission of proposals to 
DIVISION will not be considered.  

2. PROPOSAL PREPARATION:    (a)  Delivery time of products and services is critical and must be adhered to 
as specified.  (b) Wherever in this document an item is defined by using a trade name of a manufacturer and/or 
model number, it is intended that the words, "or equivalent" apply.  "Or equivalent" means any other brand that is 
equal in use, quality, economy and performance to the brand listed as determined by the DIVISION.  If the supplier 
lists a trade name and/or catalog number in the offer, the DIVISION will assume the item meets the specifications 
unless the offer clearly states it is an alternate, and describes specifically how it differs from the item specified.  All 
offers must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature if quoting an equivalent product.  All products are 
to be of new, unused condition, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.  (c) Incomplete proposals may be 
rejected. (d) Where applicable, all proposals must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature.  (e) By 
submitting the proposal the offeror certifies that all of the information provided is accurate, that they are willing and 
able to furnish the item(s) specified, and that prices offered are correct.  (f) This proposal may not be withdrawn for 
a period of 60 days from the due date.
3.  FREIGHT COST:  Suppliers are to provide line item pricing FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  Unless otherwise 
indicated on the contract/purchase order, shipping terms will be FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  

4.  SOLICITATION AMENDMENTS:  All changes to this solicitation will be made through written addendum 
only.  Answers to questions submitted through BidSync shall be considered addenda to the solicitation documents.
Bidders are cautioned not to consider verbal modifications.
5. PROTECTED INFORMATION:   Suppliers are required to mark any specific information contained in their 
offer which they are claiming as protected and not to be disclosed to the public or used for purposes other than the 
evaluation of the offer.  Each request for non -disclosure must be made by completing the “Confidentiality Claim 
Form”  located at: http://www.purchasing.utah.gov/contract/documents/confidentialityclaimform.doc with a specific 
justification explaining why the information is to be protected. Pricing and service elements of any proposal will not be 
considered proprietary.  All material becomes the property of the DIVISION and may be returned only at the 
DIVISION 's option.  

6. BEST AND FINAL OFFERS:  Discussions may be conducted with offerors who submit proposals determined 
to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for award for the purpose of assuring full understanding of, and 
responsiveness to, solicitation requirements.  Prior to award, these offerors may be asked to submit best and final 
offers. In conducting discussions, there shall be no disclosure of any information derived from proposals submitted by 
a competing offeror.
7. SAMPLES:  Samples of item(s) specified in this offer, brochures, etc., when required by the DIVISION, must 
be furnished free of expense to the DIVISION.  Any item not destroyed by tests may, upon request made at the time 

the sample is furnished, be returned at the offeror's expense.
8.  AWARD OF CONTRACT:  (a) The contract will be awarded with reasonable promptness, by written notice, to 
the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined to be the most advantageous to the DIVISION, taking into 
consideration price and evaluation factors set forth in the RFP.  No other factors or criteria will be used in the 
evaluation.  The contract file shall contain the basis on which the award is made. Refer to Utah Code Annotated 65-
56-408.  (b)  The DIVISION may accept any item or group of items, or overall best offer.  The DIVISION can reject 
any or all proposals, and it can waive any informality, or technicality in any proposal received, if the DIVISION 
believes it would serve the best interests of the DIVISION.  (c)  Before, or after, the award of a contract the 
DIVISION has the right to inspect the offeror's premises and all business records to determine the offeror's ability to 
meet contract requirements.  (d) The DIVISION will open proposals publicly, identifying only the names of the 
offerors. During the evaluation process, proposals will be seen only by authorized DIVISION staff and those selected 
by DIVISION to evaluate the proposals.  Following the award decision, all proposals become public information 
except for protected information (see number 5 above).  A register of proposals and contract awards are posted at
http://purchasing.utah.gov/vendor/bidtab.html.   (e) Estimated quantities are for bidding purposes only, and not to be 
interpreted as a guarantee to purchase any amount.  (f)  Utah has a reciprocal preference law which will be applied 
against offerors offering products or services produced in states which discriminate against Utah products.  For details 
see Section 63G-6-404 and 63G-6-405, Utah Code Annotated.  (g) Multiple contracts may be awarded if the 
DIVISION determines it would be in its best interest.  

9. DEBRIEFING OF UNSUCCESSFUL OFFERORS: 
State Purchasing does not conduct face to face or teleconference debriefings. All debriefings are to be conducted in 
writing. A debrief request must be submitted in writing to the Purchasing Agent within seven (7) calendar days of the 
award notification or rejection notification made through written correspondence or posted on BidSync. The debrief 
response will be limited to critiquing the strength/weakness of an offeror’s proposal based on the evaluation criteria.  
The debriefing is intended as a courtesy to offerors, providing feedback to be used for future opportunities.  
Comparisons between proposals or evaluations of other proposals will not be allowed.
10.  DIVISION APPROVAL:   Contracts written with the State of Utah, as a result of this proposal, will not be 
legally binding without the written approval of the Director of the DIVISION.
11.  DEBARMENT:   The CONTRACTOR certifies that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, 
suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction 
(contract) by any governmental department or agency.  If the CONTRACTOR cannot certify this statement, attach 
a written explanation for review by the DIVISION.
12. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND RECYCLED PRODUCTS:  The contractor is encouraged to offer 
Energy Star certified products or products that meet FEMP (Federal Energy Management Program) standards for 
energy consumption.  The State of Utah also encourages contractors to offer products that are produced with 
recycled materials, where appropriate, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.
13.  GOVERNING LAWS AND REGULATIONS:   All State purchases are subject to the Utah Procurement 
Code, Title 63 Chapter 56 U.C.A. 1953, as amended, and the Procurement Rules as adopted by the Utah State 
Procurement Policy Board.  These are available on the Internet at www.purchasing.utah.gov.   By submitting a bid or 
offer, the bidder/offeror warrants that the bidder/offeror and any and all supplies, services equipment, and construction 
purchased by the State shall comply fully with all applicable Federal and State laws and regulations, including 
applicable licensure and certification requirements.  

14.   SALES TAX ID NUMBER:   Utah Code Annotated (UCA) 59-12-106 requires anyone filing a bid with the 
state for the sale of tangible personal property or any other taxable transaction under UCA 59-12-103(1) to include 
their Utah sales tax license number with their bid.  For information regarding a Utah sales tax license see the Utah 
State Tax Commission’s website at www.tax.utah.gov/sales.  The Tax Commission is located at 210 North 1950 
West, Salt Lake City, UT 84134, and can be reached by phone at (801) 297-2200.
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Supplier: Aruba Networks

State of Utah
Request for Proposal

Legal Company Name (include d/b/a if applicable)

Aruba Networks, Inc.

Federal Tax Identification 

Number

02-0579097

State of Utah Sales Tax ID 

Number

12346013002STC

Ordering Address

1344 Crossman Ave

City

Sunnyvale

State

CA

Zip Code

94089

Remittance Address (if different from ordering address)

NW 5941 P.O Box 1450

City

Minneapolis

State

MN

Zip Code

55485-5941

Type  Corporation 
Partnership

Proprietorship Government

gfedcb gfedcb

gfedcb gfedcb

Company Contact Person

Andrew Tanguay

Telephone Number (include area code)

(408) 419-4260

Fax Number (include area code)

(408) 752-0626

Company=s Internet Web Address

http://www.arubanetworks.com/

Email Address

atanguay@arubanetworks.com

Discount Terms (for bid purposes, bid discounts less 

than 30 days will not be considered) 35%

Days Required for Delivery After Receipt of Order (see 

attached for any required minimums) 14 Days

The undersigned certifies that the goods or services offered are produced, mined, grown, manufactured, or performed 

in Utah. Yes No .  If no, enter where produced, etc.  United States, China, Singapore, Mexicogfedcb

Offeror=s Authorized Representative=s Signature Date

8/29/2013

Type or Print Name

Andrew Tanguay

Position or Title

Proposal Manager
Bid JP14001State of Utah
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N O T I C E

When submitting a response (proposal, quote or bid) electronically through BidSync, it is the sole responsibility of 
the supplier to ensure that the response is received by BidSync prior to the closing date and time.  Each of the 

following steps in BidSync MUST be completed in order to place an offer:

A. Login to www.bidsync.com; 

B. Locate the bid (solicitation) to which you are responding; 
a. Click the “Search” tab on the top left of the page; 
b. Enter keyword or bid (solicitation) number and click “Search”; 

C. Click on the “Bid title/description” to open the Bid (solicitation) Information Page; 

D. “View and Accept” all documents in the document section; 

E. Select “Place Offer” found at the bottom of the page; 

F. Enter your pricing, notes, other required information and upload attachments to this page; 

G. Click “Submit” at the bottom of the page; 

H. Review Offer(s); and 

I. Enter your password and click “Confirm”. 

Note that the final step in submitting a response involves the supplier’s acknowledgement that the information and 
documents entered into the BidSync system are accurate and represent the supplier’s actual proposal, quote or 
bid.  This acknowledgement is registered in BidSync when the supplier clicks “Confirm”.  BidSync will post a notice 
that the offer has been received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time 

or the response will be considered late and will not be accepted.

Be aware that entering information and uploading documents into BidSync may take considerable time.  Please 

allow sufficient time to complete the online forms and upload documents.  Suppliers should not wait until the last 

minute to submit a response.  It is recommended that suppliers submit responses a minimum of 24 hours prior to the 

closing deadline. The deadline for submitting information and documents will end at the closing time indicated in the 
solicitation.  All information and documents must be fully entered, uploaded, acknowledged (Confirm) and recorded 

into BidSync before the closing time or the system will stop the process and the response will be considered late 
and will not be accepted. 

Responses submitted in BidSync are completely secure.  No one (including state purchasing staff) can see 

responses until after the deadline.  Suppliers may modify or change their response at any time prior to the closing 

deadline.   However, all modifications or changes must be completed and acknowledged (Confirm) in the BidSync 

system prior to the deadline.  BidSync will post a notice that the modification/change (new offer) has been 

received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time or the response will be 

considered late and will not be accepted.

Utah Code 46-4-402(2) Unless otherwise agreed between a sender (supplier) and the recipient (State Purchasing), 
an electronic record is received when:   (a) it enters an information processing system that the recipient has 

designated or uses for the purpose of receiving electronic records or information of the type sent and from which 
the recipient is able to retrieve the electronic record; and (b) it is in a form capable of being processed by that 
system .

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - INSTRUCTIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. SUBMITTING THE PROPOSAL:  (a) The Utah Division of Purchasing and General Services (DIVISION) 
prefers that proposals be submitted electronically.  Electronic proposals may be submitted through a secure mailbox at 
BidSync (formerly RFP Depot, LLC) (www.bidsync.com) until the date and time as indicated in this document.  It is 
the sole responsibility of the supplier to ensure their proposal reaches BidSync before the closing date and time.  
There is no cost to the supplier to submit Utah’s electronic proposals via BidSync.  (b) Electronic proposals may 
require the uploading of electronic attachments.  The submission of attachments containing embedded documents is 
prohibited.  All documents should be attached as separate files.  (c)  If the supplier chooses to submit the proposal 
directly to the DIVISION in writing:  The proposal must be signed in ink, sealed, and delivered to the Division of 
Purchasing, 3150 State Office Building, Capitol Hill, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-1061 by the "Due Date and Time.”
The "Solicitation Number" and "Due Date" must appear on the outside of the envelope.  All prices and notations must 
be in ink or typewritten.   Each item must be priced separately.  Unit price shall be shown and a total price shall be 
entered for each item offered.  Errors may be crossed out and corrections printed in ink or typewritten adjacent and 
must be initialed in ink by person signing offer.  Unit price will govern, if there is an error in the extension.  Written 
offers will be considered only if it is submitted on the forms provided by the DIVISION.  (d)  Proposals, 
modifications, or corrections received after the closing time on the "Due Date" will be considered late and handled in 
accordance with the Utah Procurement Rules, section R33-3-209.  (e) Facsimile transmission of proposals to 
DIVISION will not be considered.  

2. PROPOSAL PREPARATION:    (a)  Delivery time of products and services is critical and must be adhered to 
as specified.  (b) Wherever in this document an item is defined by using a trade name of a manufacturer and/or 
model number, it is intended that the words, "or equivalent" apply.  "Or equivalent" means any other brand that is 
equal in use, quality, economy and performance to the brand listed as determined by the DIVISION.  If the supplier 
lists a trade name and/or catalog number in the offer, the DIVISION will assume the item meets the specifications 
unless the offer clearly states it is an alternate, and describes specifically how it differs from the item specified.  All 
offers must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature if quoting an equivalent product.  All products are 
to be of new, unused condition, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.  (c) Incomplete proposals may be 
rejected. (d) Where applicable, all proposals must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature.  (e) By 
submitting the proposal the offeror certifies that all of the information provided is accurate, that they are willing and 
able to furnish the item(s) specified, and that prices offered are correct.  (f) This proposal may not be withdrawn for 
a period of 60 days from the due date.
3.  FREIGHT COST:  Suppliers are to provide line item pricing FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  Unless otherwise 
indicated on the contract/purchase order, shipping terms will be FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  

4.  SOLICITATION AMENDMENTS:  All changes to this solicitation will be made through written addendum 
only.  Answers to questions submitted through BidSync shall be considered addenda to the solicitation documents.
Bidders are cautioned not to consider verbal modifications.
5. PROTECTED INFORMATION:   Suppliers are required to mark any specific information contained in their 
offer which they are claiming as protected and not to be disclosed to the public or used for purposes other than the 
evaluation of the offer.  Each request for non -disclosure must be made by completing the “Confidentiality Claim 
Form”  located at: http://www.purchasing.utah.gov/contract/documents/confidentialityclaimform.doc with a specific 
justification explaining why the information is to be protected. Pricing and service elements of any proposal will not be 
considered proprietary.  All material becomes the property of the DIVISION and may be returned only at the 
DIVISION 's option.  

6. BEST AND FINAL OFFERS:  Discussions may be conducted with offerors who submit proposals determined 
to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for award for the purpose of assuring full understanding of, and 
responsiveness to, solicitation requirements.  Prior to award, these offerors may be asked to submit best and final 
offers. In conducting discussions, there shall be no disclosure of any information derived from proposals submitted by 
a competing offeror.
7. SAMPLES:  Samples of item(s) specified in this offer, brochures, etc., when required by the DIVISION, must 
be furnished free of expense to the DIVISION.  Any item not destroyed by tests may, upon request made at the time 

the sample is furnished, be returned at the offeror's expense.
8.  AWARD OF CONTRACT:  (a) The contract will be awarded with reasonable promptness, by written notice, to 
the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined to be the most advantageous to the DIVISION, taking into 
consideration price and evaluation factors set forth in the RFP.  No other factors or criteria will be used in the 
evaluation.  The contract file shall contain the basis on which the award is made. Refer to Utah Code Annotated 65-
56-408.  (b)  The DIVISION may accept any item or group of items, or overall best offer.  The DIVISION can reject 
any or all proposals, and it can waive any informality, or technicality in any proposal received, if the DIVISION 
believes it would serve the best interests of the DIVISION.  (c)  Before, or after, the award of a contract the 
DIVISION has the right to inspect the offeror's premises and all business records to determine the offeror's ability to 
meet contract requirements.  (d) The DIVISION will open proposals publicly, identifying only the names of the 
offerors. During the evaluation process, proposals will be seen only by authorized DIVISION staff and those selected 
by DIVISION to evaluate the proposals.  Following the award decision, all proposals become public information 
except for protected information (see number 5 above).  A register of proposals and contract awards are posted at
http://purchasing.utah.gov/vendor/bidtab.html.   (e) Estimated quantities are for bidding purposes only, and not to be 
interpreted as a guarantee to purchase any amount.  (f)  Utah has a reciprocal preference law which will be applied 
against offerors offering products or services produced in states which discriminate against Utah products.  For details 
see Section 63G-6-404 and 63G-6-405, Utah Code Annotated.  (g) Multiple contracts may be awarded if the 
DIVISION determines it would be in its best interest.  

9. DEBRIEFING OF UNSUCCESSFUL OFFERORS: 
State Purchasing does not conduct face to face or teleconference debriefings. All debriefings are to be conducted in 
writing. A debrief request must be submitted in writing to the Purchasing Agent within seven (7) calendar days of the 
award notification or rejection notification made through written correspondence or posted on BidSync. The debrief 
response will be limited to critiquing the strength/weakness of an offeror’s proposal based on the evaluation criteria.  
The debriefing is intended as a courtesy to offerors, providing feedback to be used for future opportunities.  
Comparisons between proposals or evaluations of other proposals will not be allowed.
10.  DIVISION APPROVAL:   Contracts written with the State of Utah, as a result of this proposal, will not be 
legally binding without the written approval of the Director of the DIVISION.
11.  DEBARMENT:   The CONTRACTOR certifies that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, 
suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction 
(contract) by any governmental department or agency.  If the CONTRACTOR cannot certify this statement, attach 
a written explanation for review by the DIVISION.
12. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND RECYCLED PRODUCTS:  The contractor is encouraged to offer 
Energy Star certified products or products that meet FEMP (Federal Energy Management Program) standards for 
energy consumption.  The State of Utah also encourages contractors to offer products that are produced with 
recycled materials, where appropriate, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.
13.  GOVERNING LAWS AND REGULATIONS:   All State purchases are subject to the Utah Procurement 
Code, Title 63 Chapter 56 U.C.A. 1953, as amended, and the Procurement Rules as adopted by the Utah State 
Procurement Policy Board.  These are available on the Internet at www.purchasing.utah.gov.   By submitting a bid or 
offer, the bidder/offeror warrants that the bidder/offeror and any and all supplies, services equipment, and construction 
purchased by the State shall comply fully with all applicable Federal and State laws and regulations, including 
applicable licensure and certification requirements.  

14.   SALES TAX ID NUMBER:   Utah Code Annotated (UCA) 59-12-106 requires anyone filing a bid with the 
state for the sale of tangible personal property or any other taxable transaction under UCA 59-12-103(1) to include 
their Utah sales tax license number with their bid.  For information regarding a Utah sales tax license see the Utah 
State Tax Commission’s website at www.tax.utah.gov/sales.  The Tax Commission is located at 210 North 1950 
West, Salt Lake City, UT 84134, and can be reached by phone at (801) 297-2200.
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Legal Company Name (include d/b/a if applicable)

Aruba Networks, Inc.

Federal Tax Identification 

Number

02-0579097

State of Utah Sales Tax ID 

Number

12346013002STC

Ordering Address

1344 Crossman Ave

City

Sunnyvale

State

CA

Zip Code

94089

Remittance Address (if different from ordering address)

NW 5941 P.O Box 1450

City

Minneapolis

State

MN

Zip Code

55485-5941

Type  Corporation 
Partnership

Proprietorship Government

gfedcb gfedcb

gfedcb gfedcb

Company Contact Person

Andrew Tanguay

Telephone Number (include area code)

(408) 419-4260

Fax Number (include area code)

(408) 752-0626

Company=s Internet Web Address

http://www.arubanetworks.com/

Email Address

atanguay@arubanetworks.com

Discount Terms (for bid purposes, bid discounts less 

than 30 days will not be considered) 35%

Days Required for Delivery After Receipt of Order (see 

attached for any required minimums) 14 Days

The undersigned certifies that the goods or services offered are produced, mined, grown, manufactured, or performed 

in Utah. Yes No .  If no, enter where produced, etc.  United States, China, Singapore, Mexicogfedcb

Offeror=s Authorized Representative=s Signature Date

8/29/2013

Type or Print Name

Andrew Tanguay

Position or Title

Proposal Manager
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N O T I C E

When submitting a response (proposal, quote or bid) electronically through BidSync, it is the sole responsibility of 
the supplier to ensure that the response is received by BidSync prior to the closing date and time.  Each of the 

following steps in BidSync MUST be completed in order to place an offer:

A. Login to www.bidsync.com; 

B. Locate the bid (solicitation) to which you are responding; 
a. Click the “Search” tab on the top left of the page; 
b. Enter keyword or bid (solicitation) number and click “Search”; 

C. Click on the “Bid title/description” to open the Bid (solicitation) Information Page; 

D. “View and Accept” all documents in the document section; 

E. Select “Place Offer” found at the bottom of the page; 

F. Enter your pricing, notes, other required information and upload attachments to this page; 

G. Click “Submit” at the bottom of the page; 

H. Review Offer(s); and 

I. Enter your password and click “Confirm”. 

Note that the final step in submitting a response involves the supplier’s acknowledgement that the information and 
documents entered into the BidSync system are accurate and represent the supplier’s actual proposal, quote or 
bid.  This acknowledgement is registered in BidSync when the supplier clicks “Confirm”.  BidSync will post a notice 
that the offer has been received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time 

or the response will be considered late and will not be accepted.

Be aware that entering information and uploading documents into BidSync may take considerable time.  Please 

allow sufficient time to complete the online forms and upload documents.  Suppliers should not wait until the last 

minute to submit a response.  It is recommended that suppliers submit responses a minimum of 24 hours prior to the 

closing deadline. The deadline for submitting information and documents will end at the closing time indicated in the 
solicitation.  All information and documents must be fully entered, uploaded, acknowledged (Confirm) and recorded 

into BidSync before the closing time or the system will stop the process and the response will be considered late 
and will not be accepted. 

Responses submitted in BidSync are completely secure.  No one (including state purchasing staff) can see 

responses until after the deadline.  Suppliers may modify or change their response at any time prior to the closing 

deadline.   However, all modifications or changes must be completed and acknowledged (Confirm) in the BidSync 

system prior to the deadline.  BidSync will post a notice that the modification/change (new offer) has been 

received.  This notice from BidSync MUST be recorded prior to the closing date and time or the response will be 

considered late and will not be accepted.

Utah Code 46-4-402(2) Unless otherwise agreed between a sender (supplier) and the recipient (State Purchasing), 
an electronic record is received when:   (a) it enters an information processing system that the recipient has 

designated or uses for the purpose of receiving electronic records or information of the type sent and from which 
the recipient is able to retrieve the electronic record; and (b) it is in a form capable of being processed by that 
system .

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - INSTRUCTIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. SUBMITTING THE PROPOSAL:  (a) The Utah Division of Purchasing and General Services (DIVISION) 
prefers that proposals be submitted electronically.  Electronic proposals may be submitted through a secure mailbox at 
BidSync (formerly RFP Depot, LLC) (www.bidsync.com) until the date and time as indicated in this document.  It is 
the sole responsibility of the supplier to ensure their proposal reaches BidSync before the closing date and time.  
There is no cost to the supplier to submit Utah’s electronic proposals via BidSync.  (b) Electronic proposals may 
require the uploading of electronic attachments.  The submission of attachments containing embedded documents is 
prohibited.  All documents should be attached as separate files.  (c)  If the supplier chooses to submit the proposal 
directly to the DIVISION in writing:  The proposal must be signed in ink, sealed, and delivered to the Division of 
Purchasing, 3150 State Office Building, Capitol Hill, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-1061 by the "Due Date and Time.”
The "Solicitation Number" and "Due Date" must appear on the outside of the envelope.  All prices and notations must 
be in ink or typewritten.   Each item must be priced separately.  Unit price shall be shown and a total price shall be 
entered for each item offered.  Errors may be crossed out and corrections printed in ink or typewritten adjacent and 
must be initialed in ink by person signing offer.  Unit price will govern, if there is an error in the extension.  Written 
offers will be considered only if it is submitted on the forms provided by the DIVISION.  (d)  Proposals, 
modifications, or corrections received after the closing time on the "Due Date" will be considered late and handled in 
accordance with the Utah Procurement Rules, section R33-3-209.  (e) Facsimile transmission of proposals to 
DIVISION will not be considered.  

2. PROPOSAL PREPARATION:    (a)  Delivery time of products and services is critical and must be adhered to 
as specified.  (b) Wherever in this document an item is defined by using a trade name of a manufacturer and/or 
model number, it is intended that the words, "or equivalent" apply.  "Or equivalent" means any other brand that is 
equal in use, quality, economy and performance to the brand listed as determined by the DIVISION.  If the supplier 
lists a trade name and/or catalog number in the offer, the DIVISION will assume the item meets the specifications 
unless the offer clearly states it is an alternate, and describes specifically how it differs from the item specified.  All 
offers must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature if quoting an equivalent product.  All products are 
to be of new, unused condition, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.  (c) Incomplete proposals may be 
rejected. (d) Where applicable, all proposals must include complete manufacturer=s descriptive literature.  (e) By 
submitting the proposal the offeror certifies that all of the information provided is accurate, that they are willing and 
able to furnish the item(s) specified, and that prices offered are correct.  (f) This proposal may not be withdrawn for 
a period of 60 days from the due date.
3.  FREIGHT COST:  Suppliers are to provide line item pricing FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  Unless otherwise 
indicated on the contract/purchase order, shipping terms will be FOB Destination Freight Prepaid.  

4.  SOLICITATION AMENDMENTS:  All changes to this solicitation will be made through written addendum 
only.  Answers to questions submitted through BidSync shall be considered addenda to the solicitation documents.
Bidders are cautioned not to consider verbal modifications.
5. PROTECTED INFORMATION:   Suppliers are required to mark any specific information contained in their 
offer which they are claiming as protected and not to be disclosed to the public or used for purposes other than the 
evaluation of the offer.  Each request for non -disclosure must be made by completing the “Confidentiality Claim 
Form”  located at: http://www.purchasing.utah.gov/contract/documents/confidentialityclaimform.doc with a specific 
justification explaining why the information is to be protected. Pricing and service elements of any proposal will not be 
considered proprietary.  All material becomes the property of the DIVISION and may be returned only at the 
DIVISION 's option.  

6. BEST AND FINAL OFFERS:  Discussions may be conducted with offerors who submit proposals determined 
to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for award for the purpose of assuring full understanding of, and 
responsiveness to, solicitation requirements.  Prior to award, these offerors may be asked to submit best and final 
offers. In conducting discussions, there shall be no disclosure of any information derived from proposals submitted by 
a competing offeror.
7. SAMPLES:  Samples of item(s) specified in this offer, brochures, etc., when required by the DIVISION, must 
be furnished free of expense to the DIVISION.  Any item not destroyed by tests may, upon request made at the time 

the sample is furnished, be returned at the offeror's expense.
8.  AWARD OF CONTRACT:  (a) The contract will be awarded with reasonable promptness, by written notice, to 
the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined to be the most advantageous to the DIVISION, taking into 
consideration price and evaluation factors set forth in the RFP.  No other factors or criteria will be used in the 
evaluation.  The contract file shall contain the basis on which the award is made. Refer to Utah Code Annotated 65-
56-408.  (b)  The DIVISION may accept any item or group of items, or overall best offer.  The DIVISION can reject 
any or all proposals, and it can waive any informality, or technicality in any proposal received, if the DIVISION 
believes it would serve the best interests of the DIVISION.  (c)  Before, or after, the award of a contract the 
DIVISION has the right to inspect the offeror's premises and all business records to determine the offeror's ability to 
meet contract requirements.  (d) The DIVISION will open proposals publicly, identifying only the names of the 
offerors. During the evaluation process, proposals will be seen only by authorized DIVISION staff and those selected 
by DIVISION to evaluate the proposals.  Following the award decision, all proposals become public information 
except for protected information (see number 5 above).  A register of proposals and contract awards are posted at
http://purchasing.utah.gov/vendor/bidtab.html.   (e) Estimated quantities are for bidding purposes only, and not to be 
interpreted as a guarantee to purchase any amount.  (f)  Utah has a reciprocal preference law which will be applied 
against offerors offering products or services produced in states which discriminate against Utah products.  For details 
see Section 63G-6-404 and 63G-6-405, Utah Code Annotated.  (g) Multiple contracts may be awarded if the 
DIVISION determines it would be in its best interest.  

9. DEBRIEFING OF UNSUCCESSFUL OFFERORS: 
State Purchasing does not conduct face to face or teleconference debriefings. All debriefings are to be conducted in 
writing. A debrief request must be submitted in writing to the Purchasing Agent within seven (7) calendar days of the 
award notification or rejection notification made through written correspondence or posted on BidSync. The debrief 
response will be limited to critiquing the strength/weakness of an offeror’s proposal based on the evaluation criteria.  
The debriefing is intended as a courtesy to offerors, providing feedback to be used for future opportunities.  
Comparisons between proposals or evaluations of other proposals will not be allowed.
10.  DIVISION APPROVAL:   Contracts written with the State of Utah, as a result of this proposal, will not be 
legally binding without the written approval of the Director of the DIVISION.
11.  DEBARMENT:   The CONTRACTOR certifies that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, 
suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction 
(contract) by any governmental department or agency.  If the CONTRACTOR cannot certify this statement, attach 
a written explanation for review by the DIVISION.
12. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND RECYCLED PRODUCTS:  The contractor is encouraged to offer 
Energy Star certified products or products that meet FEMP (Federal Energy Management Program) standards for 
energy consumption.  The State of Utah also encourages contractors to offer products that are produced with 
recycled materials, where appropriate, unless otherwise requested in this solicitation.
13.  GOVERNING LAWS AND REGULATIONS:   All State purchases are subject to the Utah Procurement 
Code, Title 63 Chapter 56 U.C.A. 1953, as amended, and the Procurement Rules as adopted by the Utah State 
Procurement Policy Board.  These are available on the Internet at www.purchasing.utah.gov.   By submitting a bid or 
offer, the bidder/offeror warrants that the bidder/offeror and any and all supplies, services equipment, and construction 
purchased by the State shall comply fully with all applicable Federal and State laws and regulations, including 
applicable licensure and certification requirements.  

14.   SALES TAX ID NUMBER:   Utah Code Annotated (UCA) 59-12-106 requires anyone filing a bid with the 
state for the sale of tangible personal property or any other taxable transaction under UCA 59-12-103(1) to include 
their Utah sales tax license number with their bid.  For information regarding a Utah sales tax license see the Utah 
State Tax Commission’s website at www.tax.utah.gov/sales.  The Tax Commission is located at 210 North 1950 
West, Salt Lake City, UT 84134, and can be reached by phone at (801) 297-2200.
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Supplier: Aruba Networks

State of Utah
Request for Proposal

Legal Company Name (include d/b/a if applicable)

Aruba Networks, Inc.

Federal Tax Identification 

Number

02-0579097

State of Utah Sales Tax ID 

Number

12346013002STC

Ordering Address

1344 Crossman Ave

City

Sunnyvale

State

CA

Zip Code

94089

Remittance Address (if different from ordering address)

NW 5941 P.O Box 1450

City

Minneapolis

State

MN

Zip Code

55485-5941

Type  Corporation 
Partnership

Proprietorship Government

gfedcb gfedcb

gfedcb gfedcb

Company Contact Person

Andrew Tanguay

Telephone Number (include area code)

(408) 419-4260

Fax Number (include area code)

(408) 752-0626

Company=s Internet Web Address

http://www.arubanetworks.com/

Email Address

atanguay@arubanetworks.com

Discount Terms (for bid purposes, bid discounts less 

than 30 days will not be considered) 35%

Days Required for Delivery After Receipt of Order (see 

attached for any required minimums) 14 Days

The undersigned certifies that the goods or services offered are produced, mined, grown, manufactured, or performed 

in Utah. Yes No .  If no, enter where produced, etc.  United States, China, Singapore, Mexicogfedcb

Offeror=s Authorized Representative=s Signature Date

8/29/2013

Type or Print Name

Andrew Tanguay

Position or Title

Proposal Manager
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